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SUMMARY
With continued advances in science and technology, big graph (or network) data, such
as World Wide Web, social networks, academic collaboration networks, transportation net-
works, telecommunication networks, biological networks, and electrical networks, have
grown at an astonishing rate in terms of volume, variety, and velocity. Analyzing such big
graph data has huge potential to reveal hidden insights and promote innovation in business,
science, and engineering domains. However, there exist a number of challenging bottle-
necks in developing advanced graph analytics tools in the Big Data era. This dissertation
research focus on bridging graph mining and graph processing techniques to alleviate such
bottlenecks in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
This dissertation had made original contributions on exploring, understanding, and
learning big graph data in graph mining, processing and application: First, we have de-
veloped a suite of novel graph mining algorithms to analyze real-world heterogeneous in-
formation networks. Our algorithmic approaches enable new ways to dive into the cor-
relation structure of big graphs to derive new insights about how heterogeneous entities
interact with one another and influence the effectiveness and efficiency of graph clustering,
graph classification and graph ranking. Second, we have developed a scalable graph par-
allel processing framework by exploring parallel processing optimizations at both access
tier and computation tier. We have designed a suite of hierarchically composable graph
parallel abstractions to enable large-scale graphs to be processed efficiently for iterative
graph computation applications. Our approach enables computer hardware resource aware
graph partitioning such that parallel graph processing workloads can be well balanced in
the presence of highly irregular graph structures and the mismatch of graph access and
computation workloads. Third but not the least, we have developed innovative domain
specific graph analytics frameworks to understand the hidden patterns in enterprise storage
systems and to derive the interesting correlations among various enterprise web services.
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These novel graph algorithms and frameworks provide broader and deeper insights for bet-




Graph as an expressive data structure is popularly used to model structural relationship
between objects in many application domains, such as social networks, web graphs, RDF
graphs, sensor networks, protein interaction networks. Heterogeneous information net-
works are graphs with heterogeneous types of entities and links, associated with static
attributes and dynamic and inter-connected activities. Heterogeneous information network
analysis has great potential for understanding the ways in which information, ideas, expe-
riences and innovations are spread across information networks.
With continued advances in computing and information technology, heterogeneous in-
formation networks have grown at an astonishing rate in terms of volume, variety, and ve-
locity. Mining and processing such content-rich heterogeneous information networks have
huge potential to reveal hidden insights and promote innovation in many business, science,
and engineering domains. However, the flood of heterogeneous information networks pos-
es great computational challenges in both aspects of algorithm and system: (1) content-rich
and heterogeneous graphs with complex structures and attributes; (2) big graphs from mul-
tiple arbitrary domains; (3) big graphs with poor quality (e.g., noise and incompleteness);
(4) big graphs v.s. limited computational resource; (5) high-degree vertices and skewed
vertex degree distribution; and (6) skewed edge weight distribution. Thus, mining and
processing heterogeneous information networks with multiple types of links, entities, stat-
ic attributes and dynamic and inter-connected activities demands for new computational
models to address the following new challenges.
• Development of effective big graph mining algorithms that analyze and mine large-
scale real heterogeneous information networks.
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• Implementation of scalable big graph processing frameworks that speed up the exe-
cution of real-world graph applications.
• Development of innovative graph analytics frameworks that perform deep learning
and derive new insights in specific research domains, and the design of novel cloud-
based big data management and analytics frameworks.
1.1 Technical Challenges
We describe the technical challenges for mining, processing and application of big graph
data in more detail as follows.
1.1.1 Data Heterogeneity
As online social media and online shopping sites become ubiquitous, we have witnessed
many forms of heterogeneous information networks, such as DBLP bibliography network,
Facebook social network and eBay online shopping network, in which entities are of differ-
ent types, are inter-connected through heterogeneous types of links, representing different
kinds of semantic relations, and are associated with multiple types of static attributes and
dynamic and inter-connected activities. Heterogeneous information networks analysis has
great potential to provide new insights about how information, ideas, experiences and in-
novations are spread across information networks. However, analyzing and mining such
sophisticated heterogeneous networks demands for new computational models and algo-
rithms to address several new challenges: (1) large-scale heterogeneous network analysis
often displays features of topological complexity and involves substantial non-trivial com-
putational cost; (2) each type of entities usually associates to one primary social world
but participates in many other social worlds, each with domain-specific semantics. It is
challenging to efficiently integrate the multiple types of data from multiple information
networks into a unified solution space simultaneously; (3) as multiple social networks may
be from arbitrary domains, it is challenging to efficiently integrate the multiple types of data
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from multiple information networks into a unified distance space simultaneously. More-
over, heterogeneous information network analysis can be more meaningful if it is context
aware and only the activity networks that are relevant to the context of interest will be uti-
lized to perform the mining analysis; (4) traditional mining models for networked data are
usually based on the existence of vertex homophily, i.e., the principle that similar vertices in
nature are connected to each other with links. However, applying vertex homophily alone
over heterogeneous information networks is too coarse-grained and may lead to inaccura-
cy in analysis; and (5) conventional graph mining models are often vertex-centric mining
models. Vertex-centric mining and edge-centric mining should be regarded as orthogonal
and complimentary dimensions due to their individual mining goals. Relying on either of
them alone may result in incomplete and possibly inaccurate analysis results.
1.1.2 Computational Complexity
Many real-world graph applications are iterative graph algorithms, in which vertex or edge
weights are updated in each iteration, and these algorithms repeat the iterative processes
until convergence. Typical examples include many classical graph algorithms of similar-
ity search, ranking, clustering, classification or collaborative filtering, such as PageRank,
EigenTrust, Heat Diffusion Kernel, Random Walk Model, and etc. These graph applica-
tions often need to repeatedly self-interact on a single graph or iteratively interact among
multiple graphs to discover both direct and indirect relationships between vertices such
that the iterative computations involve themselves in lots of matrix-vector multiplications,
matrix-matrix multiplications or matrix factorizations. Thus, iterative graph applications
are often the compute-intensive applications with high complexity of O(l ∗ n2) or O(l ∗ n3)
where n is the number of vertices in a graph and l is the number of computation iterations.
In addition, iterative graph algorithms usually lead to edge explosion and denser inter-
mediate or result graphs. Existing graph parallel frameworks often fail to perform these
compute-intensive applications within acceptable time periods.
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1.1.3 System Scalability
Scaling iterative computation on large graphs with billions of vertices and edges is widely
recognized as a challenging research problem, which has received heated attention recently.
Existing graph processing frameworks often fail to work effectively under the vertex-centric
computation model for several scenarios: (1) the algorithms require to load the whole graph
into the main memory but the graph and its intermediate computation results together are
too big to fit into the available memory; (2) high-degree vertices and their edges combined
with the necessary intermediate results are too big to fit into the working memory; (3) the
time of computing on a vertex and its edges is much faster than the time to access to the
vertex state and its edge data in memory or on disk; (4) the computation workloads on
different vertices/edges are significantly imbalanced due to the highly skewed vertex de-
gree/edge weight distribution; (5) the vertex-centric parallel tasks dramatically increase the
inter-vertex communication overhead regardless whether the parallel tasks are executed in
local memory or shared memory across a cluster of compute nodes; (6) given that differ-
ent types of iterative graph applications combined with different sizes of graphs often have
different resource demands on CPU, memory and disk I/O, a straightforward graph parti-
tioning scheme often can not make good use of limited resource and efficiently respond
to the computation requirements under such diverse environments; and (7) lack of flexi-
ble graph storage data structure to support utility-aware progressive pruning techniques to
further improve the computational performance on big graphs.
1.2 Dissertation Scope and Contributions
To tackle these challenges of big graph analytics, this dissertation research is focused on
the development of mining algorithms, processing frameworks and domain-specific appli-
cations for effective and scalable big data analytics.
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1.2.1 Innovative Mining of Big Graphs
We have developed a suite of innovative graph mining algorithms, including clustering,
classification and ranking of heterogeneous information networks, to enable new ways
to dive into the topology and content of big graphs to derive new insights about how het-
erogeneous entities interact with each other and influence the effectiveness and efficiency
of graph mining. We have made the following original contributions to mining of het-
erogeneous information networks: (1) devising a unified random walk similarity measure
to measure the vertex closeness in terms of both structural and attribute similarities; (2)
inventing a social influence-based vertex similarity measure in terms of social influence
propagation on both social graph (self-influence) and each of activity graphs (co-influence);
(3) designing an edge-centric random walk model to capture both direct and indirect rela-
tionships between edges; (4) modeling a heterogeneous information network with multiple
types of entities, links, static attributes and dynamic activities in terms of a social graph
and multiple associated activity graphs through intra-network or inter-network links; (5)
modeling a heterogeneous information network containing multiple types of meta paths
in terms of multiple vertex-centric path graphs and multiple edge-centric path graphs; (6)
proposing a clustering/classification-based multigraph model to capture the fine-grained
clustering/classification-based relationships between pairwise vertices or between pairwise
edges about given K clusters/classes; (7) developing reinforcement algorithms to tightly
integrate vertex-centric mining and edge-centric mining by mutually enhancing each other;
and (8) producing dynamic weight learning methods to efficiently integrate the data from
multiple information sources by continuously learning their individual contributions and
adjusting their specific weights towards the mining objectives.
1.2.2 Innovative Processing of Big Graphs
We have developed a scalable, efficient, and provably correct two-tier parallel graph pro-
cessing framework, GraphTwist, for executing complex iterative computation tasks over
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large-scale graphs on a shared-memory multiprocessor computer. GraphTwist is novel in
five aspects: (1) at storage and access tier, modeling a large graph as a compact data struc-
ture of 3D cube with source vertex, destination vertex and edge weight as the dimension-
s, and introducing multi-level hierarchical graph parallel abstraction at different levels of
granularity by slice, strip and dice based graph partitioning; (2) devising a dice-based da-
ta placement algorithm to store a large graph on disk by minimizing non-sequential disk
access and enabling more structured in-memory access, and implementing the index struc-
ture, the basic algebra and its core operations to enable fast access to different types of
graph partitions; (3) dynamically determining the right level of graph parallel abstraction
to maximize sequential access and minimize random access based on the system capaci-
ty, the characteristics of graph datasets, and the utility of graph algorithm; (4) designing a
regression-based learning method to select the optimal setting for the partitioning param-
eters, which gives GraphTwist the best performance under the available system resource;
and (5) at computation tier, supporting two utility-aware progressive pruning strategies:
slice pruning and cut pruning, to further improve the computational performance while p-
reserving the computational utility defined by graph applications, and providing theoretic
analysis to quantitatively prove that iterative graph computations powered by utility-aware
pruning techniques can achieve a very good approximation with bounds on the introduced
error.
1.2.3 Innovative Application of Big Graphs
During past several years, we have developed several domain driven knowledge discov-
ery frameworks to perform deep learning and discover new insights in specific research
domains, including storage systems, web services and software engineering. I have collab-
orated with experts from other communities and developed effective and scalable learning
and mining approaches for better analyzing and interpreting various types of data. More
specifically, given various types of data from specific domains, we attempt to construc-
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t knowledge discovery frameworks with several algorithm and system efforts, including
(1) extracting heterogeneous types of entities in specific domains and connecting them to
form heterogeneous information networks; (2) understanding those shallow correlations
reflected from direct relationship between entities as well as deriving deeper correlations
that can only be inferred through reasoning over both direct and indirect correlations in
a probabilistic manner; (3) devising innovative mining and learning analytic algorithm-
s to discover interesting and relevant patterns and identify inherent characteristics of the
data; and (4) developing innovative parallel or distributed computational frameworks to
improve the efficiency and applicability of proposed domain driven knowledge discovery
frameworks.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation consists of several chapters and each chapter addresses one or more of the
challenges described above. In each chapter, we introduce the preliminary concepts and
formulates the research problem being addressed, presents the specific solution, followed
by extensive experimental results and related work, and conclude the chapter.
In Chapter 2, we present a social influence based clustering framework for analyz-
ing heterogeneous information networks, called SI-Cluster, to execute social influence
based clustering over heterogeneous information networks by dynamically combining self-
influence from social graph and multiple types of co-influence from activity graphs.
In Chapter 3, we propose an activity-edge centric multi-label classification framework
for analyzing heterogeneous information networks, AEClass, to fulfill activity-edge centric
multi-label classification of heterogeneous multigraph by integrating structure affinity and
label vicinity into a unified classifier with the prior knowledge of multiple activity graphs.
In Chapter 4, we introduce a meta path graph clustering framework, VEPathCluster,
that tightly integrate vertex clustering and edge clustering by mutually enhancing each other
with combining different types of meta paths over heterogeneous information network.
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In Chapter 5, we present a scalable, efficient, and provably correct two-tier graph pro-
cessing framework, GraphTwist, in which iterative graph computations powered by utility-
aware pruning techniques can achieve a very good approximation with bounds on the in-
troduced error.
In Chapter 6, we model services, attributes, and associated entities in web service li-
braries, such as providers, consumers, by a heterogeneous service network. A reinforce-
ment algorithm has been provided to tightly integrate ranking and clustering by mutually
and simultaneously enhancing each other such that the performance of both can be im-
proved.
In Chapter 7, we apply and extend graph analytics techniques to storage trace analysis
for better characterizing important hotspots and understanding hotspot movement patterns.
In Chapter 8, we propose ServiceCluster, a novel heterogeneous SERVICE network
CLUSTERing algorithm, for efficient web service analysis.
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CHAPTER 2
SI-CLUSTER: SOCIAL INFLUENCE BASED CLUSTERING OF
HETEROGENEOUS INFORMATION NETWORKS
Social networks continue to grow in size and the type of information hosted. We witness a
growing interest in clustering a social network of people based on both their social relation-
ships and their participations in activity based information networks. In this chapter, we
present a social influence based clustering framework for analyzing heterogeneous informa-
tion networks with three unique features. First, we introduce a novel social influence based
vertex similarity metric in terms of both self-influence similarity and co-influence similar-
ity. We compute self-influence and co-influence based similarity in terms of propagating
heat diffusion kernel based on social graph and its associated activity graphs and influence
graphs respectively. Second, we compute the combined social influence based similarity
between each pair of vertices by unifying the self-similarity and multiple co-influence sim-
ilarity scores through a weight function with an iterative update method. Third, we design
an iterative learning algorithm, SI-Cluster, to dynamically refine the K clusters by contin-
uously quantifying and adjusting the weights on self-influence similarity and on multiple
co-influence similarity scores towards the clustering convergence. To make SI-Cluster
converge fast, we transformed a sophisticated nonlinear fractional programming problem
of multiple weights into a straightforward nonlinear parametric programming problem of
single variable. Our experiment results show that SI-Cluster not only achieves a better
balance between self-influence and co-influence similarities but also scales extremely well
for large graph clustering.
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2.1 Introduction
Social influence studies the impact of a group of people on an individual member of the
group by their opinions or actions. Social influence analysis has great potential for un-
derstanding the ways in which information, ideas, experiences and innovations are spread
across social networks. As more and more people are engaged in social networks, we wit-
ness many forms of heterogeneous social networks in which entities are of different types
and are interconnected through heterogeneous types of links, representing different kinds
of semantic relations. Analyzing and mining heterogeneous social networks can provide
new insights about how people interact with and influence each other and why ideas and
opinions on different subjects propagate differently on social networks.
Clustering a heterogeneous social network with multiple types of links, entities, static
attributes and dynamic and inter-connected activities demands for new clustering models
and distance functions to address the following new challenges.
• The large scale heterogeneous social network analysis often displays features of so-
cial complexity and involves substantial non-trivial computational cost. For example,
a full version of the DBLP bibliography data contains 964, 166 authors, 6, 992 con-
ferences, 363, 352 keywords and 31, 962, 786 heterogeneous links.
• Each type of entities usually associates to one primary social world but participates in
many other social worlds, each with domain-specific semantics. How to make good
use of the information from various social worlds to provide more informative views
of how people influence one another in a given social network? For instance, we may
want to utilize the original facebook people network as well as the associated activity
networks in the facebook dataset to generate a better clustering of people based on
their social influence in terms of both their circle of friends (i.e., self-influence) and
their participations in multiple domain specific activity networks (i.e., multiple types
of co-influence).
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• The information flow between two social worlds may be bidirectional so that we
should be careful in differentiating them when we integrate the results from different
information networks. For example, Bob may influence his circle of friends (direct
or indirect) by his blogs on certain subject and his participation in some tennis tour-
naments. On the other hand, direct links from a blog (or a tournament) to other blogs
(or tournaments) can serve as a recommendation by Bob to its circle of friends.
• As multiple social networks may be from arbitrary domains, it is challenging to effi-
ciently integrate the multiple types of influences from multiple information networks
into a unified distance space simultaneously. Moreover, social network clustering
can be more meaningful if it is context aware and only the activity networks that
are relevant to the context of interest will be utilized to perform the social influence
based clustering analysis.
With these new challenges in mind, in this chapter we develop an innovative social
influence based graph clustering approach for heterogeneous information networks, SI-
Cluster. It captures not only the complex attributes of people (vertices) in the social col-
laboration network but also the nested and complex relationships between people and other
types of entities in different information networks in terms of their participations in differ-
ent activities of interest. Concretely, we categorize the social influence based graph model
into three categories: (1) the topological structure of the social network or the activity
networks, (2) the single-valued or multi-valued vertex properties that represent relatively
stable and static states of vertices in the social network (such as name, sex, age, and mul-
tiple education degrees a person may achieve), (3) the nested and complex relationships
between the social network and the activity networks (such as multiple activities one may
have participated). We show that the social influence based graph clustering for heteroge-
neous networks demands for a dynamic graph clustering method in contrast to convention-
al graph clustering algorithms. SI-Cluster is designed to cluster large social network with
two new criteria: (1) it takes into account both the complex vertex properties and the topo-
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logical structure to define the initial influence of a vertex and the weights of its influence
propagation to its circle of friends; (2) it computes pairwise vertex closeness by consider-
ing not only the social influence patterns (influence-based similarities) based on both direct
and indirect social connections existing in the relevant social and activity networks but also
the potentially new interactions that have high propagation probabilities based on the ex-
isting interactions. A unique characteristics of SI-Cluster is its ability of integrating the
self-influence and multiple types of co-influences into a unified influence-based similarity
measure through iteratively clustering and dynamic weight tuning mechanism.
This chapter makes the following original contributions.
• We integrate different types of links, entities, static attributes and dynamic activi-
ties from different networks into a unified influence-based model through the intra-
network or inter-network social influences.
• We compute influence-based vertex similarity in terms of heat diffusion based influ-
ence propagation on both social graph (self-influence) and each of activity graphs
(co-influence).
• A dynamic weight tuning method is provided to combine various influence-based
similarities through an iterative learning algorithm, SI-Cluster, for social influence
based graph clustering. To make the clustering process converge fast, a sophisticated
nonlinear fractional programming problem with multiple weights is transformed to a
straightforward parametric programming problem of a single variable.
• We perform extensive evaluation on real datasets to demonstrate that SI-Cluster can




The most closely related work to this research falls into three areas: social influence anal-
ysis, heterogeneous social network analysis and graph clustering. Social influence analysis
is gaining attention in recent years. [1] proposed the first provable approximation algorithm
for maximizing the spread of influence in a social network. [2] proposed a cascading viral
marketing algorithm. [3] proposed a heat-diffusion based viral marketing model with top
K most influential nodes. [4] used a user’s implicit social graph to generate a friend cluster,
given a small seed set of contacts. [5] presented a model in which information can reach a
node via the links of the social network or through the influence of external sources.
Recent works on heterogeneous social network analysis [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] combine links
and content into heterogeneous information networks to improve the quality of querying,
ranking and clustering. [6] proposed a method to model a relational database containing
both attributes and links. [7] proposed to learn an optimal linear combination of different
relations on heterogeneous social networks in terms of their importance on a certain query.
[9] groups objects into pre-specified classes, while generating the ranking information for
each type of object in a heterogeneous information network. [10] presented a query-driven
discovery system for finding semantically similar substructures in heterogeneous networks.
Graph clustering has attracted active research in the last decade. Most of existing
graph clustering techniques have focused on the topological structure based on various
criteria, including normalized cuts [11], modularity [12], structural density [13], stochastic
flows [14] or clique [15]. K-SNAP [16] and CANAL [17] presented OLAP-style aggrega-
tion approaches to summarize large graphs by grouping nodes based on the user-selected
attributes. [18] exploited an information-theoretic model for clustering by growing a ran-
dom seed in a manner that minimizes graph entropy. [19] presented a clustering method
which integrates numerical vectors with modularity into a spectral relaxation problem. SA-
Cluster [20] and BAGC [21] perform clustering based on both structural and attribute simi-
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larities by incorporating attributes as augmented edges to its vertices, transforming attribute
similarity to vertex closeness. PathSelClus [22] utilizes limited guidance from users in the
form of seeds in some of the clusters and automatically learn the best weights for each
meta-path in the clustering process. GenClus [23] proposed a model-based method for
clustering heterogeneous networks with different link types and different attribute types.
To our knowledge, this work is the first one to address the problem of social influence
based clustering over heterogeneous networks by dynamically combining self-influence
from social graph and multiple types of co-influence from activity graphs.
2.3 Problem Statement
We consider three types of information networks in defining a social influence based graph
clustering method: (1) the social collaboration network, which is the target of graph clus-
tering and typically a social network of people, such as friend network, co-author network,
to name a few; (2) the associated activity networks, such as product purchasing activity
network, sport activity network or conference activity network; (3) the influence networks
representing bipartite graphs connecting social network and activity networks. We formally
define the three types of networks as follows.
A social graph is denoted as S G = (U, E), where U is the set of vertices representing
the members of the collaboration network, such as customers or authors, and E is the set
of edges denoting the collaborative relationships between members of the collaboration
network. We use NS G to represent the size of U, i.e., NS G = |U |.
An activity graph is defined by AGi = (Vi, S i), where v ∈ Vi denotes an activity vertex
in the ith associated activity network AGi, and s ∈ S i is a weighted edge representing the
similarity between two activity vertices, such as functional or manufacture similarity. We
denote the size of each activity vertex set as NAGi = |Vi|.
An influence graph is denoted as IGi = (U,Vi, S i,Ti), where U, Vi and S i have the same
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(d) Influence Flow
Figure 2.1: A Heterogeneous Network Example from DBLP
t ∈ Ti, denoted by (u, v), connecting a member vertex u ∈ U to an activity vertex v ∈ Vi,
representing an influence flow between S G and AGi, such as a purchasing or publishing
activity. Thus, IGi is a bipartite graph.
Given a social graph S G, multiple activity graphs AGi and various influence graphs
IGi (1 ≤ i ≤ N), the problem of Social Influence-based graph Clustering (SI-Cluster)





U j = φ for ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ K, i , j, to ensure the clustering results in densely con-
nected groups and each has vertices with similar activity behaviors. A desired clustering
result should achieve a good balance between the following two properties: (1) vertices
within one cluster should have similar collaborative patterns among themselves and simi-
lar interaction patterns with activity networks; (2) vertices in different clusters should have
dissimilar collaborative patterns and dissimilar interaction patterns with activities.
































































(b) Keyword Influence Graph
Figure 2.2: An Illustrating Example of Influence Graphs
extracted from the DBLP dataset. It consists of two types of entities: authors and con-
ferences and three types of links: co-authorship, author-conference, conference similarity.
In our SI-Cluster framework, we reorganize a heterogeneous information network into a
social graph, multiple activity graphs and multiple influence graphs without loss of infor-
mation. The heterogeneous network in Figure 2.1 (a) is divided into three subgraphs: a
social collaboration graph of authors, a conference activity graph, and an influence graph
about author’s publishing activity in conferences, as shown in Figures 2.1 (b), (c) and (d),
respectively. A red number associated with a red dashed edge quantifies the number of
publications that an author published in a conference. A green number on a green edge
measures the similarity score between conferences. For ease of presentation, we removed
the conference similarities with less than 0.005. A number of mechanisms can be used to
compute similarity of conferences. We use RankClus [24] to partition activities into clus-
ters. According to activity’s clustering distribution and ranking in each cluster, we calculate
the similarities between activities in activity graph. Black numbers in the bracket represent
the total amount of publications of an author. Other black numbers on co-author edges de-
note the number of co-authored papers. A more complex example of influence graph with
12 authors and 12 conferences (or keywords) is presented in Figure 2.2.
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2.4 Influence-based Similarity
This section describes how to measure the vertex closeness in terms of self-influence and
co-influence models. We first utilize heat diffusion model to capture self-influence based
similarity between member vertices in the social graph. Then we use heat diffusion model
to construct one co-influence model for each influence graph using a probabilistic classi-
fication method to compute co-influence similarities of two vertices in the social graph.
Finally, we compute pairwise vertex similarities based on the influence similarity matrix
and generate an influence-based pairwise similarity matrix on the social graph for each of
its N influence graphs.
2.4.1 Heat Diffusion on Social Graph
Heat diffusion is a physical phenomenon that heat always flows from an object with high
temperature to an object with low temperature. In a large social graph S G, experts with
many publications often influence other late authors. Consumers purchasing many prod-
ucts may influence other consumers with little purchasing. Thus the spread of influence
resembles the heat diffusion phenomenon. Early adopters of a product with many friends
or experts on a subject with many coauthors may act as heat sources, transfer their heat to
others and diffuse their influence to other majority.
To effectively measure vertex closeness in the social graph in terms of heat diffusion
model, we first define the non-propagating heat diffusion kernel on social graph.
Definition 1 [Non-propagating Heat Diffusion Kernel on Social Graph] Let S G = (U, E)
denote a social graph where U is the set of member vertices and E is the edge set denoting
the collaborative relationships between members. Let α be the thermal conductivity (the
heat diffusion coefficient) of S G. The heat change at vertex ui ∈ U between time t + ∆t and
time t is defined by the sum of the heat that it receives from all its neighbors, deducted by
17
what it diffuses.









, (ui, u j) ∈ E0,
0, otherwise.
(2.1)
where fi(t) is the vertex ui’s temperature at time t. pi j denotes the probability of heat
diffusion from ui to u j. ni j denotes the weight on edge (ui, u j), e.g., the number of co-
authored publications, and ni (or n j) denotes the amount of heat/influence that ui (or u j)
has within the social graph, e.g., the number of authored publications. We express the
above heat diffusion formulation in a matrix form.
f(t + ∆t) − f(t)
∆t
= αHf(t) (2.2)
where H is a NS G × NS G matrix, called a non-propagating heat diffusion kernel on S G, as
the heat diffusion process is defined in terms of one-hop neighbors of heat source.
Hi j =

pi j, (ui, u j) ∈ E, i , j,




(ui,u j)∈E, j,i pi j. τi denotes the amount of heat diffused from ui to all its neigh-
bors.
If we use H to define self-influence similarity between vertices, then the similarity is
based on one-hop or direct influence. For those authors who have no joint publications,
they are considered to have zero influence on one another, which is unrealistic.
This motivates us to utilize both direct and indirect influence paths between two vertices
in computing their vertex similarity. Thus, we define the self-influence similarity using the
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propagating heat diffusion kernel, where the heat diffusion process continues until vertices’
temperatures converge or the system-defined convergence condition is met. Concretely, by




Solving this differential equation, we obtain the following Eq.(2.5).
Definition 2 [Propagating Heat Diffusion Kernel on Social Graph] Let α denote the ther-
mal conductivity, H be the non-propagating diffusion kernel of S G and f(0) denote an initial
heat (influence) column vector at time 0, which defines the initial heat distribution on S G.
The vertex’s thermal capacity at time t, denoted by f(t), is an exponential function with
variable t for constant f(0).
f(t) = eαtHf(0) (2.5)
We call eαtH as the propagating heat diffusion kernel. It can be expanded as a Taylor
series, where I is an identity matrix:






H3 + · · · (2.6)
where the heat diffusion reaches convergence, i.e., thermal equilibrium, at time t. Since
eαtH captures both direct and indirect relationships between objects, it reflects the vertex
closeness on social graph. We treat it as the self-similarity matrix W0, i.e., W0 = eαtH.
Here, the thermal conductivity α is a user specific parameter. We use it as a weight factor
for the self-influence similarity in the unified similarity. Figure 2.3 follows the example of
Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.3 (a), ochre dashed lines and associated blue numbers represent the
self-influence similarity by setting α and t equal to 1.
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2.4.2 Heat Diffusion on Influence Graphs
We have presented the use of propagating heat diffusion kernel to measure the self-influence
vertex closeness on social graph. In this section we describe how to compute pairwise co-
influence similarity for vertices in S G based on one of N associated influence graphs.
Similarly, we first need to define the non-propagating heat kernel on an influence graph.
By the definition of influence graph in Section 4.3, we should consider four types of one-
hop influence diffusion path in defining the non-propagating heat kernel Hi.
Definition 3 [Non-propagating Heat Diffusion Kernel on Influence Graphs] We formulate
Hi on the influence graph IGi associated to the social graph S G and the activity graph AGi




where B = [B1, · · · ,BNAGi ]
T is a NAGi × NS G matrix representing the social influence of
vertices in AGi on members in S G, defined by Eq.(2.8); C = [C1, · · · ,CNSG]
T is a NS G ×
NAGi matrix denoting the social influence of members in S G on vertices in AGi, defined
by Eq.(2.9); A is an NAGi × NAGi matrix representing the activity similarities, defined by





, (uk, v j) ∈ Ti,
0, otherwise.
(2.8)
where n jk is the weight on edge (uk, v j) and B jk computes the influence of v j on S G through
uk and is defined by n jk normalized by the sum of weights on (uk, vl) for any vl in AGi. For
example, the influence of a conference v j on the social graph through an author, say Philip
S. Yu, is defined by the number of papers he published in v j normalized by the total number
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Figure 2.3: Co-influence Model
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, (u j, vk) ∈ Ti,
0, otherwise.
(2.9)
where n jk denotes the weight on edge (u j, vk) and C jk computes the influence of u j on AGi
through vk and is defined by n jk (the amount of papers u j published in vk) normalized by
the sum of the weights on (ul, vk) for any ul.
A jk =

n jk, (v j, vk) ∈ S i,
−τ j, j = k, (2.10)
0, otherwise.
where n jk represents the similarity between two activity vertices v j and vk in the activity
graph. τ j =
∑
(v j,vl)∈S i,l, j A jl +
∑
(ul,v j)∈Ti B jl where τ j summarizes the influence of activity
vertex v j on other activity vertices and associated member vertices.
In the diagonal matrix D, the diagonal entry D j j in each row is equal to −τ j where
τ j =
∑
(u j,vl)∈Ti C jl. τ j summarizes the influence of member vertex u j on all activity vertices.
Definition 4 (Propagating Heat Diffusion Kernel on Influence Graphs) Let IGi denote
the ith influence graph associated to S G and AGi, α denote the thermal conductivity, Hi
denote the non-propagating diffusion kernel of IGi and f(0) be an initial heat distribution
on IGi. The vertex’s thermal capacity at time t is defined by an exponential function f(t)
with variable t for constant f(0).
fi(t) = eαtHifi(0) (2.11)
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where i represents the ith influence graph. eαtHi can be expanded as a Taylor series.






H3i + · · · (2.12)
where I is a (NAGi + NS G) × (NAGi + NS G) identity matrix.
Figure 2.3 (b) shows the propagating heat diffusion kernel eαtHconf for the conference
influence graph in our running example, where both α and t are set to 1. For presentation
clarity, we only show the bidirectional influence flow between authors and conferences
with value less than 0.02 in eαtHconf . Associated blue numbers and green numbers quantify
the influence flows from author to conference and the influence flows from conference to
author respectively.
2.4.3 Co-influence Model
We have defined the propagating heat diffusion kernel eαtHi for the influence graph IGi
(1 ≤ i ≤ N). According to Eq.6.18, in order to conduct heat diffusion on an influence graph
and compute pairwise co-influence similarity, we need both eαtHi and fi(0) on IGi. fi(0)
defines the heat sources from which the propagating heat kernel starts its diffusion process.
We observe that the co-influence between a pair of member vertices in the social graph
can only be established through their interactions with activity vertices in one of the activity
graphs. To make good use of the topological information of AGi, find good heat sources
from AGi and reduce the commotional cost for large-scale activity graph, we propose to
start by partitioning AGi into Mi disjoint activity clusters, denoted by ci1, ci2, . . . , ciMi .
Based on these activity clusters, the initial heat distribution column vector with the size of
(NAGi + NS G) × 1 is defined as follow.
fij(0) = (pi j1, pi j2, · · · , pi jNAGi , 0, 0, · · · , 0)
T (2.13)
where pi jk is the probability of activity vertex vk belonging to cluster ci j (1 ≤ k ≤ NAGi ,
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1 ≤ j ≤ Mi). If pi jk > 0, then the activity vertex vk in cluster ci j is chosen as an initial
heat source. Note that for each activity vertex vk, there exists one and only one ci j cluster
among the Mi disjoint activity clusters, to which vertex vk belongs. Thus we have pi jk =
1 in fij(0). The last NS G entries in fij(0) represent the initial heats of member vertices
in S G with all 0s. Thus, the initial heat distribution matrix fi(0) is defined as [fi(0) =
[fi1(0), fi2(0), · · · , fiMi(0)].
We argue that two members are similar if both of them participate in many activities
in the same clusters. We propose a probability based co-influence classification method to
classify members into the activity-based clusters and generate the co-influence similarity
between members based on the member distribution in each class. We first use fij(0) (1 ≤
j ≤ Mi) as the training data and the eαtHi as the classifier to execute influence propagation
to generate member’s probability in each activity-based class. The heat distribution fi(t) at
time t is then given as follow.
fi(t) = [fi1(t), fi2(t), · · · , fiMi(t)] = e
αtHi[fi1(0), fi2(0), · · · , fiMi(0)] (2.14)
Consider conference classes DM and DB in Figure 2.3 (c), we have the initial confer-
ence influence distribution matrix fconf(0) below.
fconf(0) = [fDM(0), fDB(0)] =




where 2 columns represent the conference classes DM and DB and 11 rows represent six
conference vertices (ICDM, KDD, SDM, SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDE), and five author ver-
tices (Philip S. Yu, Jiawei Han, Charu C. Aggarwal, Kun-Lung Wu and Haixun Wang). By
Eq.(6.17) with α and time t set to 1, we can generate the final heat distribution vectors
fconf(t) for them, which serve as their influence-based probabilities of belonging to each of
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DM and DB.
We can further reduce the influence propagation matrix fi(t) with the size of (NAGi +
NS G) × Mi to a NS G × Mi matrix f′i(t) by removing the activity rows without loss of quality.
Figure 2.3 (d) shows the influence distribution f′conf(t) represented by blue numbers in the
two different conference classes. The larger the number is, the more influence author has
on the conference class.
The pairwise vertex closeness is an important measure of clustering quality. Let Wi de-
note the co-influence vertex similarity matrix for influence graph IGi, Mi be the number of
activity classes in IGi, and f′im(t)( j) denote the row-wise normalized influence distribution
of member u j ∈ U on IGi at time t, i.e., the probability of u j in the mth class of AGi. Wi( j, k)
representing the co-influence similarity between members u j and uk is defined below.














mi=1(pim(NAGi + j) − pim(NAGi +k))
2∑M
mi=1 pim(NAGi + j) + pim(NAGi +k)
(2.16)
The green numbers in Figure 2.3 (e) represents the co-influence based similarity from
the conference influence graph.
2.4.4 Unified Influence-based Similarity Measure
The problem of integrating the influence-based similarities on both social graph and multi-
ple influence graphs into a cohesive and unified similarity measure is quite challenging. In
this chapter, we propose to use a unified influence-based similarity measure together with
an iterative learning algorithm to address this problem.
Let W0 denote the self-influence similarity from the social graph S G with the weight
factor α, Wi denote the co-influence similarity from the influence graph IGi (1 ≤ i ≤ N)
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with the weight ωi. The unified similarity function W is defined as follow.
W = W0 + ω1W1 + · · · + ωNWN (2.17)
where W0 = eαtH, α +
∑N
i=1 ωi = N + 1, α > 0, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
The unified similarity between any pair of member vertices in S G is defined based on
the set of N + 1 influence-based similarities.












This section presents our clustering framework, SI-Cluster, that partitions a social graph
S G based on both self-influence and co-influence similarities through a unified similarity
model among S G, the activity graphs AGi, and the influence graphs IGi. SI-Cluster fol-
lows the K-Medoids clustering method [25] by using the unified influence-based similarity
with the initial weights as an input. At each iteration, we select the most centrally located
point in a cluster as a centroid, and assign the rest of points to their closest centroids. The
weight update method computes the weighted contributions of each influence-based simi-
larity to both clustering convergence and clustering objective, and updates N + 1 weights
accordingly after each iteration. This process is repeated until convergence.
2.5.1 Initialization
We will address two main issues in the initialization step: (1) initial weight setup and (2)
cluster centroid initialization.
Choosing a weight assignment randomly often results in incorrect clustering results. In
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fact, we will prove that there exists one and only one optimal weight assignment to max-
imize the clustering objective. According to Definition 7 and Theorems 14-17 in Section
8.5.4, we choose parameter β = 0 and weights α = ω1 = . . . = ωN = 1 as an initial
input. Thus, the dynamic weight update scheme continuously increases weights to im-
portant influence-based similarities and decreases weights or assign zero weights to trivial
influence-based similarities at each iteration.
Good initial centroids are essential for the success of partitioning clustering algorithms.
A member vertex which has a local maximum of the number of neighbors often can diffuse
its heat to many vertices along multiple paths. A centroid-based cluster is thus formed
when heat is diffused to the margin of the social graph. Thus, we select such K members
as the initial centroids {c01, ..., c
0
K}.
2.5.2 Vertex Assignment and Centroid Update
With K centroids in the tth iteration, we assign each vertex ui ∈ U to its closest centroid
c∗ = argmaxctjd(ui, c
t
j), i.e., a centroid c
∗ ∈ {ct1, ..., c
t
K} with the largest unified similarity
from ui. When all vertices are assigned to some cluster, the centroid will be updated with
the most centrally located vertex in each cluster. To find such a vertex, we first compute
the “average point” ui of a cluster Ui in terms of the unified similarity matrix as





d(uk, u j),∀u j ∈ Ui (2.19)
Thus, d(ui, :) is the average unified similarity vector for cluster Ui. Then we find the
new centroid ct+1i in cluster Ui as
ct+1i = argminu j∈Ui‖d(u j, :) − d(ui, :)‖ (2.20)
Therefore, we find the new centroid ct+1i in the (t+1)
th iteration whose unified similarity
vector is the closest to the cluster average.
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2.5.3 Clustering Objective Function
The objective of clustering is to maximize intra-cluster similarity and minimize inter-
cluster similarity. We first define the inter-cluster similarity.
Definition 5 (Inter-cluster Similarity) Let S G = (U, E) be the social graph, W(i, j) de-
note the unified influence-based similarity between ui and u j, and Up and Uq be two clusters








This inter-cluster similarity measure is designed to quantitatively measure the extent of
similarity between two clusters of U.
Definition 6 [Graph Clustering Objective Function] Let S G = (U, E) denote a social
graph with the weight α and IG1, IG2, . . . , IGN denote N influence graphs with the weights
ω1, . . . , ωN where ωi is the weight for IGi, and K be a number of clusters. The goal of
SI-Cluster is to find K partitions {Ui}Ki=1 such that U =
⋃K
i=1 Ui and Ui
⋂
U j = φ for
∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ K, i , j, and the following objective function O({Ul}Kl=1, α, ω1, . . . , ωN) is maxi-
mized.































subject to α +
∑N
i=1 ωi = N + 1, α > 0, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
Thus the graph clustering problem can be reduced to three subproblems: (1) cluster as-
signment, (2) centroid update and (3) weight adjustment, each with the goal of maximizing
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the objective function. The first two problems are common to all partitioning clustering
algorithms. Thus we focus on the third subproblem, weight adjustment, in the next subsec-
tion.
2.5.4 Parameter-based Optimization
The objective function of our clustering algorithm is to maximize intra-cluster similarity
and minimize inter-cluster similarity. Theorems 1 and 2 prove that our clustering objective
is equivalent to maximize a quotient of two convex functions of multiple variables. It is very
hard to perform function trend identification and estimation to determine the existence and
uniqueness of solutions. Therefore, we can not directly solve this sophisticated nonlinear
fractional programming problem.


























the original clustering goal is rewritten as the following optimization problem (NFPP).
Max O({Ul}Kl=1, α, ω1, . . . , ωN) =
f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)
g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN)
(2.23)
subject to α +
∑N
i=1 ωi = N + 1, α > 0, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
Lemma 1 Let f be a function of a single variable on R. Then
(1) f is concave iff for ∀x1, x2 ∈ R and ∀λ ∈ (0, 1) we have f ((1 − λ)x1 + λx2) >
(1 − λ) f (x1) + λ f (x2).
(2) f is convex iff for ∀x1, x2 ∈ R and ∀λ ∈ (0, 1) we have f ((1 − λ)x1 + λx2) 6
(1 − λ) f (x1) + λ f (x2).
Definition 8 A set S of n-vectors is convex if (1 − λ)x + λx′ ∈ S whenever x, x′ ∈ S , and
λ ∈ [0, 1].
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Lemma 2 Let f be a function of multiple variables with continuous partial derivatives of
first and second order on the convex set S and denote the Hessian of f at the point x by
Π(x). Then
(1) f is concave iff Π(x) is negative semidefinite for ∀x ∈ S .
(2) if Π(x) is negative definite for ∀x ∈ S , f is strictly concave.
(3) f is convex iff Π(x) is positive semidefinite for ∀x ∈ S .
(4) if Π(x) is positive definite for ∀x ∈ S , f is strictly convex.
Lemmas 1, 2 and the detailed proof can be found in [26].
Theorem 1 f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) is convex on the set S = {(α, ω1, . . . , ωN)|α +
∑N
i=1 ωi = N +
1, α > 0, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N}.
Proof. We first prove that the set S is a convex set. Suppose that two arbitrary (n + 1)-
vectors x = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µN+1) and x′ = (ν1, ν2, . . . , νN+1) satisfy the following two con-
straints:
∑N+1
i=1 µi = N + 1, µi > 0,
∑N+1
i=1 νi = N + 1, νi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N + 1.
For an arbitrary λ ∈ [0, 1], the (n + 1)-vector (1 − λ)x + λx′ = ((1 − λ)µ1 + λν1, (1 −





i=1 νi = (1−λ)(N +1)+λ(N +1) = N +1. Thus, (1−λ)x+λx
′
is still in S and S is a convex set.
We then calculate the Hessian matrix of f as follows.
Π( f )i j(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) = DiD j f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) (2.24)
where Di is the differentiation operator with respect to the ith argument.
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the Hessian matrix. We can easily prove that all of its eigenvalues are non-negative. Thus,
it is positive-semidefinite for ∀α, ω1, . . ., ωN ∈ S , and f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) is convex on the set
S .
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Theorem 2 g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) is convex on S since its Hessian matrix Π(g) is positive-
semidefinite for ∀α, ω1, . . ., ωN ∈ S .
The detailed proof is omitted due to space limit. This theorem can be testified by using
the above-mentioned similar method.
Theorem 3 The NFPP problem is equivalent to a polynomial programming problem with
polynomial constraints (PPPPC).
Max γ f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) (2.25)
subject to 0 6 γ 6 1/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN), α+
∑N
i=1 ωi = N +1, α > 0, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
Proof. If (α,ω1, . . . , ωN , γ) is a possible solution of PPPPC, then γ = 1/g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN).
Thus γ f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) = f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN). For any feasible solution
(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) of NFPP, the constraints of PPPPC are satisfied by setting γ = 1/g(α, ω1, . . .
, ωN), so γ f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 γ f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN), i.e. f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6
f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN).
Conversely, if (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) solves NFPP, then for any feasible solution (α, ω1, . . . , ωN ,
γ) of PPPPC we have γ f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 f (α,ω1, . . .
, ωN)/g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) = γ f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) with γ = 1/g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN).
Although PPPPC is a polynomial programming problem, the polynomial constraints
make it very hard to solve. We further simplify it as an nonlinear parametric programming
problem (NPPP).
Theorem 4 A nonlinear parametric programming problem (NPPP) is defined as z(β) =
Max { f (α, ω1,
. . . , ωN) − βg(α, ω1, . . . , ωN)} subject to α +
∑N
i=1 ωi = N + 1, α > 0, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
The NFPP problem of Eq.(2.23) is equivalent to this NPPP, i.e., β is a maximum value of
NFPP iff z(β) = 0.
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Proof. If (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) is a possible solution of z(β) = 0, then f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) −
βg(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0. Thus f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN) − βg(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) −
βg(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0. We have β = f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) > f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/
g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN). Therefore, β is a maximum value of NFPP and (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) is a feasi-
ble solution of NFPP.
Conversely, if (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) solves NFPP, then we have β = f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α,ω1,
. . . , ωN) > f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN). Thus f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)−βg(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6
f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) − βg(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0. We have z(β) = 0 and the maximum is taken at
(α,ω1, . . . , ωN).
Now we have successfully transformed the original NFPP in Eq.(2.23) into the straight-
forward NPPP. This transformation can help the algorithm converge in a finite number of
iterations. Although it is not clear whether the original objective is concave or convex, the
objective z(β) of NPPP has the following properties.
Theorem 5 z(β) is a convex function.
Proof: Suppose that (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) is a possible solution of z((1−λ)β1 +λβ2) with β1 ,
β2 and 0 6 λ 6 1. z((1−λ)β1+λβ2) = f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)−((1−λ)β1+λβ2)g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) =
λ( f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)−β2g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN))+ (1−λ)( f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)−β1g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN)) 6
λ·max( f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)−β2g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN))+(1−λ)·max( f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN)−β1g(α,ω1, . . . ,
ωN)) = λz(β2) + (1 − λ)z(β1). According to Lemma 1, we know that z(β) is convex.
Theorem 6 z(β) is a monotonic decreasing function.
Proof: Suppose that β1 > β2 and (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) is a possible solution of z(β1). Thus,
z(β1) = f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) − β1g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) < f (α,ω1, . . . , ωN) − β2g(α,ω1, . . . , ωN) 6
z(β2).
Theorem 7 z(β) = 0 has a unique solution.
Proof: Based on the above-mentioned theorems, we know z(β) is continuous as well as
decreasing. In addition, limβ→+∞z(β) = −∞ and limβ→−∞z(β) = +∞.
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2.5.5 Adaptive Weight Adjustment
The procedure of solving this NPPP optimization problem includes two parts: (1) find
such a reasonable parameter β (z(β) = 0), making NPPP equivalent to NFPP; (2) giv-
en the parameter β, solve a polynomial programming problem about the original vari-
ables. Our weight adjustment mechanism is an iterative procedure to find the solution
of z(β) = 0 and the corresponding weights α, ω1, . . . , ωN after each iteration of the clus-
tering process. We first generate an initial unified similarity matrix W with equal weights
to initialize cluster centroids and partition the social graph. Since z(β) is a monotonic de-
creasing function and z(0) = Max { f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)} is obviously non-negative, we start
with an initial β = 0 and solve the subproblem z(0) by using existing fast polynomial
programming model to update the weights α, ω1, . . . , ωN . The updated parameter by
β = f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) helps the algorithm enter the next round. The algo-
rithm repeats the above-mentioned iterative procedure until z(β) converges to 0.
2.5.6 Clustering Algorithm
By assembling different pieces together, we provide the pseudo code of our clustering al-
gorithm - SI-Cluster in Algorithm 3.
Theorem 8 The objective function in Algorithm 3 converges to a local maximum in a finite
number of iterations.
Proof. Existing work has studied the convergence properties of the partitioning ap-
proach to clustering, such as K-Means [27]. Our clustering follows a similar approach.
So the cluster assignment and centroid update steps improve the objective function. In ad-
dition, we have explained that nonlinear parametric programming optimization also fast
converges a local maximum value. Therefore, the objective function keeps increasing (but
z(β) keeps decreasing) and converges to a local maximum in a finite number of iterations.
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Algorithm 1 Social Influence-based Graph Clustering
Input: a social graph S G, multiple influence graphs IGi, a cluster number K, initial weights
α = ω1 = . . . = ωN = 1 and a parameter β = 0.
Output: K clusters U1, ...,UK .
1: Calculate W0,W1,W2, · · · ,WN, and W;
2: Select K initial centroids with a local maximum of #neighbors;
3: Repeat until the objective function z(β) converges:
4: Assign each vertex ui to a cluster C∗ with a centroid c∗ where
5: c∗ = argmaxc jd(ui, c j);
6: Update the cluster centroids with the most centrally located point
7: in each cluster;
8: Solve the NPPP of z(β);
9: Update α, ω1, ..., ωN;
10: Refine β = f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN);
11: Update W;
12: Return K clusters U1, ...,UK .
2.6 Experimental Evaluation
We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of SI-Cluster on
real graph datasets.
2.6.1 Experimental Datasets
We use a full version of the DBLP bibliography data with 964, 166 authors (dblp.xml,
836MB, 05/21/2011). We build a social graph where vertices represent authors and edges
represent their collaboration relationships, and two associated activity graphs: confer-
ence graph and keyword graph. We make use of a multityped clustering framework,
RankClus [24], to partition both conferences and keywords into clusters respectively. Ac-
cording to the conference’s or keyword’s clustering distribution and ranking in each cluster,
we calculate the similarities between conferences or keywords. The two associated influ-
ence graphs capture how authors in the social graph interact with the activity networks. We
also use a smaller DBLP collaboration network with 100, 000 highly prolific authors. The
third dataset is the Amazon product co-purchasing network with 20, 000 products. The two
activity networks are product category graph and customer review graph.
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Figure 2.4: Cluster Quality on Amazon 20,000 Products
2.6.2 Comparison Methods and Evaluation
We compare SI-Cluster with three recently developed representative graph clustering al-
gorithms, BAGC [21], SA-Cluster [20] and Inc-Cluster [28], and one baseline clustering
algorithm, W-Cluster. The last three algorithms integrate entity, link and static attribute
information into a unified model. SI-Cluster is our proposed algorithm which incorpo-
rates not only links, entities, static attributes but also multiple types of dynamic and inter-
connected activities into a unified influence-based model. BAGC constructs a Bayesian
probabilistic model to capture both structural and attribute aspects. Both SA-Cluster and
Inc-Cluster combine both structural and attribute similarities in the clustering decisions by
estimating the importance of attributes. W-Cluster combines structural and attribute simi-
larities using the equal weighting factors.
Evaluation Measures We use three measures of to evaluate the quality of clusters

















where ωi is the weight of influence graph IGi, entropy(ai,U j) = −
∑ni
n=1 pi jnlog2 pi jn, ni (or
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attribute ai) is the number of IGi’s activities (or the number of ai’s values) and pi jn is the
percentage of vertices in cluster U j which participate in the nth activity in IGi (or have
value ain on ai). entropy({Ul}Kl=1) measures the weighted entropy from all influence graphs
(or attributes) over K clusters.









σi + σ j
(2.28)
where cx is the centroid of Ux, d(ci, c j) is the similarity between ci and c j, σx is the average
similarity of vertices in Ux to cx.
2.6.3 Cluster Quality Evaluation
Figure 2.4 (a) shows the density comparison on Amazon 20, 000 Products by varying the
number of clusters K = 40, 60, 80, 100. The density values by SI-Cluster, BAGC, Inc-
Cluster and SA-Cluster remains 0.89 or higher even when k is increasing. This demon-
strates that these methods can find densely connected components. The density values of
W-Cluster is relatively lower, in the range of 0.72-0.85 with increasing K, showing that the
generated clusters have a very loose intra-cluster structure. Figure 2.4 (b) shows the entropy
comparison on Amazon 20, 000 Products with K = 40, 60, 80, 100. SI-Cluster has the low-
est entropy, while other four algorithms have a much higher entropy than SI-Cluster, since
SI-Cluster considers not only static attributes but also multiple types of dynamic and inter-
connected activities during the clustering process. Other methods can not handle dynamic
activities and only treat them as static and isolated attributes. Figures 2.4 (c) shows the DBI
comparison on Amazon 20, 000 Products with different K values. SI-Cluster has the lowest
DBI of around 0.000008−0.000023, while other methods have a much higher DBI than SI-
Cluster. This demonstrates that SI-Cluster can achieve both high intra-cluster similarity and
low inter-cluster similarity. This is because SI-Cluster integrates self-influence similarity as
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Figure 2.5: Cluster Quality on DBLP 100,000 Authors
well as co-influence similarity with the optimal weights assignment by parameter-based op-
timization. It fully utilizes the connections between activities and the interactions between
members and activities so that the generated clusters have not only similar collaborative
patterns but also similar interaction patterns with activities.
Figures 2.5 (a), (b) and (c) show density, entropy and DBI on DBLP with 100, 000
authors when we set K = 400, 600, 800, 1000. These three figures have similar trends with
Figures 2.4 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. As shown in the figures, SI-Cluster achieves high
density values (> 0.63), which is slightly lower than that of BAGC since the probabilistic
clustering method partitions vertices into each possible cluster so that the density value by
it often increases with K. SI-Cluster achieves a very low entropy around 2.86-3.04, which
is obviously better than the other methods (> 6.35). As K increases, the entropy by SI-
Cluster remains stable, while the density of SI-Cluster decreases. In addition, SI-Cluster
achieves the lowest DBI (< 0.000005) among different methods, while the DBI values by
other methods are obviously larger than > 0.000005.
Figures 2.6 (a), (b) and (c) show density, entropy and DBI comparisons on DBLP with
964, 166 authors by varying K = 4000, 6000,
8000, 10000. Other four methods except SI-Cluster do not work on this large dataset due
to the “out of memory” problem with our 8G main memory machine. However, SI-Cluster
still shows good performance with varying K. It achieves similar high density values (>
37






















































Figure 2.6: Cluster Quality on DBLP 964,166 Authors
0.55), much lower entropy of about 2.45, and very low DBI (≈ 0) for different K.
2.6.4 Clustering Efficiency Evaluation
Figures 6.5 (a), (b) and (c) show the clustering time on Amazon 20,000 Products, DBLP
100, 000 and 964, 166 authors respectively. SI-Cluster outperforms all other algorithms
in all experiments. When facing with an extremely large dataset, such as DBLP964, 166,
other algorithms cannot work due to the “out of memory” error, while SI-Cluster scales
well with large graphs and shows good performance with varying K. We make the follow-
ing observations on the runtime costs of different methods. First, SA-Cluster is obviously
worst than other methods since it needs to perform the repeating random walk distance cal-
culation during each iteration of the clustering process and the distance computation takes
more than 80% of the total clustering time. Second, Inc-Cluster, an optimized version of
SA-Cluster, is much slower than SI-Cluster, BAGC and W-Cluster since it still needs to
incrementally calculate the random walk distance. Third, although W-Cluster compute the
random walk distance only once, it still runs on a large scale matrix. Fourth, the perfor-
mance by BAGC is better than other approaches except SI-Cluster. Although it does not
need to repeatedly compute the distance matrix, it needs to iteratively update lots of tem-
porary matrices or interim variables and its computational cost is proportional to K2 so that
it may not work well when facing large K value. In comparison, SI-Cluster reorganizes a
38



















































































Figure 2.7: Clustering Efficiency
large scale heterogeneous network into multiple small scale subgraphs. It reduces the cost
by partitioning activities with the topological information of the activity graph. Further-
more, SI-Cluster calculates influence-based similarity matrices only once. According to
Theorems 14-17, solving z(β) for a given β is a polynomial programming problem which
can be sped up by existing fast polynomial programming model.
2.6.5 Clustering Convergence
Figure 4.13 (a) shows the trend of clustering convergence in terms of the z(β) value on
DBLP 964, 166 Authors. The z(β) value keeps decreasing and has a convex curve when
we iteratively perform the tasks of vertex assignment, centroid update and weight adjust-
ment during the clustering process. z(β) converges very quickly, usually in three iterations.
These are consistent with Theorems 14-17.
Figure 4.13 (b) shows the trend of weight updates on DBLP 964, 166 Authors with dif-
ferent K values: the social graph (red curve), the conference influence graph (green curve)
and the keyword influence graph (blue curve). We observe that the graph weights converge
as the clustering process converges. An interesting phenomenon is that both the social
weight and the keyword weight are increasing but the conference weight is decreasing with
more iterations. A reasonable explanation is that people who have many publications in
the same conferences may have different research topics but people who have many paper-
s with the same keywords usually have the same research topics, and thus have a higher
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Figure 2.8: Clustering Convergence on DBLP 964,166 Authors
collaboration probability as co-authors.
2.6.6 Case Study
We examine some details of the experiment results on DBLP 964, 166 Authors when we
set k = 100 for both conferences and keywords. Table 4.1 shows author’s influence score
based on the social influence propagation between authors and keyword partitions. We
only present most prolific DBLP experts in the area of data mining or database. When
social influence propagation converges, each row represents the influence distribution of
an author in each keyword category. We can look upon this influence distribution as a
probability based clustering result. On the other hand, each column specifies the influence
distribution of different authors in the same keyword category. This influence distribution
is considered as a local ranking result.
Table 4.1 actually presents an unbalanced result since the influence propagation pro-
cess is based on the full DBLP dataset. We know that academic research in the area of
database has a longer history and there are more academic conferences or forums focus-
ing on database research. Thus, we choose the same number of top conferences for each
research area to better evaluate the quality of our co-influence model. Here, we choose
three top conferences from four research areas of database, data mining, information re-
trieval and artificial intelligence, respectively. The detailed conference list is, DB: VLDB,
SIGMOD, ICDE; DM: KDD, ICDM, SDM; IR: SIGIR, CIKM, ECIR; AI: IJCAI, AAAI,
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Table 2.1: Influence Scores of Authors Based on Partitions of All Keywords
Author Cluster 1 (DB) Cluster 2 (DM)
Elisa Bertino 0.0568 0.0249
Christos Faloutsos 0.0465 0.0746
Jiawei Han 0.0585 0.0960
Vipin Kumar 0.0146 0.0545
Bing Liu 0.0153 0.0511
David Maier 0.0474 0.0079
Hector Garcia-Molina 0.0603 0.0047
M. Tamer Özsu 0.0408 0.0111
Jian Pei 0.0386 0.0653
Philip S. Yu 0.0606 0.0991
ECAI. Table 4.2 shows author’s influence score normalized by conference partitions for
each author, i.e., a better probability based clustering result.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a social influence based clustering framework for heterogeneous
information networks. First, we integrate different types of links, entities, static attributes
and dynamic activities from different networks into a unifying influence-based model. Sec-
ond, an iterative learning algorithm is proposed to dynamically refine the K clusters by
continuously quantifying and adjusting the weights on multiple influence-based similarity
scores towards the clustering convergence. Third, we transform a sophisticated nonlin-
ear fractional programming problem of multiple weights into a straightforward nonlinear
parametric programming problem of single variable to speed up the clustering process.
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Table 2.2: Influence Scores of Authors Based on Partitions of Selected Top Conferences
Author AI Cluster DB Cluster DM Cluster IR Cluster
Elisa Bertino 0.0047 0.7135 0.0055 0.2763
Christos Faloutsos 0.0012 0.4267 0.3950 0.1771
Jiawei Han 0.0883 0.3724 0.3766 0.1628
Vipin Kumar 0.2511 0.1342 0.5198 0.0949
Bing Liu 0.2648 0.1001 0.4004 0.2347
David Maier 0.1570 0.8290 0.0117 0.0023
Hector Garcia-Molina 0.0031 0.8217 0.0075 0.1677
M. Tamer Özsu 0.0017 0.5506 0.1080 0.3397
Jian Pei 0.0876 0.3768 0.3717 0.1639
Philip S. Yu 0.0972 0.3504 0.3763 0.1761
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CHAPTER 3
AECLASS: ACTIVITY-EDGE CENTRIC MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION
FOR MINING HETEROGENEOUS INFORMATION NETWORKS
Multi-label classification of heterogeneous information networks has received renewed at-
tention in social network analysis. In this chapter, we present an activity-edge centric
multi-label classification framework for analyzing heterogeneous information network-
s with three unique features. First, we model a heterogeneous information network in
terms of a collaboration graph and multiple associated activity graphs. We introduce a
novel concept of vertex-edge homophily in terms of both vertex labels and edge labels and
transform a general collaboration graph into an activity-based collaboration multigraph by
augmenting its edges with class labels from each activity graph through activity-based edge
classification. Second, we utilize the label vicinity to capture the pairwise vertex closeness
based on the labeling on the activity-based collaboration multigraph. We incorporate both
the structure affinity and the label vicinity into a unified classifier to speed up the classi-
fication convergence. Third, we design an iterative learning algorithm, AEClass, to dy-
namically refine the classification result by continuously adjusting the weights on different
activity-based edge classification schemes from multiple activity graphs, while constantly
learning the contribution of the structure affinity and the label vicinity in the unified classi-
fier. Extensive evaluation on real datasets demonstrates that AEClass outperforms existing
representative methods in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
3.1 Introduction
Multi-label classification has received increasing attention in both data mining and machine
learning over the last decade [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. In contrast
to single-label classification, multi-label classification analysis adopts a more realistic view
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that entities in the real world are often associated with multiple class labels simultaneously.
For example, most people in a social network belong to multiple social groups and par-
ticipate in multiple types of activities with different degrees of engagement. Most of web
pages in the web graph may cover multiple topics at different intensities.
Existing multi-label classification efforts for networked data focus on designing effec-
tive and yet scalable algorithms [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Although previous studies differ
from one another in the concrete approaches to mining the linkage structure, to the best of
our knowledge, they all suffer from two weaknesses: (1) None of previous studies separate
different types of activity graphs from the heterogeneous information networks and exploit
the correlations among the set of class labels within each activity graph and across multiple
activity graphs; and (2) None of previous works combine both the vertex-centric multi-
label classification and the edge-centric multi-label classification to boost the effectiveness
and efficiency.
In this chapter we show that by utilizing activity-edge centric approach, we can in-
corporate the two missing dimensions to improve both the accuracy and the complexity
of multi-label classification analysis. First, we argue that entities in the real world may
involve themselves in multiple activity networks. These activity networks may provide
abundant information about heterogeneous entities and links, and how entities are linked in
the context of each of activity networks. We aim to utilize these activity networks to find a
natural and cheap way to identify the inter-dependencies among labels. Second, based on
different activity networks, an entity can be tagged by a subset of K labels with different
class-membership distributions. We model the class-membership distribution for each of
activity networks as multi-labeled edges. Third, we consider not only the labels of related
vertices but also the possible labels of associated edges to further enhance the accuracy of
multi-label classification. We integrate the vertex-centric labeling and edge-centric label-
ing into a unified classifier with different weights. An iterative method is proposed to learn
the weights towards the classification objective.
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This chapter makes the following original contributions to multi-label classification for
networked data.
• We model a heterogeneous information network in terms of a collaboration graph
and multiple associated activity graphs, and cluster activity vertices in each activity
graph into K categories with the given K class labels. Clustering each activity graph
provides a natural way to capture the dependencies among activity categories within
activity graphs.
• We introduce a novel concept of vertex-edge homophily in terms of both vertex labels
and edge labels, and transform a general collaboration graph into an activity-based
collaboration multigraph by augmenting its edges with class labels from each activity
graph through activity-based edge classification.
• We utilize the structure affinity to capture the pairwise topological similarity of ver-
tices and the label vicinity to capture the pairwise vertex closeness based on the label-
ing on the activity-based collaboration multigraph. We incorporate both the structure
affinity and the label vicinity into a unified classifier to speed up the classification
convergence.
• We design an iterative learning algorithm, AEClass, to dynamically refine the classi-
fication result by continuously adjusting the weights on different activity-based edge
classification schemes from multiple activity graphs, while constantly learning the
contribution of the structure affinity and the label vicinity in the unified classifier.
To make the classification process converge fast, a sophisticated nonlinear fraction-
al programming problem with multiple weights is transformed to a straightforward
parametric programming problem of a single variable.
• Empirical evaluation over real multi-label datasets demonstrates the competitiveness




Node classification in networked data has attracted active research in the last decade [42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 9, 48, 49]. LBC [42] is a network-only derivative of the link-based clas-
sifier which creates a feature vector for a node by aggregating the labels of neighboring
nodes, and then uses logistic regression to build a discriminative model based on these fea-
ture vectors. wvRN [43] presented a weighted-vote relational neighbor classifier to solve
link-based classification problems based solely on the class labels of linked neighbors. DY-
COS [47] exhibited a node classification model in dynamic information networks with both
text content and links. RankClass [9] integrates classification and ranking in a mutually en-
hancing process to provide class summaries for heterogeneous information networks.
Multi-label classification is gaining attention in recent years [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
Read et al. [31] reduces the complexity and potential for error with a pruning procedure to
focus on core relationships within multi-label sets. IBLR [32] proposed a multi-label clas-
sification approach to combine model-based and similarity-based inference with the esti-
mation of optimal regression coefficients. LEAD [34] decomposes a multi-label learning
task into a set of single-label classification problems with a Bayesian network to encode
the conditional dependencies of labels as well as the feature set. Guo and Gu [35] proposed
a generalized conditional dependency network for model training using binary classifiers
and label predictions using Gibbs sampling inference.
Multi-label classification in networked data has been extensively studied in recent years
[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Sun et al. [36] presented a hypergraph spectral learning formulation
for multi-label classification, where a hypergraph is constructed to exploit the correlation
information among different labels. EdgeCluster [37] presented a social-dimension based
approach for collective behavior prediction with an edge clustering scheme to extract sparse
social dimensions and a linear SVM classifier for discriminative learning. SCRN [40] is
a multi-label iterative relational neighbor classifier by considering both network topology
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and social context features. PIPL [39] facilitates the multi-label learning process by mining
label correlations and instance correlations from the heterogeneous networks.
Recent works on heterogeneous social network analysis [7, 20, 50, 8, 28, 9, 49, 23,
10, 51] combine links and content into heterogeneous information networks to improve the
quality of querying, ranking and clustering. Cai et al. [7] proposed to learn an optimal
linear combination of different relations on heterogeneous social networks in terms of their
importance on a certain query. GenClus [23] proposed a model-based method for clustering
heterogeneous networks with different link types and different attribute types. Yu et al. [10]
presented a query-driven discovery system for finding semantically similar substructures in
heterogeneous networks.
To our knowledge, this work is the first one to address the problem of activity-edge
centric multi-label classification of heterogeneous multigraph with the prior knowledge of
multiple activity graphs by dynamically adjusting their individual contributions.
3.3 Problem Definition
We address the problem of multi-label classification for networked data by employing our
activity-edge centric multi-label classification algorithm. First, we model a heterogeneous
information network in terms of two types of information networks: (1) a collaboration
graph at the instance level, which is the target of multi-label classification, and (2) a col-
lection of its associated activity graphs at the category level. For example, the DBLP
bibliography dataset may consist of three types of vertices: authors, publication venues
(e.g., conferences, journals), and title terms in the publications. An author can publish in
multiple venues and his papers may contain multiple terms. If the target of multi-label
classification is to infer author’s labels, then we transform the DBLP dataset into a primary
collaboration network for authors at the instance level and two associated activity network-
s (conference-similarity network and term-similarity network) at the category level. The
collaboration network is defined based on both labeled and unlabeled instances with the
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Figure 3.1: An Illustrating Example from DBLP
given K class labels, where each vertex represents one instance and each edge reflects
the collaborative relationships between pairwise instances, e.g., the number of co-authored
publications. Each of associated activity networks is constructed with all the associated ac-
tivities as vertices. Similar activities are linked together with each edge value indicating the
similarity between pairwise activities, such as product purchasing activity network, sport
activity network or conference activity network. Given that each entity in the collaboration
network may participate in multiple activities in each of activity networks, we cluster all
activities in each activity networks into K categories. Then we construct a collaboration
multigraph by augmenting the original collaboration graph based on N activity networks
as follow: For each pair of vertices with an edge in the collaboration graph, if both have
participated in at least one of N activity networks, then we will add up to K edges between
this pair of vertices.
Figures 5.3 gives an illustrative example extracted from the DBLP dataset, consisting
of three graphs: a collaboration graph of authors, a conference activity graph and a term
activity graph. For ease of presentation, we only choose the co-authored papers published
in three top DB conferences of SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDE, and three top DM conferences
of KDD, ICDM and SDM. In Figure 5.3 (a), ochre labels and green labels represent that au-
thors are given predefined class labels of DB and DM respectively. In addition, ochre block
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or green block in each vertex rectangle represents the proportion of an author belonging
to class DB or DM. We want to use the label information of four labeled authors to learn
the class-membership probabilities of Philip S. Yu over classes DB and DM. In Figure 5.3
(b), blue numbers measure the similarity scores between pairwise conferences. We utilize
a multi-typed soft clustering framework, NetClus [50], to cluster conferences and terms
into 24 CS research areas [52] simultaneously. According to conference’s clustering distri-
bution over 24 categories and ranking score in each category, we calculate the similarities
between conferences in the conference activity graph. Similarly, red numbers in Figure
5.3 (c) measure the similarity scores between terms. We then choose a category with the
highest probability for each conference or each term as its primary category and put them
into the corresponding primary categories. This operation actually produces a hard cluster-
ing result for each activity network. As shown in Figure 3.2, the conferences and terms in
Figures 5.3 (b) and (c) are put into their individual primary categories respectively.
We formally define the above concepts as follows.
A collaboration graph is denoted as CG = (V, F), where V is the set of vertices repre-
senting the entities in CG, such as customers or authors, and F is the set of edges denoting
the collaborative relationships between members. We use NCG to represent the size of V ,
i.e., NCG = |V |.
An activity graph is defined by AGi = (Ui, Fi), where u ∈ Ui denotes an activity vertex
in the ith associated activity network AGi, and f ∈ Fi is a weighted edge representing the
similarity between two activity vertices, such as functional or manufacture similarity. We
denote the size of each activity vertex set as NAGi = |Ui|. The vertex set Ui is partitioned





Uiq = φ for ∀1 ≤ p, q ≤ K, p , q and each activity category Uip is labeled with
one of the K class labels, cp.
Given a collaboration graph CG = (V, F) and its N associated activity graphs AGi =



















Figure 3.2: Activity Graph Partition
edge augmented multigraph, where V has the same definition in CG and E is the set of
edges satisfying the following condition: for each edge (vi, v j) ∈ F in CG, we create a set
of parallel edges between the pair of vertices in E. Each set of edges has up to K labeled
edges and each edge corresponds to one activity category labeled by cp (p ∈ {1, · · · ,K}) in
each of the N activity graphs.
The problem of multi-label classification of multigraph is defined as follows: let C =
{c1, c2, · · · , cK} be a finite set of K possible class labels. Given a collaboration multi-
graph MG = (V, E) with a set of multi-label training instances Vl ⊂ V initially labeled
using the given K class labels, and a set of multi-label testing instances Vu = V − Vl
unlabeled. For presentation brevity, we assume that the vertices in V are ordered and
the first l vertices are labeled and the remaining vertices are unlabeled. Thus we have
V = {v1, · · · , vl, vl+1, · · · , vNCG}. Let an instance vi ∈ V be associated with a subset of labels
in C ,i.e., we use a binary vector yi = (y1i , y
2
i , · · · , y
K
i ) ∈ {0, 1}
K , in which y ji = 1 iff the
label c j is in the label set of vi. We use Y = {y1, · · · , yl, yl+1, · · · , yNCG} to denote a possi-
ble labeling for the instance set V . Yl = {y1, · · · , yl} indicates the observed multi-label set
assigned to Vl and Yu = Y − Yl represents the multi-label set to be determined. The task
of our activity-edge centric multi-label classification of multigraph is to use the label
information of the training instances in Vl to predict the label set Yu for the testing instances
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in Vu.
3.4 The AEClass Approach
Compared to existing multi-label relational classifiers outlined in Section 5.1, AEClass
improves both the accuracy and the efficiency of multi-label classification by incorporating
four mining strategies: (1) activity-based edge classification; (2) edge label dependency;
(3) vertex label vicinity; and (4) weight learning. We first introduce the overall design of
AEClass. We then describe each part of AEClass in detail in the next subsections.
• Activity-based edge classification, which consists of five tasks. (1) given a collabo-
ration graph CG, choose N suitable activity graphs AGi based on the specific context
defined by the classification objective; (2) cluster all AGis into K activity categories;
(3) construct an label dependency graph based on the clustering of each AGi to i-
dentify inter-dependencies among K class labels; (4) based on K categories of each
AGi, split and classify each unlabeled edge in CG into at most K labeled edges; and
(5) transform CG and all AGis into a unified multigraph MG by integrating N edge
classification schemes of CG based on each AGi weighted by ω
(1)





• Activity-edge centric vertex classification, which includes four tasks. (1) initialize
a transition probability T(1)j of MG; (2) initialize a classification kernel K
(1)
j ; (3) in-
fer the class-membership vector X(1)j on each class c j; and (4) produce the class-
membership vector Y(1)j by refining X
(1)
j with label dependency graphs.
• Iterative learning, which has four steps. (1) solve the parametric programming prob-
lem for classification objective to update α(t), β(t), ω(t)1 , ..., ω
(t)
N (α
(t), β(t) are updated if
t¿2); (2) adjust the structure affinity T(t+1)j of CG with ω
(t)
1 , ..., ω
(t)
N ; (3) update K
(t+1)
j













































































Figure 3.3: Edge Splitting
3.4.1 Activity-based Edge Classification
Existing classification models assume the existence of vertex homophily, namely, similar
vertices in nature are connected to each other with social links. For example, Philip S.
Yu and Wei Fan have many co-authored works published on DM conferences, as shown
in Figure 3.4 (a). However, the truth is not always like this. entities that are connected
together may be similar in different ways with respect to a given set of K class labels.
As is known to all, Philip S. Yu and Ming-Syan Chen are experts on data mining, i.e.,
they both have more research publications in the area of data mining than in any other
academic area such as database. However, as seen in Figure 3.4 (a), they have more co-
authored papers published on DB conferences. Thus the vertex homophily is insufficient to
accurately infer the possible labels of an author. This motivates us to propose the concept of
vertex-edge homophily, the principle that both links and their associated vertices should be
similar and likely belong to the same classes, to further improve the accuracy of multi-label
classification.
In order to capture the vertex-edge homophily in the multi-label classification, we first
perform activity-based edge classification. For each activity graph and the original collabo-
ration graph CG, we first construct an activity-edge augmented collaboration graph CGi by
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examining each edge and the pair of connected entities in CG and splitting each edge into a
set of parallel edges based on each activity in AGi that this pair of entities have in common.
The size of each set of parallel edges is at most NAGi , i.e., the number of activity vertices
in AGi. Figures 3.3 (a) and (b) present the activity-edge augmented collaboration graphs of
Figure 5.3 (a) based on conference activities in Figure 5.3 (b) and term activities in Figure
(c) respectively. Each edge in Figure 5.3 (a) is divided into multiple edges in terms of the
common conference venues or the common title terms in co-authored publications between
the pair of co-authors.
However, such activity-based edge augmentation may lead to substantial increase in
size of activity-edge augmented collaboration graphs. We address this issue by introduc-
ing activity-based edge augmentation with edge classification to efficiently improve the
scalability of classification. Concretely, we utilize the clustering result by NetClus, i.e.,
the probability distribution of each activity over K categories, to infer the class labels of
parallel edges in each CGi over the K categories.
Given the probability of the mth activity in AGi belonging to cluster (class) c j produced
by NetClus, denoted by P(Lm = c j|AGi), we can compute the class-membership probability
of edge (vp, vq) ∈ E belonging to class c j based on AGi, denoted by P(Lpq = c j|AGi).





W im(p, q)P(Lm = c j|AGi) (3.1)
where W(p, q) represents the value on edge (vp, vq) ∈ E in CG, and W im(p, q) denotes the
value on the mth edge between vp and vq in CGi, which is based on the mth activity in AGi.
If there does not exist such an edge between vp and vq, then W im(p, q) is equal to 0.
After generating the class-membership distribution of each edge in CGi, we reduce CGi
to an activity-edge augmented collaboration graph CGi with classified edges by grouping at





j(p, q) = W(p, q)P(Lpq = c j|AGi) (3.2)
where W
i
j(p, q) represents the value on the edge with label c j between vp and vq in CGi. For
ease of presentation, assuming that SIGMOD, VLDB, ICDE, database, query and relational
only belong to class DB with the probability of 1, and KDD, ICDM, SDM, mining, cluster-
ing and frequent just belong to class DM with the probability of 1, two CGis in Figure 3.4
present the edge-classification results of two CGis in Figures 3.3 respectively.
3.4.2 Activity-edge Centric Vertex Classification
As N edge classification schemes of CG, i.e., CGis (1 ≤ i ≤ N), may have different de-
gree of contributions to vertex classification, we propose to integrate N edge classification
schemes into a unified collaboration multigraph with different weighting factors ω(t)1 , · · · ,
ω(t)N through dynamic weight tuning mechanism. Thus the unified weight value on the edge
with label c j between vp and vq in MG at the tth iteration, denoted by W(t)j (p, q), can be
computed as follow.
















i = 1, ω
(t)
i > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
Note that W(t)j (p, q) keeps changing withω
(t)
1 , · · · ,ω
(t)
N through dynamic weight learning.
We set the initial W(1)j (p, q) with equal weighting factors of ω
(1)





Figure 3.5 (a) shows the unified multigraph for our running example in Figure 5.3 by
combining the links with the same labels between the same vertex pair from two activity-
based edge classification schemes in Figure 3.4 with equal weighting factor of 0.5.


























Figure 3.4: Edge Classification
classification, which integrates the activity-edge labels with the vertex labels among struc-
turally relevant instances through transition probability on collaboration multigraph.
Definition 9 [Transition Probability on Collaboration Multigraph] Let MG = (V, E) be a
collaboration multigraph where V is the set of entity vertices and E is the set of parallel
edges denoting the collaborative relationships on different classes between entities of MG.
The transition probability on MG at the tth iteration can be defined by normalizing the edge
values as follows.








, p > l,
1, p = q ≤ l,
0, otherwise.
(3.4)
where T(t)j (p, q) represents the transition probability on the edge with label c j between vp
and vq in MG. Here, we assume that Yl, i.e., the labels of the vertices in Vl, are fixed during
the classification process. Figure 3.5 (b) presents the transition probabilities of parallel
edges from Philip S. Yu to other authors based on the collaboration multigraph in Figure
3.5 (a).
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We express the above transition probability in a matrix form.
T(t)j = (D
(t))−1W(t)j (3.5)
where D(t) is a diagonal matrix D(t) = diag(1, · · · , 1, dl+1, · · · , dNCG ), 1, · · · , 1 specifies l






m (p, r) (l + 1 ≤ p ≤ NCG). T(t)j determines the transition
probability on those edges with the class label of c j in MG.
Instead of decomposing the multi-label classification problem into a set of binary classi-
fication problems, we construct a unified multi-label classifier by using a single normalizing
factor D(t) to normalize parallel edges with different class labels. The original transition
operation is actually divided into two steps: (1) choose those edges with the objective class
label in terms of classification objective; and (2) select an edge with the largest value from
the above edges to jump.
Now we define the initial unified classification kernel K(1)j , which only utilizes the struc-





Since we have ordered the vertices in V such that the labeled nodes Vl are indexed












 I OK(1)jul K(1)juu
 (3.7)
where K(1)jll is an l × l identity matrix representing the transition probability among labeled
vertices, we set the l × (NCG − l) block matrix K(1)jlu to be zero matrix since the labels on the




























Figure 3.5: Multigraph Representation
unlabeled vertices to labeled vertices, and K(1)juu is an (NCG − l)× (NCG − l) matrix denoting
the transition probability among unlabeled vertices.
Suppose that the class-membership matrix is denoted by X = [X1,X2, · · · ,XK] ∈
RNCG×K , for each class-membership vector X j(1 ≤ j ≤ K) based on class c j, we use its







Let X j = [X jl; X ju] be the class-membership vector, where X jl indicates the probabili-
ties of the labeled vertices in Vl belonging to class c j, and X ju represents the probabilities
of the unlabeled vertices in Vu belonging to class c j. Due to the labels on the vertices in Vl










After the tth iteration, the class-membership matrix is updated as follow.
X(t) = [X(t)1 ,X
(t)
2 , · · · ,X
(t)
K ] =
X1l X2l · · · XKlX(t)1u X(t)2u · · · X(t)Ku
 (3.10)
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Compared to existing multi-label relational classifiers, we argue that AEClass based on
the activity-edge augmented collaboration multigraph can significantly improve the perfor-
mance of multi-label classification: (1) accuracy improvement. Based on the vertex-edge
homophily, we classify each edge in CG into at most K parallel edges in MG. During the
classification process, AEClass only picks up those vertices and links with the same label
as the current objective class c j, i.e., K(t)j and X
(t−1)
j , to execute the inference. For example,
given the class-membership probabilities of Ming-Syan Chen on classes DB and DM in
Figure 3.5 (a), we want to infer the class-membership probabilities of Kun-Lung Wu on DB
and DM. AEClass will produce a positive probability on DB and a zero probability on DM
since there exists no edge with label DM between these two authors. In contrast, existing
classifiers will output a higher probability on DM than on DB for any positive edge value
between two authors in the original CG in Figure 5.3 (a). In fact, Kun-Lung Wu is known
as a database researcher without any data mining publications. (2) efficiency improvement.
Based on the vertex homophily, no matter which class the current objective is, existing clas-
sifiers need to check each neighbor of a vertex and summarize the labels of all neighbors.
In comparison, AEClass performs the similar summary at lower cost. When we classify an
edge in CG into m parallel edges in MG, m is often much smaller than the number of K
class labels. Suppose that the current objective class is c j, for a neighbor of a vertex, there
may not exist an edge with label c j between the vertex and this neighbor. Thus, the num-
ber of neighbors of a vertex with edge label c j can be much smaller than the number of its
neighbors, thus reducing the amount of unnecessary computations. Concretely, by utilizing
the vertex-edge homophily, AEClass only needs to consider those links with label c j and
associated neighbors and further stops label propagation to the circle of those irrelevant
neighbors (without link with label c j) in the next iterations. For the above example, we can
safely ignore the operation of inferring the probability of Kun-Lung Wu on DM since there
exists no edge with label DM between two authors. More importantly, AEClass prevents






Figure 3.6: Edge Label Dependency by Category Similarity
the neighbor-based circle of Kun-Lung Wu.
3.4.3 Improvement by Edge Label Dependency
We argue that the underlying correlations among different activity categories can have sig-
nificant impact on the performance of multi-label classification. Based on activity graph
partition, we first define the edge label similarity to capture the inter-dependencies among
K activity categories within each of N activity graphs.
Definition 10 (Edge Label Similarity) Let AGi = (Ui, Fi) be the ith activity graph (1 ≤
i ≤ N), S i(um, un) be the similarity score between two activities um, un ∈ Ui in AGi, and Uip
and Uiq be two categories of Ui with class labels of cp, cq ∈ C respectively. The activity
category similarity between cp and cq with respect to AGi is also referred to as the edge
label dependency between two edge labels cp and cq, and is defined as follow.






, p , q,
1, p = q.
(3.11)
Figure 3.6 shows two edge label dependency graph by activity category similarity based
on two class labels DB and DM with respect to the conference graph and the term graph in
Figure 3.2 respectively.
We thus incorporate them into our AEClass framework to adjust the class-membership
matrix X(t). The adjusted class-membership vector on class c j, denoted by Y(t)ju, can be
defined by integrating class-membership vectors on other classes in terms of the similarity
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ω(t)i S i(c j, cm)X
(t)
mu, 1 ≤ j ≤ K (3.12)
where the weight ω(t)i for AGi is the same as in Eq. (3.3). The adjusted class-membership
matrix is thus defined as follow.
Y(t) = [Y(t)1 ,Y
(t)
2 , · · · ,Y
(t)
K ] =
X1l X2l · · · XKlY(t)1u Y(t)2u · · · Y(t)Ku
 (3.13)
3.4.4 Refinement by Vertex Label Vicinity
One disadvantage of conventional iterative classifiers is that they often need lots of iter-
ations to converge to a stationary distribution and the repeated label propagation causes
a non-trivial computational cost. Wang et al. [41] proposed a dynamic label propagation
(DLP) model by fusing both data features and data labels to improve the effectiveness
on multi-class/multi-label classification. However, the DLP model failed to quantify the
weighted contributions from data features and data labels such that it often can not work
well on real classification tasks. We model the label vicinity to capture the pairwise vertex
closeness based on the labeling on the activity-based collaboration multigraph by following
the similar idea. To improve both effectiveness and efficiency of classification, we design
an iterative learning method to dynamically refine the classification results by continuous-
ly quantifying and adjusting the weights on the structure affinity and on the label vicinity
towards the classification objective.
Based on the transition probability T(t)j on CG, we define a diffusion process to map the
multigraph space into an NCG-dimensional space RNCG , where each element φ
(t)
j (i) ∈ R
NCG
represents the transition probabilities on the edges with label c j from vertex vi to the other




j ). On the other hand, based on a heuristics rule:
two instance vertices with highly similar class-membership distributions are likely to be
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highly similar to each other in the input multigraph space, Y(t)(Y(t))T can be viewed as the
similarity between vertices based on the class-membership distribution. Similarly, we map
this label-based similarity space into an NCG-dimensional space SNCG , where each entry
ϕ(t)(i) ∈ SNCG specifies the label-based similarity between vertex vi and the other vertices










j (2); · · · ; φ
(t+1)
j (NCG)] and ϕ
(t) = [ϕ(t)(1);
ϕ(t)(2); · · · ;ϕ(t)(NCG)].
With the linear projection, we generate the following formula.
P(φ(t+1)j |ϕ

















Since directly combining ϕ(t)(ϕ(t))T into the unified classification kernel K(t+1)j may lead
to a degeneration at the beginning of classification if the learned label information of ver-
tices in Vu is not enough to infer the label-based similarity scores, we adjust K(t+1)j by
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subject to α(t+1) + β(t+1) = 1, α(t+1), β(t+1) ≥ 0.
α(t+1) and β(t+1) are weighting factors to balance two kinds of similarity scores. The la-
bel vicinity (T(t+1)j Y
(t))(T(t+1)j Y
(t))T quantitatively measures the extent of similarity between
vertices and their neighbors based on the current labeling.
3.4.5 Weight Learning
Classification analysis often utilizes the F1 score, i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, to evaluate the accuracy of testing instances. The objective of multi-label classifica-
tion of multigraph is to maximize the Macro-F1 score [53], i.e., the unweighted mean of
F1 score on classes. To define the Macro-F1 score, we first introduce an indicator function.
I(ŷ ji = 1) =

1, ŷ ji = 1,
0, ŷ ji = 0.
(3.18)
where I(ŷ ji = 1) indicates whether the label c j is assigned to an instance vertex vi.
Definition 11 [Macro-F1] Let MG = (V, E) be a collaboration multigraph, yi be the true
label vector of the ith instance vertices in V and ŷi be the predicted label vector, and the





















Assuming θ = max
i, j
{Y(i, j) : l + 1 ≤ i ≤ NCG, 1 ≤ j ≤ K}, we define an s-shape function
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to approximate the indicator function.
S(Y(i, j)) =

1, Y(i, j) = θ,
0, Y(i, j) = 0,
Y(i, j)/θ, otherwise.
(3.20)
The decision rule determining ŷ ji = 1 if Y(i, j) > θ/2, i.e.,S(Y(i, j)) > 0.5 is represented
as follow.
I(ŷ ji = 1) = I(Y(i, j) > θ/2) = I(S(Y(i, j)) > 0.5) ≈ S(Y(i, j)) (3.21)

















According to Eqs.(3.3)-(3.17), the Macro-F1 score is a fractional function of multi vari-
ables α, β, ω1, · · · , ωN with non-negative real coefficients. On the other hand, the numera-
tor and the denominator of Macro-F1 are both polynomial functions of the above variables.












ai,bi, ci, di j, oi, pi, qi, ri j ≥ 0, bi, ci, di j, pi, qi, ri j ∈ Z
(3.23)
where there are m polynomial terms in the numerator and n polynomial terms in the de-
nominator, ai and oi are the coefficients of the ith terms respectively, and bi, ci, di j, pi, qi, ri j
are the exponents of corresponding variables in the ith terms respectively.
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Definition 12 [Multigraph Classification Objective] Let MG = (V, E) be a collaboration
multigraph, α, β, ω1, · · · , ωN are the weighting factors defined in Eqs.(3.3) and (3.17), re-
















subject to α + β = 1, α, β > 0,
∑N
j=1 ω j = 1, ω j > 0, j = 1, · · · ,N.
For ease of presentation, we revise the original objective as the following nonlinear
fractional programming problem (NFPP).











ri j , the clas-
sification goal is revised below.
max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)
g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)
(3.25)
subject to α + β = 1, α, β > 0,
∑N
i=1 ωi = 1, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.
Our classification objective is equivalent to maximize a quotient of two polynomial
functions of multiple variables. It is very hard to perform function trend identification and
estimation to determine the existence and uniqueness of solutions. Therefore, we want to
transform this sophisticated NFPP into a easily solvable problem.
Theorem 9 The NFPP in Definition 27 is equivalent to a polynomial programming prob-
lem with polynomial constraints (PPPPC).
max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN ,π
π f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) (3.26)
subject to α+β = 1, α, β > 0,
∑N
i=1 ωi = 1,ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N, 0 6 π 6 1/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN).
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Proof. If (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN , π) is an optimal solution of PPPPC, then π = 1/g(α, β, ω1, . . .
, ωN). Thus π f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN). For any feasi-
ble solution (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) of NFPP, the constraints of PPPPC are satisfied by setting
π = 1/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN), so π f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 π f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN), i.e. f (α, β, ω1, . . .
, ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN).
Conversely, if (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) solves NFPP, then for any feasible solution (α, β, ω1, . . .
, ωN , π) of PPPPC we have π f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = π f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) with π = 1/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN).
Although PPPPC is a polynomial programming problem, the polynomial constraints
make it very hard to solve. We further simplify it as an nonlinear parametric programming
problem (NPPP).
















f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) − γg(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) (3.27)
subject to α + β = 1, α, β > 0,
∑N
i=1 ωi = 1, ωi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,N.





iff z(γ) = max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γg(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0.
Proof. If (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) is a feasible solution of z(γ) = 0, then f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) −
γg(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0. Thus f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γg(α, ω1, . . . , ωN) 6 f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)−
γg(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0. We have γ = f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) > f (α, ω1, . . .
, ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN). Therefore, γ is a maximum value of NFPP and (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) is
an optimal solution of NFPP.
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Conversely, if (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) solves NFPP, then we have γ = f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α,
β, ω1, . . . , ωN) > f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, ω1, . . . , ωN). Thus f (α, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γg(α, ω1, . . . ,
ωN) 6 f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) − γg(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = 0. We have z(γ) = 0 and the maximum
is taken at (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN).
Now the original NFPP has been successfully transformed into the straightforward
NPPP. This transformation can efficiently speed up the classification convergence due to
the following properties.
Theorem 11 z(γ) is convex.
Proof: Suppose that (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) is an optimal solution of z((1 − λ)γ1 + λγ2)
with γ1 , γ2 and 0 6 λ 6 1. z((1 − λ)γ1 + λγ2) = f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) − ((1 − λ)γ1 +
λγ2)g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = λ( f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γ2g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN))+(1−λ)( f (α, β, ω1, . . .
, ωN)−γ1g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)) 6 λ max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γ2g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)+(1−
λ) max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) − γ1g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = λz(γ2) + (1 − λ)z(γ1). Thus, z(γ)
is convex.
Theorem 12 z(γ) is monotonically decreasing.
Proof: Suppose that γ1 > γ2 and (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) is an optimal solution of z(γ1). Thus,
z(γ1) = f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γ1g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) < f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)−γ2g(α, β, ω1, . . . ,
ωN) 6 max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) − γ2g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) = z(γ2).
Theorem 13 z(γ) = 0 has a unique solution.
Proof: Based on the above-mentioned theorems, we know z(γ) is continuous as well as
decreasing. In addition, limγ→+∞z(γ) = −∞ and limγ→−∞z(γ) = +∞.
The procedure of solving this NPPP includes two parts: (1) find such a reasonable
parameter γ (z(γ) = 0), making NPPP equivalent to NFPP; (2) given the parameter γ,
solve a polynomial programming problem about the original variables α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN .
Our weight adjustment mechanism is an iterative procedure to find the solution of z(γ) = 0
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and the corresponding weights after each iteration of the classification process. We first
generate an initial unified classification kernel K(1)j with equal weights of
1
N to produce an
initial classification result on the collaboration multigraph. According to the initial clas-
sification result, we then calculate an initial z(γ). Since z(γ) is a monotonic decreasing
function and z(0) = max
α,β,ω1,...,ωN
f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) is obviously non-negative, we start with
an initial γ = 0 and solve the subproblem z(0) by using existing fast polynomial program-
ming model to update the weights α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN . The parameter γ is gradually increased
by γ = f (α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN)/g(α, β, ω1, . . . , ωN) to help the algorithm enter the next round.
The algorithm repeats the above-mentioned iterative procedure until z(γ) converges to 0.
By assembling different pieces together, we provide the pseudo code of our AEClass
classifier in Algorithm 3.
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our AEClass
classifier on real graph datasets.
3.5.1 Experimental Datasets
The first real-world dataset is extracted from the DBLP Bibliography data 1. We build a
coauthor graph with highly prolific 100, 000 authors from all research areas and 712, 834
associated links where vertices represent authors and edges represent their coauthor rela-
tionships, and two associated activity graphs: conference graph and term graph. According
to [52], we categorize research areas into 24 fields: AI, AIGO, ARC, BIO, CV, DB, DIST,
DM, EDU, GRP, HCI, IR, ML, MUL, NLP, NW, OS, PL, RT, SC, SE, SEC, SIM, WWW.
We utilize a multi-typed soft clustering framework, NetClus [50], to cluster conferences
and terms into 24 categories simultaneously. According to conference’s or term’s cluster-
ing distribution over 24 categories and ranking score in each category, we calculate the
1http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
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Algorithm 2 Activity-Edge Centric Multi-label Classification
Input: a collaboration graph CG, N activity graphs AGi, a class number K, initial weights
α(2)=β(2)=12 , ω
(1)




N and a parameter γ
(1)=0.
Output: the predicted label Yu for the testing instances Vl.
1: Invoke NetClus to partition each of N kinds of activities into K clusters simultaneously;
2: Calculate the category similarity on each AGi in Eq.(3.11);
3: Execute the edge classification on CG based on each AGi in Eqs.(3.1)-(3.2);
4: Construct the collaboration multigraph MG;
5: Compute the unified weight W(1)j of MG for each c j in Eq.(3.3);
6: Calculate the transition probability T(1)j for each c j in Eqs.(4.2)-(4.3);
7: Generate the classification kernel K(1)j for each c j in Eq.(3.6);
8: for t=1 to z(γ(t)) converges to 0
9: Calculate the class-membership matrices X(t) in Eqs.(3.8)-(3.10) and
10: Y(t) in Eqs.(3.12)-(3.13);
11: Compute the Macro-F1 score in Eq.(3.22);
12: Solve z(γ(t)) in Eq.(4.22);
13: Update ω(t+1)1 , ..., ω
(t+1)
N if t=1, or update α
(t+1), β(t+1), ω(t+1)1 , ...,
14: ω(t+1)N if t¿1;
15: Refine γ(t+1)= f (α(t+1), β(t+1), ω(t+1)1 , ..., ω
(t+1)
N )/g(α
(t+1), β(t+1), ω(t+1)1 ,
16: ..., ω(t+1)N );
17: Update W(t+1)j in Eq.(3.3);
18: Adjust T(t+1)j in Eqs.(4.2)-(4.3);
19: Update K(t+1)j in Eq.(3.17);
20: Return Y(t) and Yu.
similarities between conferences or terms. The classification goal is infer research areas of
each author.
Last.fm 2 is a music-oriented online social network. We use the API call user.getfriends
to collect the list of friends and construct a friendship graph with 50, 000 users and 496, 611
associated links where vertices represent users and edges denote their friendships. The t-
wo activity networks: artist graph and track graph are generated by invoking the API calls
artist.getSimilar and track.getSimilar respectively. By calling the API calls user.getTopArtists
and user.getTopTracks, we classify each friendship edge in terms of the same artists or the
same tracks shared by two users. The classification task is to assign each user to a subset
2http://www.last.fm/api
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of 21 music genres in the database: acoustic, ambient, blues, classical, country, electronic,
emo, folk, hardcore, hip hop, indie, jazz, latin, metal, pop, pop punk, punk, reggae, rnb,
rock, soul.
The third real dataset is extracted from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) 3. We con-
struct a collaboration graph with 10, 000 highly prolific actors and 270, 227 links where ver-
tices represent actors and edges specify their costar relationships in terms of co-appearance
of actors in the same movies. We build a movie activity graph where edges denote co-direct
relationship between movies, i.e., movies are directed by the same directors. The objective
is to associate each actor with a subset of 22 movie genres: Action, Adventure, Animation,
Biography, Comedy, Crime, Documentary, Drama, Family, Fantasy, Film-Noir, History,
Horror, Music, Musical, Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi, Sport, Thriller, War, Western.
3.5.2 Comparison Methods and Evaluation
We compare AEClass with two representative link-based classification algorithms, L-
BC [42], wvRN [43], and two recently developed multi-label classifiers, EdgeCluster [37],
SCRN [40]. All four methods perform multi-label classification on a single weighted graph
based on the assumption of vertex homophily. The detailed introductions for four methods
are presented in Section 8.2. Note that LBC is originally a multi-class classifier. In order
to compare all algorithms, we modify the last step in LBC and use the posterior probabil-
ity distribution over K classes as the multi-label classification result. AEClass integrates
multiple information networks into a unified multigraph with combining both the vertex-
centric multi-label classification and the edge-centric multi-label classification based on
vertex-edge homophily. It also integrates both the structure affinity and the label vicinity
into a unified classifier through dynamic weight tuning mechanism.
Evaluation Measures We use three measures to evaluate the quality of classification
results generated by different methods. The first measure is Macro-F1 defined in Defini-
3http://www.imdb.com/interfaces
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Figure 3.7: Classification Quality on DBLP























Micro-F1 [53] represents the harmonic mean of micro average of precision and recall. The








||I(ŷi = 1) ⊕ yi||1 (3.29)
where ⊕ represents the XOR operation, and || · ||1 specifies the l1-norm. Hamming Loss [54]
measures the loss between true labels and predicted labels. The smaller the value, the better
the quality.
3.5.3 Classification Quality
Figures 3.7-3.9 exhibit the classification quality on DBLP, Last.fm and IMDb by varying
the proportion of labeled vertices respectively. For each proportion of labeled vertices, we
average the performance scores over 10 cross-validation folds. The average performance
scores with standard deviations of five multi-label classification methods are reported with
respect to three evaluation measures of Macro-F1, Micro-F1 and Hamming Loss. We make
the following observations on the performances by different methods.
First, AEClass, SCRN and wvRN significantly outperform LBC and EdgeCluster on all
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Figure 3.8: Classification Quality on Last.fm













































































Figure 3.9: Classification Quality on IMDb
three evaluation measures. We first categorize five multi-label classification methods into
non-transductive learning methods and transductive learning methods, based on how they
utilize topological structure information. As non-transductive learning methods, both LBC
and EdgeCluster only utilize the direct links between vertices in the graph, i.e., one-hop
structure information, to produce vertex’s features. As transductive learning approaches,
AEClass, SCRN and wvRN make full use of both direct links and indirect edges (the circle
of friends) between vertices through iterative graph propagation, i.e., multiple-hop structure
information, to further improve the classification quality. These results demonstrate the
importance of exploiting both direct links and indirect edges for multi-label classification
in networked data.
Second, SCRN always outperforms wvRN on three graph datasets. Although SCRN
and wvRN exploit the very similar relational inference framework, SCRN improves wvRN
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by integrating both the network topology and the social context features extracted by
EdgeCluster into the classifier. A careful examination reveals that these two approaches
are very close in terms of prediction performance in many situations, in spite of the opti-
mization adopted by SCRN. A reasonable explanation is that both of them are only based
on the assumption of vertex homophily, i.e., the principle that similar vertices in nature are
connected to each other with social links.
Finally, among all five classification methods, AEClass achieves the best classification
performance on all three real datasets for all three evaluation measures. Compared to other
algorithms, AEClass averagely achieves 14.6% Macro-F1 increase, 12.1% Micro-F1 boost
and 5.2% loss reduction on DBLP, 10.2% Macro-F1 growth, 9.9% Micro-F1 increase and
4.1% loss decrease on Last.fm, and 16.7% Macro-F1 increase, 16.2% Micro-F1 boost and
7.5% loss reduction on IMDb, respectively. Note that even if the proportion of labeled
vertices is very small, such as 2% and 4%, AEClass still can achieve comparable accuracy
on all datasets. Concretely, there are four critical reasons for high accuracy of AEClass:
(1) the structure information from associated activity networks boosts the effectiveness
of classification. Activity network partition provides us with additional activity labels;
(2) the multigraph organization integrates both the vertex-centric multi-label classification
based on vertex homophily and the edge-centric multi-label classification based on vertex-
edge homophily to leverage the classification performance; (3) Activity network partition
captures the inter-dependencies among multiple class labels; and (4) the iterative learning
algorithm help the classifier achieve a good balance among different activity-based edge
classification schemes and an effective integration of the structure affinity and the label
vicinity.
3.5.4 Classification Efficiency
Figures 6.5 (a), (b) and (c) present the classification time on DBLP, Last.fm and IMDb
with different proportions of labeled vertices respectively. First, LBC has lowest runtime
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Figure 3.10: Classification Efficiency
in seconds compared to all other algorithms in all experiments, since it is a logistic regres-
sion classifier by aggregating the labels of neighbors as vertex’s feature vector. Second,
EdgeCluster, a linear SVM classifier with an edge clustering scheme to extract sparse so-
cial dimensions, is slightly slower than LBC since the linear SVM approaches generally
fall behind the LR methods in speed. Both LBC and EdgeCluster are faster than other three
methods because both only utilize the direct links between vertices, i.e., one-hop structure
information. In comparison, AEClass, SCRN and wvRN use both direct links and indi-
rect edges (the circle of friends) between vertices, i.e., multiple-hop structure information.
Thus, the last three classifiers have higher time complexity than the first two models but
they achieve better classification quality. Third, wvRN is consistently faster than SCRN on
all three datasets. SCRN improves wvRN by integrating the social dimensions extracted
by EdgeCluster into the classifier. This improvement results in an additional computational
cost for calculating the class propagation probability of each vertex on each class. Finally,
AEClass significantly outperforms the other two transductive learning based multi-label
classifiers: SCRN and wvRN. Although SCRN and wvRN execute the classification on a
general graph, AEClass does classification on an activity-based collaboration multigraph
by augmenting its edges with class labels from each activity graph. There are three main
reasons for high efficiency of AEClass: (1) the multigraph organization increases the size
of dataset but reduces the computational cost of classification. As we discussed in Subsec-
tion 3.4.2, based on the vertex homophily, no matter which class the current objective is,
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Figure 3.11: Classification Convergence
both SCRN and wvRN need to check each neighbor of a vertex and summarize the labels
of all neighbors. In contrast, AEClass only picks up those vertices and links with the same
label as the current objective class to execute the inference. Most importantly, AEClass
stops the label propagation through irrelevant neighbors (without a link with the same label
as the current objective class) in the future iterations; (2) the label vicinity between vertices
based on the class-membership distribution over K classes is integrated into the classifier;
and (3) we transform the original nonlinear fractional programming problem of multiple
weights into a nonlinear parametric programming problem of single variable. According to
Theorems 14-17, solving z(γ) for a given γ is a polynomial programming problem which
can be sped up by existing fast polynomial programming model.
3.5.5 Classification Convergence
Figure 4.13 (a) and (b) exhibit the trend of classification convergence in terms of Macro-F1,
Micro-F1, and Hamming Loss on DBLP with 4% label nodes and Last.fm with 5% label
vertices. Both the Macro-F1 values and the Micro-F1 scores in two figures keep increasing
and have concave curves when we iteratively perform the tasks of vertex labeling, weight
update and kernel adjustment during the classification process. On the other hand, the
Hamming Loss values decrease with the classification iterations and have a convex curve.
The classification process converges very quickly, usually in eight iterations for Last.fm
and nine iterations for DBLP.
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Figure 3.12: Weight Update
Figure 3.12 (a) and (b) show the tendency of weight update on DBLP and Last.fm
respectively. α and β in two figures represent the weights of structure affinity and label
vicinity in the unified classifier K(t+1)j in Eq.(3.17) respectively. ω1 and ω2 in Figure 3.12
(a) denote the weights of the conference graph and the term graph respectively. ω1 and ω2
in Figure 3.12 (b) represent the weights of the artist graph and the track graph respective-
ly. We keep the constraints α+β=1 and ω1+ω2=1 during the classification process. We
observe that all the weights converge as the clustering process converges. An interesting
phenomenon is that α first increases and then decreases with the iterations and the β curve
has a converse trend. A reasonable explanation is that there is lack of enough labeling
information at the beginning of classification such that the unified classifier has to rely
mostly on the structure affinity to achieve a good classification performance. After a few
iterations, we have enough labeling information to utilize both the structure affinity and the
label vicinity to classify vertices. An interesting finding is that the term weight is increas-
ing but the conference weight is decreasing with more iterations. A reasonable explanation
is that people who have many publications on the same conferences may have different re-
search topics but people who have many papers with the same terms usually have the same
research topics. For example, both database papers and data mining papers are published
on VLDB. Similarly, the track weight increases but the artist weight decreases with more
iterations. This is because users who favor the same artists may belong to different music
genres since the artists are often related to multiple genres but users who like the same
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Table 3.1: Class-membership Probabilities of Authors Based on Conference and Keyword
Partitions from DBLP
Author/Class DB DM ML IR
Peter L. Bartlett 0.019 0.039 0.938 0.004
Elisa Bertino 0.738 0.054 0.028 0.180
Andrei Z. Broder 0.037 0.097 0.015 0.851
Michael J. Carey 0.965 0.029 0.006 0.023
W. Bruce Croft 0.054 0.007 0.037 0.902
David J. DeWitt 0.912 0.057 0.004 0.027
Inderjit S. Dhillon 0.030 0.409 0.457 0.104
Christos Faloutsos 0.321 0.500 0.031 0.147
Jiawei Han 0.391 0.463 0.045 0.100
H. V. Jagadish 0.850 0.056 0.009 0.048
Michael I. Jordan 0.007 0.062 0.917 0.014
Daphne Koller 0.026 0.045 0.915 0.013
Vipin Kumar 0.120 0.622 0.199 0.059
Bing Liu 0.086 0.427 0.266 0.220
Hector Garcia-Molina 0.788 0.010 0.016 0.186
C. J. van Rijsbergen 0.003 0.051 0.024 0.922
Michael Stonebraker 0.946 0.013 0.007 0.034
Jeffrey D. Ullman 0.824 0.065 0.064 0.047
Philip S. Yu 0.342 0.496 0.044 0.118
Mohammed J. Zaki 0.148 0.672 0.057 0.123
tracks usually belong to the same music genres.
3.5.6 Case Study
We examine some details of the experiment results on DBLP 100, 000 Authors when the
proportion of labeled vertices is equal to 32% based on the coauthor graph, the conference
graph and the term graph. Table 3.1 shows the set of authors and their class-membership
probabilities after seven iterations based on 24 conference categories and 24 term cate-
gories. We only present most prolific DBLP experts in the area of database (DB), data min-
ing (DM), machine learning (ML) and information retrieval (IR). The class-membership
scores in Table 3.1 are normalized by different (conference or term) categories for each
author. We observe that the predicted class memberships of authors are consistent with
their actual research areas. For those experts with unique research areas, such as Michael J.
Carey and Michael Stonebraker, the primary research areas for them in the predicted result
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are obviously consistent with their actual research areas; For those researchers known to
work in multiple research areas, the predicted class-membership distributions also corre-
spond to their current research activities. For example, both Jiawei Han and Philip S. Yu
are experts on data mining and database, though their DM probabilities are slightly higher
since each of them and their circle of co-authors have more DM papers. This table also
shows that each author has a class-membership score in each category. This demonstrates
that our AEClass model can make each author quickly reach each class label.
3.6 Conclusions
We have presented an edge-centric multi-label classification approach for mining hetero-
geneous information networks. First, we integrate the primary social network and multiple
associated activity networks into a unified multigraph with edge classification. Second, we
combine both the structure affinity and the label vicinity based on multiple activity network-
s into a unified classifier. Third, an iterative learning algorithm is proposed dynamically
refine the classification result by continuously adjusting the weights on different activity-
based edge classification schemes from multiple activity graphs, while constantly learning
the contributions of the structure affinity and the label vicinity in the unified classifier.
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CHAPTER 4
VEPATHCLUSTER: INTEGRATING VERTEX-CENTRIC CLUSTERING WITH
EDGE-CENTRIC CLUSTERING FOR META PATH GRAPH ANALYSIS
Meta paths are good mechanisms to improve the quality of graph analysis on heteroge-
neous information networks. This chapter presents a meta path graph clustering frame-
work, VEPathCluster, that combines meta path vertex-centric clustering with meta path
edge-centric clustering for improving the clustering quality of heterogeneous networks.
First, we propose an edge-centric path graph model to capture the meta-path dependencies
between pairwise path edges. We model a heterogeneous network containing M types of
meta paths as M vertex-centric path graphs and M edge-centric path graphs. Second, we
propose a clustering-based multigraph model to capture the fine-grained clustering-based
relationships between pairwise vertices and between pairwise path edges. We perform clus-
tering analysis on both a unified vertex-centric path graph and each edge-centric path graph
to generate vertex clustering and edge clusterings of the original heterogeneous network re-
spectively. Third, a reinforcement algorithm is provided to tightly integrate vertex-centric
clustering and edge-centric clustering by mutually enhancing each other. Finally, an it-
erative learning strategy is presented to dynamically refine both vertex-centric clustering
and edge-centric clustering by continuously learning the contributions and adjusting the
weights of different path graphs.
4.1 Introduction
Heterogeneous information networks are graphs with heterogeneous types of entities and
links. A meta path is a path connecting multiple types of entities through a sequence of het-
erogeneous meta links, representing different kinds of semantic relations among different
types of entities. DBLP dataset has four types of entities: authors (A), publishing venues
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(b) Example Vertex-centric Path Graph
Figure 4.1: Example Meta Paths and Path Graphs from DBLP
(V), papers (P) and paper terms (T). Figure 5.3 (a) gives nine example meta paths between
authors in the DBLP dataset, each is composed of three types of meta links: A-P, V-P and
T-P, representing different types of relationships between authors. More meta paths be-
tween authors can be generated through link combination and propagation. The meta path
A-P-A captures the coauthor relationship, whereas the path A-P-V-P-A represents the rela-
tionship between a pair of authors through their papers published on the common venues.
For each type of meta paths, we can construct a vertex-centric path graph to capture an in-
dividual type of relationships between authors. For example, Figure 5.3 (b) shows that we
join one type of links (A-P) and its opposite form (P-A) to generate a vertex-centric A-P-A
path graph, where vertices represent authors and edges denote the coauthor relationships
between authors. For each pair of coauthors, say Kun-Lung Wu and Philip S. Yu, we can
represent the A-P-A path by using parallel edges, each representing one of their coauthored
papers (p1, · · · , p17). By join composition, we obtain the total number of their coauthored
papers (17). Clearly, mining heterogeneous information networks through multiple path
graphs can provide new insights about how ideas and opinions on different subjects propa-
gate differently among the same set of people.
Meta path-based social network analysis is gaining attention in recent years [55, 56,
49, 22, 57, 58]. Existing efforts utilize a selection of meta paths between the same type of
entities to improve the quality of similarity search, classification, clustering, link prediction
and citation recommendation in heterogeneous networks. However, none of the existing
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methods have addressed all of the following challenges.
• Vertex-centric clustering w.r.t. multiple path graphs. As shown in Figure 5.3,
different meta paths exhibit different semantic meanings about the same type of en-
tities. Thus, the vertex clustering results based on different path graphs are typically
not identical. It is critical to develop a unified clustering model that can efficiently
integrate the clustering results from multiple path graphs and improve the overal-
l clustering quality. Specifically, a dynamic weight assignment scheme should be
employed to assign different weights to different path graphs to reflect their possibly
different contributions towards the clustering convergence.
• Fine-grained vertex assignment and clustering objective. Meta-path graph anal-
ysis differentiates the semantics carried by different meta paths in a heterogeneous
network. Consequently, it demands fine-grained vertex assignment and clustering
objective to further improve the clustering quality. However, existing partitioning
clustering approaches, such as K-Means and K-Medoids [59], usually assign each
vertex to its closest center. We argue that this kind of vertex assignment may not
always produce an accurate clustering result. Consider Figure 4.2 (a), by performing
K-Means on the A-P-A path graph to assign Kun-Lung Wu to two centers of Bugra
Gedik and Philip S. Yu, Figure 4.2 (b) shows a vertex assignment, i.e., by simply
using the coarse path edge weight (the total number of coauthored papers) to mea-
sure vertex closeness, Kun-Lung Wu and Philip S. Yu are closer than Kun-Lung Wu
and Bugra Gedik. However, in reality, Kun-Lung Wu and Bugra Gedik are known
as database researchers with no or very few data mining papers but Philip S. Yu is a
well-known expert on data mining with much more data mining papers than database
publications, thus the vertex assignment in Figure 4.2 (c) is more accurate and bet-
ter quality. This is because the similarity measures used in vertex assignment and
clustering objective of existing methods are too coarse to reflect the above ground
truth.
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• Edge-centric clustering w.r.t. multiple path graphs. Conventional graph cluster-
ing models are usually based on the existence of vertex homophily. However, we ar-
gue that vertex homophily without edge clustering is insufficient for meta-path graph
analysis on heterogeneous networks. Consider Figures 4.2 (b) and (c) again, there is
only one of 17 coauthored papers between Kun-Lung Wu and Philip S. Yu published
on DM conference (KDD) but all 8 coauthored papers between Kun-Lung Wu and
Bugra Gedik are published on DB conferences, indicating that Kun-Lung Wu, Bugra
Gedik and the path edge between them belong to cluster DB with very high probabil-
ity. In comparison, it is highly probable that Philip S. Yu and the path edge between
Kun-Lung Wu and Philip S. Yu belong to different clusters. Without considering edge
clustering, the vertex homophily alone can lead to inaccurate vertex clustering.
• Integrating vertex-centric clustering and edge-centric clustering. Vertex cluster-
ing and edge clustering on heterogeneous networks may have individual clustering
goals and due to the different semantic relationships implied by different meta paths.
Relying on either of them alone may result in incomplete and possibly inaccurate
clustering results. However, none of existing methods study how to effectively com-
bine the above two techniques into a unified meta path graph clustering model.
To address the above challenges, we develop an efficient vertex/edge-centric meta path
graph clustering approach, VEPathCluster, with four original contributions.
• We model a heterogeneous network containing multiple types of meta paths in terms
of multiple vertex-centric path graphs and multiple edge-centric path graphs. Each
meta path corresponds to one vertex-centric path graph and one edge-centric path
graph.
• We propose a clustering-based multigraph model to capture the fine-grained clustering-
based relationships between pairwise vertices and between pairwise path edges about
given K clusters.
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Figure 4.2: Coarse Vertex Assignment/Clustering Objective
• We integrate multiple types of vertex-centric path graphs with different semantics
into a unified vertex-centric path graph in terms of their contributions towards the
clustering objective. We cluster both the unified vertex-centric path graph and each
edge-centric path graph to generate vertex clustering and edge clusterings of the o-
riginal heterogeneous network respectively.
• We design a reinforcement algorithm to tightly integrate vertex-centric clustering and
edge-centric clustering by mutually enhancing each other: (1) good vertex-centric
clustering promotes good edge-centric clustering and (2) good edge-centric cluster-
ing elevates good vertex-centric clustering. We devise an iterative learning method
to dynamically refine both vertex-centric clustering and edge-centric clustering by
continuously learning the contributions and adjusting the weights of different path
graphs.
• Empirical evaluation over real datasets demonstrates the competitiveness of VEPath-
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Cluster against the state-of-the-art methods.
4.2 Related Work
Meta path-based social network analysis is gaining attention in recent years [55, 56, 49, 22,
57, 58]. PathSim [55] presented a meta path-based similarity measure for heterogeneous
graphs. [56] proposed a meta path-based ranking model to find entities with high similarity
to a given query entity. HCC [49] is a meta-path based heterogeneous collective classifi-
cation method. PathSelClus [22] utilizes user guidance as seeds in some of the clusters to
automatically learn the best weights for each meta-path in the clustering. MLI [57] is a
multi-network link prediction framework by extracting useful features from multiple meta
paths.
Graph clustering has been extensively studied in recent years [19, 13, 14, 50, 20, 15,
28, 60, 61, 62, 21, 23, 63, 51, 64, 65, 66]. Shiga et al. [19] presented a clustering method
which integrates numerical vectors with modularity into a spectral relaxation problem. S-
CAN [13] is a structural clustering algorithm to detect clusters, hubs and outliers in net-
works. MLR-MCL [14] is a multi-level graph clustering algorithm using flows to deliv-
er significant improvements in both quality and speed. TopGC [15] is a fast algorithm
to probabilistically search large, edge weighted, directed graphs for their best clusters in
linear time. BAGC [21] constructs a Bayesian probabilistic model to capture both struc-
tural and attribute aspects of graph. GenClus [23] proposed a model-based method for
clustering heterogeneous networks with different link types and different attribute types.
CGC [63] is a multi-domain graph clustering model to utilize cross-domain relationship as
co-regularizing penalty to guide the search of consensus clustering structure. FocusCO [64]
solves the problem of finding focused clusters and outliers in large attributed graphs.
To the best of our knowledge, VEPathCluster is the first one to tightly integrate vertex-
centric clustering and edge-centric clustering by mutually enhancing each other with com-
bining different types of meta paths over heterogeneous information network.
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4.3 Problem Definition
We define the problem of vertex/edge-centric meta path graph clustering in terms of the
following four concepts.
A heterogeneous information network is denoted as G = (V, E), where V is the set of
heterogeneous entity vertices in G, consisting of s types of entity vertices, i.e., V =
⋃s
i=1 Vi,
each Vi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) represents the ith types of entity vertices. E is the set of heterogeneous
meta links denoting the relationships between entity vertices in V . Due to heterogeneous
entity vertices with s types, E can be divided into s × s subsets Ei j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ s) such that
E =
⋃s
i=1, j=1 Ei j, where Ei j is the set of meta links connecting vertices of the i
th type (Vi) to
vertices of the jth type (V j). E ji is the opposite form of Ei j, specifying the set of meta links
from V j to Vi.
The mth meta path of length l, denoted by MPm =< Ea0a1 , Ea1a2 , · · · , Eal−1al >, is a
sequence of different types of meta links, with source vertex type Va0 and destination vertex
type Val (1 ≤ a0, a1, · · · , al ≤ s), such that < Ea0a1 , Ea1a2 , · · · , Eal−1al > are l meta link types
connected through join composition. For example, meta path A-P-A is of length 2 and
comprises two meta link types: A-P and P-A.
For each meta path in G, we construct a vertex-centric path graph to capture the meta-
path based relationships between vertices. Formally, a vertex-centric path graph for MPm
is denoted as VGm = (Va0 ,Val , Em), where Va0 ∈ V is the set of source vertices and Val ∈ V
is the set of destination vertices in MPm, and Em ∈ E is the set of path edges between Va0
and Val . For the path edge set Em, we compute its adjacency matrix Pm by multiplying
adjacency matrix of each type of composite meta links Ea0a1 , Ea1a2 , · · · , Eal−1al , denoted by
Wa0a1 ,Wa1a2 , · · · ,Wal−1al respectively. For Figure 5.3 (b), we use WAP and WPA to denote
the adjacency matrices of two types of meta links A-P and P-A respectively. We calculate
an adjacency matrix PAA = WAP ×WPA to obtain the path edge between Kun-Lung Wu
and Philip S. Yu with a value of 17. For presentation brevity, when the type of source
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Figure 4.3: Vertex-centric Path Graph
vertices is the same as the type of destination vertices in VGm, i.e., Va0 = Val = Vc ∈ V ,
we simplify VGm = (Va0 ,Val , Em) as VGm = (Vc, Em), and path edges in Em measure the
pairwise closeness between vertices in Vc. We denote the size of Vc as NVc = |Vc| and
denote the size of Em as NEm = |Em|.
In VEPathCluster, for a specific clustering task, users can select a subset of entity
vertices of a certain type as the set of target vertices, denoted by Vc, and a subset of M
target meta paths MPm. We construct M vertex-centric path graphs VGm. The problem of
Vertex/Edge-centric meta Path graph Clustering (VEPathCluster) is to simultaneously
perform two clustering tasks: (1) assign all entity vertices in Vc to K soft clusters with an
NVc × K clustering membership matrix X with each row summing to 1, and (2) cluster
all path edges in each Em (1 ≤ m ≤ M) into K soft clusters with an NEm × K clustering
membership matrix Ym with each row summing to 1. The desired clustering result should
achieve the two goals: (1) both path edges and their associated vertices should belong to
the same clusters, and vertices within each cluster are close to each other in terms of path
edges between them in the same cluster; and (2) vertices belonging to different clusters are
relatively distant from each other in terms of clustered path edges between them.
Figure 4.3 gives an illustrative example of two vertex-centric path graphs about authors.
For A-P-A path graph in Figure 4.3 (a), the number associated with an author vertex repre-
sents the number of coauthored papers by this author. Here, we only consider coauthored
papers on three DB conferences: SIGMOD, VLDB, ICDE and three DM conferences: KD-
D, ICDM, SDM. For A-P-V-P-A meta path graph in Figure 4.3 (b), the number associated
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to an author, e.g., Philip S. Yu (199), represents the total number of papers published by
this author on the above six venues. Similarly, the number on a path edge specifies the
value of this path edge through link composition by multiplying adjacency matrices, e.g.,
WAP ×WPA in Figure 4.3 (a), and WAP ×WPV ×WVP ×WPA) in Figure 4.3 (b).
4.4 The VEPathCluster Approach
VEPathCluster improves the clustering quality by utilizing four novel mining strategies:
(1) edge-centric random walk model; (2) clustering-based multigraph model; (3) integra-
tion of vertex-centric clustering and edge-centric clustering; and (4) dynamic weight learn-
ing. VEPathCluster iteratively performs the following three tasks to achieve high quality
clustering: (1) fix edge clustering and weight assignment to update vertex clustering; (2)
fix vertex clustering and weight assignment to update edge clustering; and (3) fix vertex
clustering and edge clustering to update weight assignment.
4.4.1 Initialization
Given a heterogeneous network G = (V, E), the set of target vertices Vc ⊂ V , and the M
target meta paths, the number of clusters K, we first construct the M vertex-centric path
graphs: VG1, · · · ,VGM. Then we initialize the weight assignment and produce the initial
vertex clustering of Vc on K clusters.
Letω(1)m (1 ≤ m ≤ M) be the weight for the mth vertex-centric path graph VGm at the first
iteration, and Pm be the adjacency matrix of VGm. We use the initial weights ω(t)1 , · · · , ω
(t)
M
to integrate M vertex-centric path graphs into a unified vertex-centric path graph VG. The
matrix form of VG, denoted by P(1), is defined below.





ω(1)m = 1, ω
(1)
1 , · · · , ω
(1)
M > 0 (4.1)
Random weight assignment often performs poorly and results in incorrect clustering
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Figure 4.4: Unified Vertex-centric Path Graph
results due to the sharp difference in edge values from path graph to path graph, e.g., the
edge values in Figure 4.3 (a) are between 1 and 32 but the edge values in Figure 4.3 (b)
are between 79 and 2219. We normalize edge values in each VGm by assigning an initial





, . . . , ω(1)M =
1/max PM∑M
m=1 1/max Pm
, where max Pm represents the maximal element in Pm.
For two path graphs in Figure 4.3, we multiply the edge values by the initial weights
1/32
1/32+1/2219 = 0.986 and
1/2219
1/32+1/2219 = 0.014 to generate two path graphs in Figures 4.4 (a)
and (b). Figure 4.4 (c) shows the combination of them with the above initial weights.
Next we employ a soft clustering method, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [67], on the unified
vertex-centric path graph VG, to cluster each vertex to K clusters such that it has up to K
membership probabilities. We use symbol X(1)k (i) to represent the membership probability
of a vertex vi ∈ Vc (1 ≤ i ≤ NVc) belonging to cluster ck (1 ≤ k ≤ K) at the first iteration.
Figure 4.6 (a) exhibits the FCM clustering result of author vertices in Figure 4.4 (c), where
each green number and ochre number in the bracket denotes the membership probability of
an author belonging to cluster DB or DM respectively.
4.4.2 Edge-centric Random Walk Model
Edge-centric random walk model is constructed by performing two tasks: (1) for each
vertex-centric path graph, construct an edge-centric path graph and define its vertex values
and edge values; and (2) define the transition probability on the edge-centric path graph.
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Figure 4.5: Random Walk on Edges
build an edge-centric path graph EGm by converting the edges and vertices of VGm to the
vertices and edges of EGm respectively. For example, we first transform the vertex-centric
graph in Figure 4.5 (a) into a vertex/edge bipartite graph in Figure 4.5 (b) where rectangle
vertices and circle vertices correspond to the vertices and the edges in Figure 4.5 (a). The
circle vertex (W,Y) (17) in Figure 4.5 (b) corresponds to the edge between Kun-Lung Wu
and Philip Yu with weight of 17 in Figure 4.5 (a).
Next we convert the bipartite graph in Figure 4.5 (b) to the edge-centric graph in Fig-
ure 4.5 (c) by shrinking each common rectangle vertex shared by any pair of circle vertices
to an edge between these two circle vertices, and assign the edge value with the value of
the common rectangle vertex in Figure 4.5 (b). For instance, a common rectangle vertex W
(18) shared by two circle vertices (W,Y) (17) and (W,G) (8) in Figure 4.5 (b) is converted
to the edge between (W,Y) (17) and (W,G) (8) in Figure 4.5 (c). In addition, to capture the
fact that a circle vertex connects to two rectangle vertices in Figure 4.5 (b), we build a spin
edge for each circle vertex in Figure 4.5 (c). The value of this spin edge is the sum of the
values of two rectangle vertices linked to this circle vertex in the bipartite graph.
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We define the transition probability on EGm such that the edge-centric random walk
model can be employed to measure the closeness between a pair of edge vertices in EGm.
Definition 15 [Transition Probability on Edge-centric Path Graph] Let VGm = (Vc, Em)
be a vertex-centric path graph where Vc is the set of target vertices, E is the set of path
edges between vertices in Vc and EGm = (Em, Em × Em) is a corresponding edge-centric
path graph. The transition probability on EGm is defined below.
Tm(emi, em j) =

Qm(emi, em j)∑NEm
l=1 Qm(eml, em j)
, (emi, em j) ∈ Em × Em,
0, otherwise.
, 1 ≤ m ≤ M (4.2)
where Qm is the adjacency matrix of EGm and Tm(emi, em j) represents the transition proba-
bility from vertex emi to vertex em j in EGm.
Consider Figure 4.5, we compute the transition probabilities from (W,Y) to all five
circle vertices: Given that
∑NEm
l=1 Qm(eml, em j) = (18 + 49) + 18 + 18 + 49 + 49 = 201, the
transition probability from (W,Y) to (W,G) is 18/201 = 0.09.
We express the above transition probability in a matrix form.
Tm = QmD−1, 1 ≤ m ≤ M (4.3)
where D is a diagonal matrix D = diag(d1, · · · , dNEm ) and d j =
∑NEm
l=1 Qm(eml, em j) (1 ≤ j ≤
NEm).
4.4.3 Clustering-based Multigraph Model
The second novelty is to perform clustering analysis on vertex-centric multigraph and edge-
centric multigraph to effectively combine vertex homophily with edge homophily. Recall
Figure 4.2 (b), assigning Kun-Lung Wu to Philip S. Yu is due to the using of aggregated
edge weight (i.e., the total number of coauthored papers) to measure the vertex closeness.
We address this problem by introducing two clustering-based multigraph models, one for
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vertex-centric path graphs and another for edge-centric path graphs.
Given that a vertex-centric path graph VGm = (Vc, Em), and the clustering result on the
corresponding edge-centric path graph EGm = (Em, Em×Em) obtained at the previous itera-
tion. A vertex-centric path multigraph i.e., Y(t−1)m , denoted as V MGm = (Vc, Fm), is an edge
augmented multigraph, where Fm is the set of edges satisfying the following condition: for
each edge (vi, v j) ∈ Em in VGm, we create a set of parallel edges between vi and v j in Fm.
Each set of edges has up to K clustered edges and each of the parallel edges corresponds to
a certain cluster ck. The value of the parallel edge with label ck between vi and v j in V MGm
at the tth iteration, denoted by P(t)mk(vi, v j), are computed as follow.
P(t)mk(vi, v j) = Pm(vi, v j) × Y
(t−1)
mk ((vi, v j)), 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ k ≤ K (4.4)
where Pm(vi, v j) represents the value of the edge between vi and v j in VGm. Y(t−1)mk denotes
the kth column vector of the edge clustering membership matrix Y(t−1)m and Y(t−1)mk ((vi, v j))
specifies the membership probability of vertex (vi, v j) belonging to cluster ck in EGm at the
last iteration. P(t)mk is essentially a projection of Pm on ck.
Similarly, let X(t) (t ≥ 1) be the soft clustering result on the unified vertex-centric
path multigraph V MG at the current iteration. For each edge-centric path graph EGm =
(Em, Em×Em), we create an edge-centric path multigraph EMGm: for each edge (emi, em j) ∈
Em × Em, we create a set of up to K parallel edges. Each of parallel edges corresponds to
cluster ck. The edge values on EMGm at the tth iteration are defined as follow.
Q(t)mk(emi, em j) =

Qm(emi, em j) × X(t)k (emi ∧ em j), emi , em j,
Rm(va) × X(t)k (va) + Rm(vb) × X
(t)
k (vb), emi = em j.
,
1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
(4.5)
where Qm(emi, em j) specifies the edge value between two vertices emi and em j in EGm, X(t)k
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denotes the kth column vector of the vertex clustering membership matrix X(t) and X(t)k ((emi∧
em j)) specifies the membership probability of common vertex of two edges emi and em j
belonging to cluster ck in the unified vertex-centric path graph VG at the tth iteration. Q(t)mk
is essentially a projection of Qm on cluster ck. When emi = em j, edge (emi, em j) is a spin edge
associated to emi in EGm. In this situation, emi and em j correspond to the same edge in VGm,
and emi and em j will have the same two endpoints (va and vb) in VGm, e.g., the spin edge
((W,Y), (W,Y)) in Figure 4.5 (b) and the edge between Kun-Lung Wu and Philip S. Yu in
Figure 4.5 (a). Rm(vx) represents the value of endpoint vx in VGm, say 18 for Kun-Lung Wu
in Figure 4.5 (a), and X(t)k (vx) denotes the probability of vx belonging to ck in VG or V MG
at the tth iteration.
For ease of presentation, we omit all spin edges in Figure 4.6. Based on the A-P-A edge-
centric path graph in Figure 4.6 (b) and its vertex soft clustering result in Figure 4.6 (a), we
generate the A-P-A edge-centric path multigraph in Figure 4.6 (c). Using the probabilities
of Kun-Lung Wu on clusters DB and DM: (0.96, 0.04) in Figure 4.6 (a) and the edge between
(W,Y) and (W, A) in Figure 4.6 (b), we produce two parallel edges between (W,Y) and (W, A)
in Figure 4.6 (c) as 18 × 0.96 = 17.28 and 18 × 0.04 = 0.72 respectively.
4.4.4 Edge-centric Clustering
We perform edge-centric soft clustering in two steps: (1) convert each edge-centric path
graph EGm to an edge-centric path multigraph EMGm based on the vertex soft clustering
X(1) on the unified vertex-centric path graph VG or X(t) (t > 1) on the unified vertex-centric
path multigraph V MG; and (2) compute the edge soft clustering Y(t)m on each edge-centric
path multigraph EMGm.
Different from traditional unsupervised graph clustering methods, at the first clustering
iteration, we adopt a semi-supervised manner on each EGm with the geometric mean of the
probabilities of two endpoints belonging to cluster ck as the initial membership probability
of an edge on ck. This is motivated by the observation that if the membership probabilities
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Fig. 4.6 (f) + Fig. 4.6 (g)
Figure 4.6: Iterative Vertex Clustering on Vertex-centric Path Multigraph and Edge Clus-
tering on Edge-centric Path Multigraph
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of two associated endpoints of an edge belonging to ck are very large, then it is highly
probable that this edge also has a large probability on ck.
Formally, we convert each EGm to an EMGm by converting the adjacency matrix of
EGm to up to K independent adjacency matrices in terms of the cluster labels of the edges
in EGm, and then learns the cluster probabilities of edge vertices in EGm on ck based on the
kth adjacency matrix. Let (vi, v j) be an edge vertex in EGm where vi and v j are the target
vertices in the corresponding VGm = (Vc, Em), and X(1)k (vx) be the cluster membership
probability of vx ∈ Vc belonging to cluster ck at the first iteration. We define the initial edge
clustering membership matrix Y(0)m for EMGm below.
Y(0)mk((vi, v j)) =
√





X(1)l (vi) × X
(1)
l (v j)
, 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ k ≤ K (4.6)
where Y(0)mk is the k
th column vector of Y(0)m , Y(0)mk((vi, v j)) represents the initial membership
probability of edge vertex (vi, v j) on ck in EMGm, and X(1)k (vx) specifies the probability of
vx on ck in VG.
Based on the initial vertex clustering membership matrix X(1) for VG or the vertex
clustering membership matrix X(t) (t > 1) for V MG, we transform each EGm into an edge-
centric path multigraph EMGm by Eq. (4.5). In the first clustering iteration, we update Y(1)m
with Y(0)m based on X(1) for VG through label propagation and update Y(t)m with Y(t−1)m in each
subsequent iteration t (t > 1).
Similar to Eq.(4.2), the transition probability on each EMGm at the current iteration is
defined by normalizing each kind of parallel edges with the same cluster labels in EMGm
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as follow.






, Q(t)mk(eml, em j) , 0,
0, otherwise.
,
1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
(4.7)
where T(t)mk(emi, em j) denotes the transition probability with cluster label ck on one of parallel







(t), 1 ≤ m ≤ M, 1 ≤ k ≤ K (4.8)
where (D−1mk)
(t) is a diagonal matrix (D−1mk)





(1 ≤ j ≤ NEm).
Thus, we produce K edge clustering kernels T(t)mk, each corresponding to cluster ck (1 ≤
k ≤ K). The transition operation in each edge-centric path multigraph is divided into
two steps: (1) choose those parallel edges with the objective cluster label by clustering
objective; and (2) select an edge with the largest probability from the above edges to jump.
Let Ym = [Ym1,Ym2, · · · ,YmK] ∈ RNEm×K be the edge clustering membership matrix for
Em in EMGm (1 ≤ m ≤ M). For each edge clustering membership vector Ymk (1 ≤ k ≤
K) based on cluster ck, we use an individual clustering kernel T(t)mk to iteratively infer the
membership probabilities of all edge vertices in Em on ck.
Initilization : Ymk = Y(t−1)mk
Iteration : Ymk = T(t)mkYmk
(4.9)
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Based on the edge clustering membership matrix Y(t−1)mk at the last clustering round,
VEPathCluster iteratively infers the membership probabilities of vertices in Em until Ymk





where emi ∈ Em represents an edge vertex in EMGm and Y(t)mk specifies the normalized edge










, 1 ≤ m ≤ M (4.11)
For example, based on the vertex clustering in Figure 4.6 (a) and the edge-centric path
multigraph in Figure 4.6 (c), we produce the A-P-A edge clustering in Figure 4.6 (d).
4.4.5 Vertex-centric Clustering
The vertex clustering on the unified vertex-centric path multigraph V MG follows the heuris-
tic rule: if vertex vi ∈ Vc in each vertex-centric path graph VGm has many neighbors with
large probabilities on cluster ck and the edges between vi and these neighbors have large
probabilities on ck, then it is highly probable that vi belongs to ck with a larger probability.
In each iteration, we use the edge clustering result on each edge-centric path graph EGm
at the previous iteration (Y(t−1)m ) to perform the vertex clustering on V MG at the current
iteration (X(t)) in three steps.
(1) Based on Y(t−1)m and Eq.(4.4), we first convert each VGm to an vertex-centric path
multigraph V MGm by transforming the adjacency matrix of VGm into K independent adja-
cency matrices in terms of the cluster labels of parallel edges. For example, based on the
edge clustering result on the edge-centric path multigraph in Figure 4.6 (d) (or Figure 4.6
(e)), we convert the vertex-centric path graph in Figure 4.3 (a) (or Figure 4.3 (b)) to the
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vertex-centric path multigraph in Figure 4.6 (f) (or Figure 4.6 (g)).
(2) We combining M vertex-centric path multigraphs V MGm into the unified vertex-
centric path multigraph V MG based on each of K edge clusters with weighting factors ω(t)1 ,
· · · , ω(t)N . A dynamic weight tuning mechanism will be detailed in Section 4.4.6. Thus, we
compute the value of the unified parallel edge between vertices vi and v j in V MG about
cluster ck at the tth iteration as follow.












ω(t)m = 1, ω
(t)




where ω(t)m (1 ≤ m ≤ M) represents the weight for the mth vertex-centric path multigraph
V MGm at the tth iteration, and P(t)mk(vi, v j) specifies the value of the parallel edge with label
ck between vi and v j in V MGm. Note that P(t)k (vi, v j) keeps changing with ω
(t)
1 , · · · , ω
(t)
M
through dynamic weight learning during each iteration.
































ω(t)m = 1, ω
(t)




Figure 4.6 (h) shows the unified vertex-centric path multigraph by combining the two
vertex-centric path multigraphs in Figure 4.6 (f) and (g) with the weights of ω1 and ω2
respectively such that the clustered path edges with the same labels between the same pair
of vertices from two vertex-centric path multigraphs are combined.
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(3) We compute the vertex clustering membership matrix X = [X1,X2, · · · ,XK] ∈
RNVc×K for the target vertices Vc in V MG. We below define the transition probability on
V MG in terms of each of K edge clusters.
S(t)k (vi, v j) =

P(t)k (vi, v j)∑NVc
l=1 P
(t)
k (vl, v j)
, P(t)k (vi, v j) , 0,
0, otherwise.
, 1 ≤ k ≤ K (4.14)
where S(t)k (vi, v j) denotes the transition probability with cluster label ck on one of parallel
edges between vertex vi and vertex v j in V MG.






(t), 1 ≤ k ≤ K (4.15)
where (D−1k )
(t) is a diagonal matrix (D−1k )




k (vl, v j)
(1 ≤ j ≤ NVc).
Similar to edge-centric clustering, we produce K vertex clustering kernels S(t)k , each cor-
responding to cluster ck. The transition operation in the unified vertex-centric path multi-
graph V MG is divided into two steps: (1) choose those parallel edges with the objective
cluster label; and (2) select an edge with the largest probability from the above edges to
move.
For each vertex clustering membership vector Xk (1 ≤ k ≤ K) based on ck, we utilize an
individual clustering kernel S(t)k to iteratively infer the membership probabilities of vertices
in Vc on ck.
Initilization : Xk = X(t−1)k
Iteration : Xk = S(t)k Xk
(4.16)
When the iterative vertex clustering converges, we further normalize each entry Xk(vi)
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where vi ∈ Vc denotes a target vertex in V MG and X(t)k represents the normalized vertex











X(t) will be used to enter the next vertex clustering round.
4.4.6 Clustering with Weight Learning
The objective function of VEPathCluster is defined to maximize fuzzy intra-cluster simi-
larity [68, 69] for both vertex clustering in the unified vertex-centric path multigraph V MG
and edge clustering on each edge-centric path multigraph EMGm.
Definition 16 [VEPathCluster Clustering Objective Function] Let V MG be a unified vertex-
centric path multigraph, V MGm (m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) be M vertex-centric path multigraphs,
EMGm (m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) be M edge-centric path multigraphs, ω1, · · · , ωM be the weight-
ing factors for V MG1, · · · ,
V MGM and EMG1, · · · , EMGM defined in Eqs.(4.12) and (4.13) respectively, given K ver-
tex soft clusters for V MG with a membership matrix X and K path edge soft clusters for
each EMGm with a membership matrix Ym, the goal of VEPathCluster is to maximize the
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following objective function.

















Ymk(emi)Ymk(em j)Qmk(emi, em j)
max
ω1,··· ,ωM
O(X,Y1, · · · ,YM, ω1, · · · , ωM), s.t.
M∑
m=1
ωm = 1, ω1, · · · , ωM > 0
(4.19)
According to Eqs.(4.4)-(4.18), the objective function O is a fractional function of multi
variables ω1, · · · , ωM with non-negative real coefficients. On the other hand, the numerator
and the denominator of O are both polynomial functions of the above variables. Without
loss of generality, we rewrite Eq.(4.19) as follow.
max
ω1,··· ,ωM










ai, bi j, oi, ri j ≥ 0, bi j, ri j ∈ Z, s.t.
M∑
m=1
ωm = 1, ω1, · · · , ωM > 0
(4.20)
where there are p polynomial terms in the numerator and q polynomial terms in the de-
nominator, ai and oi are the coefficients of the ith terms respectively, and bi j and ri j are the
exponents of corresponding variables in the ith terms respectively.
For ease of presentation, we revise the original objective as the following nonlinear
fractional programming problem (NFPP).














f (ω1, · · · , ωM)




ωm = 1, ω1, · · · , ωM > 0 (4.21)
Our clustering objective is equivalent to maximize a quotient of two polynomial func-
tions of multiple variables. It is very hard to perform function trend identification and
estimation to determine the existence and uniqueness of solutions. Therefore, we want to
transform this sophisticated NFPP into an easily solvable problem.









ri j , the NPPP is defined as follow.
z(γ) = max
ω1,··· ,ωM




ωm = 1, ω1, · · · , ωM > 0
(4.22)





if and only if z(γ) = max
ω1,··· ,ωM
f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − γg(ω1, · · · , ωM) = 0.
Proof. If (ω1, · · · , ωM) is a feasible solution of z(γ) = 0, then f (ω1, · · · , ωM)−γg(ω1, · · ·
, ωM) = 0. Thus f (ω1, · · · , ωM)− γg(ω1, · · · , ωM) 6 f (ω1, · · · , ωM)− γg(ω1, · · · , ωM) = 0.
We have γ = f (ω1, · · · , ωM)/g(ω1, · · · , ωM) > f (ω1, · · · , ωM)/g(ω1, · · · , ωM). Thus γ is a
maximum value of NFPP and (ω1, · · · , ωM) is an optimal solution of NFPP.
Conversely, if (ω1, · · · , ωM) solves NFPP, then we have γ = f (ω1, · · · , ωM)/g(ω1, · · · , ωM
) > f (ω1, · · · , ωM)/g(ω1, · · · , ωM). Thus f (ω1, · · · , ωM)−γg(ω1, · · · , ωM) 6 f (ω1, · · · , ωM)
− γg(ω1, · · · , ωM) = 0. We have z(γ) = 0 and the maximum is taken at (ω1, · · · , ωM).
Now the original NFPP has been successfully transformed into the straightforward
NPPP. This transformation can efficiently speed up the clustering convergence due to the
following properties.
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Theorem 15 z(γ) is convex.
Proof: Suppose that (ω1, · · · , ωM) is an optimum of z((1 − λ)γ1 + λγ2) with γ1 , γ2
and 0 6 λ 6 1. z((1 − λ)γ1 + λγ2) = f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − ((1 − λ)γ1 + λγ2)g(ω1, · · · , ωM) =
λ( f (ω1, · · · , ωM)−γ2g(ω1, · · · , ωM))+(1−λ)( f (ω1, · · · , ωM)−γ1g(ω1, · · · , ωM)) 6 λ max
ω1,··· ,ωM
f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − γ2g(ω1, · · · , ωM) + (1 − λ) max
ω1,··· ,ωM
f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − γ1g(ω1, · · · , ωM) =
λz(γ2) + (1 − λ)z(γ1). Thus, z(γ) is convex.
Theorem 16 z(γ) is monotonically decreasing.
Proof: Suppose that γ1 > γ2 and (ω1, · · · , ωM) is an optimal solution of z(γ1). Thus,
z(γ1) = f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − γ1g(ω1, · · · , ωM) < f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − γ2g(ω1, · · · , ωM) 6 max
ω1,··· ,ωM
f (ω1, · · · , ωM) − γ2g(ω1, · · · , ωM) = z(γ2).
Theorem 17 z(γ) = 0 has a unique solution.
Proof: Based on the above-mentioned theorems, we know z(γ) is continuous as well as
decreasing. In addition, limγ→+∞z(γ) = −∞ and limγ→−∞z(γ) = +∞.
The procedure of solving this NPPP includes two parts: (1) find such a reasonable
parameter γ (z(γ) = 0), making NPPP equivalent to NFPP; (2) given the parameter γ, solve
a polynomial programming problem about the original variables ω1, · · · , ωM. Our weight
adjustment mechanism is an iterative procedure to find the solution of z(γ) = 0 and the
corresponding weights after each clustering iteration. We first generate an initial matrix
P(1) with initial weights in terms of the scales of edge values in each vertex-centric path
graph VGm to produce an initial vertex clustering result through FCM [67] on the unified
vertex-centric path graph VG. Based on the initial vertex clustering result, we construct
an edge-centric path multigraph EMGm for each edge-centric path graph EGm. We then
generate an initial edge clustering result on each EMGm. According to the initial result of
both vertex clustering and edge clusterings, we then calculate an initial z(γ). Since z(γ)
is a monotonic decreasing function and z(0) = max
ω1,··· ,ωM
f (ω1, · · · , ωM) is obviously non-
negative, we start with an initial γ = 0 and solve the subproblem z(0) by using existing
fast polynomial programming model to update the weights ω1, · · · , ωM. The parameter γ
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Algorithm 3 Vertex/Edge-centric meta PATH graph Clustering
Input: M vertex-centric path graphs VGm, M edge-centric path graphs EGm, a clustering
number K, and a parameter γ(1)=0.
Output: vertex clustering membership matrix X, M edge clustering membership matrices
Y1, · · · ,YM.
1: Initialize weights ω(1)1 , · · · , ω
(1)
M in terms of the scales of edge values in each VGm;
2: for t=1 to z(γ(t)) converges to 0
3: if t = 1
4: Combine Pm of each VGm into P(t) of VG with Eq.(4.1);
5: Invoke FCM to cluster vertices Vo in VG to generate X(t) of VG;
6: else
7: Convert Pm of each VGm into P(t)mk of each V MGm with Eq.(4.4);
8: Combine each V MGm into V MG by computing all P(t)k in Eq.(4.13);
9: Calculate S(t)k of V MG for each cluster ck in Eqs.(4.14)-(4.15);
10: Update X(t) of VG with Eqs.(4.16)-(4.18);
11: if t = 1
12: Initialize Y(t−1)m of each EGm with Eq.(4.6);
13: Convert Qm of each EGm into Q(t)mk of each EMGm with Eq.(4.5);
14: Calculate T(t)mk of each EMGm for each cluster ck in Eqs.(4.7)-(4.8);
15: Update Y(t)m of each EGm with Eqs.(4.9)-(4.11);
16: Compute O(X,Y1, · · · ,YM, ω1, · · · , ωM) in Eq.(4.19);
17: Solve z(γ(t)) in Eq.(4.22);
18: Update ω(t+1)1 , · · · , ω
(t+1)
M ;




1 , · · · , ω
(t+1)
M );
20: Return X(t) and Y(t)1 , · · · ,Y
(t)
M .
is gradually increased by γ = f (ω1, · · · , ωM)/g(ω1, · · · , ωM) to help the algorithm enter
the next round. The algorithm repeats the above-mentioned iterative procedure until z(γ)
converges to 0.
By assembling all the pieces in Section 4.4 together, we provide the pseudo code of our
VEPathCluster algorithm in Algorithm 3.
4.5 Experimental Evaluation
We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of VEPathCluster
on three real graph datasets.
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4.5.1 Experimental Datasets
The first real dataset is extracted from the DBLP Bibliography data 1, which contain-
s 112,483 authors (A), 728,497 papers (P), 2,633 venues (V), and 45,968 terms (T). We
choose three meta paths: A-P-A, A-P-V-P-A and A-P-T-P-A, to cluster authors and three
kinds of path edges into soft clusters simultaneously.
IMDb 2 is a searchable database of movies, TV and entertainment programs. We extract
48,975 actors (A), 31,188 movies (M), 4,774 directors (D), and 28 movie genres (G) from
the original IMDb dataset. Three candidate meta paths: A-M-A, A-M-D-M-A and A-M-
G-M-A, are used to assign each actor and three types of path edges to soft clusters.
The third real-world dataset is extracted from the Yelp’s academic dataset 3, which
includes 15,715 businesses (B), 470,212 reviews (R), 138,969 users (U), and 30,475 review
terms (T). We select two meta paths: B-R-U-R-B and B-R-T-R-B, to generate the soft
clusterings of businesses and two kinds of path edges.
4.5.2 Comparison Methods and Measures
We compare VEPathCluster with two representative soft clustering algorithms, Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) [67], Gustafson-Kessel (GK) [70], and one recently developed method
PathSelClus [22]. For the first two clustering methods, we add the adjacency matrices of all
vertex-centric path graphs together to get one single matrix. The first two methods perform
vertex-centric soft clustering on a single graph and PathSelClus performs vertex-centric
soft clustering on multiple graphs based on the assumption of vertex homophily.
We also evaluate three partial versions of VEPathCluster to show the strengths of edge
clustering and weight learning respectively: (1)VEPathCluster-VE with only vertex clus-
tering and edge clustering; (2) VEPathCluster-VW with only vertex clustering and weight





Evaluation Metrics We use three measures to evaluate the quality of vertex clustering
by different methods. The fuzzy Dunn index [71, 72] is defined as the ratio between the




























j=1 Xk(vi))Xl(v j))P(vi, v j)
) (4.23)
where X is the vertex soft clustering membership matrix and Dunn(X) is bounded in the
range [0,+∞). A larger value of Dunn(X) indicates a better clustering.
The following two metrics are often used to evaluate the hard clustering result, we thus
map the soft clustering results by various methods into hard clustering results with the
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where {VCk}Kk=1 represents the mapped hard clustering of the target vertices Vc, i.e., Vc =⋃K
k=1 VCk and VCk
⋂
VCl = φ for ∀1 ≤ k, l ≤ K, k , l. P(vi, v j) is the edge value between
two vertices vi and v j in the unified vertex-centric path graph VG. The silhouette coeffi-
cient [73] with the bound of [-1, 1] contrasts the average intra-cluster similarity with the
average inter-cluster similarity. The larger the value, the better the quality.
Following the same strategy used in [22], we use NMI(X,Y) = I(X;Y)√
H(X)H(Y)
to compare
the generated vertex clustering with the ground truth, where X and Y represent two cluster
label vectors for the ground truth clustering and the calculated clustering by a clustering
method respectively. NMI(X,Y) is in the interval [0, 1] and a larger NMI value indicates a
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Figure 4.7: Vertex Clustering Quality on DBLP
better clustering.
Similarly, we use the same three measures to evaluate the quality of edge clustering
by VEPathCluster. We report the average metric value for each measure based on M edge
clustering results.
4.5.3 Vertex Clustering Quality
Figures 4.7-4.9 exhibit the vertex clustering quality on DBLP, IMDb and Yelp by varying
the number of clusters. We divide six soft clustering methods into three categories: (1)
FCM and GK perform the basic vertex clustering only based on the matrix of the unified
vertex-centric path graph; (2) PathSelClus, VEPathCluster-VW and VEPathCluster-VE u-
tilize partial optimization techniques to further improve the quality of vertex clustering; and
(3) VEPathCluster makes use of both techniques of edge clustering and weight learning to
achieve the promotion as much as possible.
First, PathSelClus, VEPathCluster-VW and VEPathCluster-VE significantly outperfor-
m FCM and GK on all three evaluation measures. We know that the edges in different
vertex-centric path graphs usually have values with different scales. As vertex-centric clus-
tering methods, both PathSelClus and VEPathCluster-VW efficiency integrates the matrices
of multiple vertex-centric path graphs through the iterative weight learning mechanism to
learn the optimal weight assignment for these matrices. Thus, the measure scores obtained
by them are often comparable to each other. On the other hand, VEPathCluster-VE inte-
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Figure 4.8: Vertex Clustering Quality on IMDb


































































Figure 4.9: Vertex Clustering Quality on Yelp
grates vertex clustering and edge clustering to mutually enhance each other. These results
demonstrate that the importance of exploiting both edge clustering and weight learning for
meta path graph clustering.
Second, it is observed that VEPathCluster-VE outperforms PathSelClus and VEPathCluster-
VW on three graph datasets, even though the dynamic weight refinement is not used in
VEPathCluster-VE while both PathSelClus and VEPathCluster-VW employed some itera-
tive weight learning method to find the optimal weight assignment and improve the clus-
tering quality. This is because both PathSelClus and VEPathCluster-VW are based solely
on vertex homophily, without incorporating and integrating edge homophily into the clus-
tering analysis. These results illustrate that employing edge clustering is more important
than exploit weight learning in solve the meta path graph clustering problem.
Finally, among all six clustering methods, VEPathCluster achieves the best clustering
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Figure 4.10: Edge Clustering Quality on DBLP
performance for all three evaluation measures in most cases. Compared to other algo-
rithms, VEPathCluster averagely achieves 18.7% Dunn increase, 14.1% Silhouette boost
and 22.4% NMI improvement on DBLP, 10.6% Dunn growth, 10.4% Silhouette increase
and 8.7% NMI boost on IMDb, and 17.7% Dunn increase, 23.9% Silhouette boost and
11.6% NMI improvement on Yelp, respectively. Concretely, there are three critical reasons
for high accuracy of VEPathCluster: (1) the clustering-based multigraph model integrates
both vertex-centric clustering and edge-centric clustering to accurately capture the cluster-
specific relationships between vertices and between edges; (2) the edge-centric random
walk model provides a natural way to capture the dependencies among path edges within
each vertex-centric path graph; and (3) the iterative learning algorithm help the cluster-
ing model achieve a good balance among different types of vertex-centric path graphs and
edge-centric path graphs.
4.5.4 Edge Clustering Quality
Given that FCM, GK, PathSelClus and VEPathCluster-VW are vertex-centric soft clus-
tering methods, we skip the experimental evaluation of edge clustering for these four
approaches. Figures 4.10-4.11 present the edge clustering quality by three versions of
VEPathCluster on two datasets with different K respectively. Similar trends are observed
for the edge clustering quality comparison: VEPathCluster achieves the largest Dunn val-
ues (>0.62), the highest Silhouette around 0.39-0.89, and the largest NMI (>0.58), which
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Figure 4.11: Edge Clustering Quality on Yelp
are obviously better than other two methods. As K increases, the measure scores achieved
by VEPathCluster remains relatively stable, while the measure scores of other two meth-
ods oscillate in a fairly large range. In addition, in terms of three evaluation measures,
VEPathCluster-VE outperforms VEPathCluster-EW in some cases but VEPathCluster-EW
performs better than VEPathCluster-VE in some cases. These results demonstrate that each
of vertex clustering, edge clustering and weight learning plays an important role in meta
path clustering. Thus, we should integrate three optimization techniques to further improve
the clustering quality.
4.5.5 Clustering Efficiency
Figure 6.5 (a) presents the clustering time achieved by VEPathCluster on DBLP, Last.fm
and IMDb with the same K setups in the experiments of clustering quality in Figures 4.7-
4.11 respectively. Figure 6.5 (b) exhibits the scalability test of VEPathCluster by varying
the number of target vertices on three datasets respectively. For DBLP and IMDb, we test
four different setups of #Vertices, i.e., #Vertices = 15,715, 48,975, 112,483, 200,000 re-
spectively. However, we only test #Vertices = 15,715, 42,153 for Yelp since the original
Yelp dataset contains up to 42,153 businesses. We observe that VEPathCluster scales well
with the size of graph for different graph datsets and shows good performance with vary-
ing K. A careful examination reveals that the bottleneck component of the overall time


















































Figure 4.12: Clustering Efficiency
clusterings, which mainly consist of a series of matrix-vector multiplications. Let K be
the number of clusters, NVc be the number of target vertices in the unified vertex-centric
path multigraph, NEk (1 ≤ k ≤ K) be the number of parallel edges on the k
th cluster in the
unified vertex-centric path multigraph, M be the number of edge-centric path multigraphs,
NEm (1 ≤ m ≤ M) be the number of vertices in the m
th edge-centric path multigraph, NFmk
(1 ≤ k ≤ K) be the number of parallel edges on the kth cluster in the mth edge-centric path
multigraph, ti is the number of inner iterations, and to be the number of outer iterations
in the clustering process. At the worst case, i.e., the original graph dataset is relatively
dense, the complexity of performing vertex clustering on the unified vertex-centric path
multigraph is equal to O(totiKN2Vc) and the cost of performing edge clustering on each of M




Em). However, when the original
graph dataset is very spare, the complexity of matrix-vector multiplication is approximate-
ly bounded by the size of edges. In this situation, the complexity of performing vertex
clustering is reduced to O(toti
∑K
k=1 NEk) and the cost of performing edge clustering on all






Figure 4.13 (a) and (b) exhibit the convergence trend of vertex clustering and edge clus-
tering in terms of three evaluation measures on DBLP. Both the Dunn values and the NMI
scores in two figures keep increasing or relatively stable and have convex curves when we
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Figure 4.13: Clustering Convergence
iteratively perform the tasks of vertex clustering, edge clustering and weight update dur-
ing the clustering process. On the other hand, the Silhouette values first fluctuate slightly
within a range of [0.57, 0.95] and then converge very quickly. The entire clustering process
converges in nine iterations for DBLP. Figure 4.13 (c) shows the tendency of weight update
for three meta paths on DBLP. We keep the constraint of weights for three meta paths un-
changed, i.e.,
∑M
m=1 ωm = 1, during the clustering process. We observe that all three weights
converge as the clustering process converges. An interesting phenomenon is that the weight
for the A-P-A meta path first increases and then decreases with the iterations, the weight
for the A-P-V-P-A meta path keeps decreasing and the weight curve for the A-P-T-P-A
meta path has a converse trend. A reasonable explanation is that people who have many
publications on the same conferences may have different research topics but people who
have many papers with the same terms usually have the same research interests. On the
other hand, for a pair of coauthors, their primary research areas are not always consistent in
terms of the number of their coauthored papers, as illuminated in the example in Figure 4.2.
Another interesting finding is that the weight for the A-P-A meta path is relatively large and
other two weights are fairly small. This is because that the edges in different path graphs
usually have values with different scales, as shown in Figure 4.3. In addition, the length
of either of other two meta paths is larger than that of the A-P-A meta path, and there are
many venues and terms in the DBLP dataset. To maintain a good balance among different
meta paths, the algorithm needs to set larger weights for the path graphs with small-scale
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Table 4.1: Cluster Membership Probabilities of Authors Based on Three Meta Paths from
DBLP
Author/Cluster DB DM AI IR
Ming-Syan Chen 0.258 0.588 0.021 0.134
W. Bruce Croft 0.058 0.006 0.026 0.909
Christos Faloutsos 0.346 0.539 0.012 0.102
Jiawei Han 0.373 0.459 0.057 0.111
H. V. Jagadish 0.904 0.048 0.014 0.034
Laks V. S. Lakshmanan 0.809 0.128 0.011 0.053
Hector Garcia-Molina 0.810 0.028 0.021 0.141
Eric P. Xing 0.009 0.123 0.830 0.038
Qiang Yang 0.012 0.265 0.512 0.210
Philip S. Yu 0.358 0.507 0.027 0.108
Chengqi Zhang 0.023 0.744 0.140 0.093
edges to maintain their contributions to clustering.
4.5.7 Case Study
We examine some details of the experiment results based on DBLP. Table 4.1 exhibits
the set of authors and their cluster membership probabilities after nine iterations based on
three meta paths: A-P-A, A-P-V-P-A and A-P-T-P-A. We only present most prolific DBLP
experts in the area of database (DB), data mining (DM), artificial intelligence (AI) and in-
formation retrieval (IR). We observe that the predicted cluster memberships of authors are
consistent with their actual research areas. For those researchers known to work in mul-
tiple research areas, the cluster membership distributions also correspond to their current
research activities. For example, both Jiawei Han and Philip S. Yu are experts on data
mining and database, though their DM probabilities are slightly higher since each of them
and their circle of co-authors have more DM papers. Table 4.2 shows the set of path edges
between the above authors in the A-P-A vertex-centric path graph and their cluster mem-
bership probabilities after nine clustering iterations. We have observed that most of author
pairs associated to path edges usually have different primary research areas, e.g., the prima-
ry research areas of W. Bruce Croft and Hector Garcia-Molina are IR and DB respectively.
In this situation, the cluster favorite of the path edges between the pairwise authors are
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Table 4.2: Cluster Membership Probabilities of A-P-A Path Edges from DBLP
Path Edge/Cluster DB DM AI IR
(Ming-Syan Chen, Philip S. Yu) 0.630 0.284 0.023 0.063
(W. Bruce Croft, Hector Garcia-Molina) 0.702 0.035 0.065 0.199
(Christos Faloutsos, H. V. Jagadish) 0.547 0.365 0.017 0.072
(Christos Faloutsos, Eric P. Xing) 0.238 0.713 0.015 0.034
(Jiawei Han, Laks V. S. Lakshmanan) 0.624 0.356 0.006 0.013
(Jiawei Han, Philip S. Yu) 0.518 0.424 0.013 0.045
(Qiang Yang, Philip S. Yu) 0.083 0.785 0.131 0.001
(Qiang Yang, Chengqi Zhang) 0.023 0.684 0.228 0.065
often dominated by the primary research area of one associated author. For example, the
path edge (W. Bruce Croft, Hector Garcia-Molina) has a main cluster favorite of DB. An
interesting phenomenon is that although both Ming-Syan Chen and Philip S. Yu are experts
on data mining, i.e., they both have more research publications in the area of data mining
than in any other academic area such as database. However, the path edge (Ming-Syan
Chen, Philip S. Yu) have a large probability on cluster DB. A careful examination reveals
that most of coauthored publications between two experts are database specific.
4.6 Conclusions
We have presented a meta path graph clustering framework for mining heterogeneous in-
formation networks. First, we model a heterogeneous information network containing mul-
tiple types of meta paths as multiple vertex-centric path graphs and multiple edge-centric
path graphs. Second, we cluster both vertex-centric path graph and edge-centric path graphs
to generate vertex clustering and edge clusterings. Third, a reinforcement algorithm is pro-
vided to tightly integrate vertex clustering and edge clustering by mutually enhancing each
other. Finally, an iterative learning strategy is proposed to dynamically refine both cluster-
ing results by continuously learning the degree of contributions of different path graphs.
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CHAPTER 5
GRAPHTWIST: FAST ITERATIVE GRAPH COMPUTATION WITH
COMPUTATION-TIER OPTIMIZATION
Large-scale real-world graphs are known to have highly skewed vertex degree distribu-
tion and highly skewed edge weight distribution. Existing vertex-centric iterative graph
computation models suffer from a number of serious problems: (1) poor performance of
parallel execution due to inherent workload imbalance at vertex level; (2) inefficient CPU
resource utilization due to short execution time for low-degree vertices compared to the
cost of in-memory or on-disk vertex access; and (3) incapability of pruning insignificant
vertices or edges to improve the computational performance. To address the above tech-
nical challenges, this chapter presents a scalable, efficient, and provably correct two-tier
graph parallel processing framework, GraphTwist. At storage and access tier, GraphTwist
maximizes parallel efficiency by employing three graph parallel abstractions for partition-
ing a big graph by slice, strip or dice based partitioning techniques. At computation tier,
GraphTwist presents two utility-aware pruning strategies: slice pruning and cut pruning, to
further improve the computational performance while preserving the computational utility
defined by graph applications. Theoretic analysis is provided to quantitatively prove that
iterative graph computations powered by utility-aware pruning techniques can achieve a
very good approximation with bounds on the introduced error. Our experimental results
also show that GraphTwist can deliver significant speedup, while maintaining high quality,
for big graph analysis compared to existing representative approaches.
5.1 Introduction
Graph as an expressive data structure is popularly used to model structural relationship
between objects in many application domains, such as social networks, web graphs, RD-
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F graphs, sensor networks, protein interaction networks. These graphs typically consist
of millions of vertices and billions of edges. Efficient iterative computation on such huge
graphs is widely recognized as a challenging big data research problem, which has received
heated attention recently. We can broadly classify existing research activities on scaling it-
erative graph computations into two categories: (1) Distributed solutions and (2) Single PC
based solutions. Most of existing research efforts are dedicated to the distributed graph par-
titioning strategies that can effectively break large graphs into small, relatively independent
parts [74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. Several recent efforts [80, 81, 82, 83, 84] have successfully
demonstrated huge opportunities for optimizing graph processing on a single PC through
graph parallel abstractions that are efficient in both storage organization and in-memory
computation.
However, to the best of our knowledge, existing approaches fail to address the following
challenges:
• Efficient vertex-oriented aggregation. Existing graph abstractions mainly focus on par-
allelism strategies at each vertex and its associated edges (its adjacency list). Howev-
er, the vertex-centric parallel tasks dramatically increase the inter-vertex communication
overhead regardless whether the parallel tasks are executed in local memory or shared
memory across a cluster of compute nodes. Thus, how to perform vertex-oriented aggre-
gation operations at higher graph parallel abstractions to improve the efficiency remains
to be very challenging for big graphs.
• Efficient handling of large graphs with highly skewed vertex degree distribution and
highly skewed edge weight distribution. Large-scale graphs typically have skewed ver-
tex degree distribution. Concretely, a relatively small number of vertices connect to a
large fraction of graph, but a large number of vertices have very few or no links to other
vertices. Some real-world graphs, say DBLP coauthor graph, have skewed edge weight
distribution. Partitioning a large graph in terms of vertex partitions without considering
skewed vertex degree distribution or edges with skewed weight distribution may result in
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substantial workload imbalance in parallel computation. We argue that different graph par-
allel abstractions should be supported at both access tier and computation tier to promote
well-balanced computation workloads, better CPU resource utilization, and more efficient
graph parallel executions.
• Resource-adaptive partitioning of big graphs. Given that different types of iterative
graph applications combined with different sizes of graphs often have different resource
demands on CPU, memory and disk I/O, choosing the right granularity of graph parallel
abstractions allows big graph analysis to be performed on any commodity PC. An impor-
tant technical challenge is to devise tunable multi-level graph parallel abstractions such
that the graph processing system enables more balanced parallel workloads, more effec-
tive resource utilization for parallel computation, and at the same time offer the best access
locality by maximizing sequential access and minimizing random access.
• Exploring graph utility-aware pruning techniques. Iterative graph computations on
large graphs with millions of vertices and billions of edges can generate the intermediate
results that are orders of magnitude bigger than the original graph. One way to improve
the computational performance on such big graphs is to prune those vertices or edges that
do not directly contribute to the utility of graph computation as early as possible. For
example, when computing the social influence of authors in the area of DB on the DBLP
coauthor graph, those coauthor edges that are not DB specific can be pruned at early stage.
Similarly, when computing the PageRank scores, those smaller elements in the transition
matrix can be pruned in the subsequent iterations. Such pruning can significantly speed up
the iterative graph computations while maintaining the desired graph utility. An important
challenge is to design a graph storage data structure to flexibly support such utility-aware
progressive pruning techniques.
To address these new challenges, we develop GraphTwist, an innovative graph parallel
abstraction model with two-tier optimizations for processing big graphs with skewed vertex
degree distribution and skewed edge weight distribution. The main contributions of this
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chapter are summarized below.
• We present a scalable two-tier graph parallel aggregation framework, GraphTwist, for effi-
ciently executing complex iterative computation tasks over large-scale graphs on a shared-
memory multiprocessor computer.
• At storage and access tier, we propose a compact data structure for big graphs augmented
with three divide-and-conquer graph parallel abstractions. We introduce the index struc-
ture, the basic algebra and its core operations to support resource-adaptive graph parti-
tioning by selecting the right granularity of parallel abstractions based on both the system
capacity and the utility of graph algorithm.
• At computation tier, we present two utility-aware pruning strategies: slice pruning and
cut pruning, to further improve the performance by removing non-contributing vertices or
edges while preserving the computational utility with bounds on the introduced error.
• Empirical evaluation over real large graphs demonstrates that GraphTwist outperforms
existing representative graph parallel models in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
5.2 Related Work
We classify existing research activities on graph processing system into two broad cate-
gories below [85, 74, 80, 86, 87, 88, 89, 75, 90, 76, 81, 77, 78, 82, 84, 83, 91, 79, 92, 93,
94].
Single PC based systems [80, 81, 82, 84, 83, 92, 93] are gaining attention in recent
years. GraphLab [80] presented a new sequential shared memory abstraction where each
vertex can read and write data on adjacent vertices and edges. It supports the represen-
tation of structured data dependencies and flexible scheduling for iterative computation.
GraphChi [81] partitions a graph into multiple shards by storing each vertex and its in-
edges in one shard. It introduces a novel parallel sliding window based method to facilitate
fast access to the out-edges of a vertex stored in other shards. TurboGraph [82] presented a
multi-thread graph engine by using a compact storage of slotted page list and exploiting the
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full parallelism of multi-core CPU and Flash SSD I/O. X-Stream [83] is an edge-centric
approach to the scatter-gather programming model on a single shared-memory machine.
It uses streaming partitions to utilize the sequential streaming bandwidth of the storage
medium for graph processing.
Distributed graph systems [85, 74, 87, 75, 76, 78, 91, 79, 94] have attracted active
research in recent years, with Pregel [74], PowerGraph [76]/Distributed GraphLab [75],
and GraphX [79] as the most popular systems. Pregel [74] is a bulk synchronous message
passing abstraction where vertices can receive messages sent in the previous iteration, send
messages to other vertices and modify its own state and that of its outgoing edges or mutate
graph topology. PowerGraph [76] extends GraphLab [80] and distributed GraphLab [75]
by using the Gather-Apply-Scatter model of computation to address the natural graphs
with highly skewed power-law degree distributions. GraphX [79] enables iterative graph
computation, written in Scala like API in terms of GraphX RDG, to run on the SPARK [95]
cluster platform, making the programming of iterative graph algorithms on Spark easier
than PowerGraph and Pregel.
Iterative graph applications has been extensively studied in the areas of machine learn-
ing, data mining and information retrieval [96, 97, 28, 98, 65, 99, 100, 3, 101, 43, 14, 20,
51, 102, 103, 104, 105]. Typical examples of real-world iterative graph applications in-
clude ranking, similarity search, graph classification, graph clustering, and collaborative
filtering. Popular iterative graph applications can be categorized into three classes in terms
of the core computation used in the respective algorithms: (1) matrix-vector computation,
such as PageRank [96], EigenTrust [99] and Random Walk with Restart [100]; (2) matrix-
matrix computation, including Heat Diffusion Kernel [97, 3], Label Propagation [101],
wvRN [43], Markov Clustering [14] and SA-Cluster [20]; and (3) matrix factorization,
such as NMF [102], SVD++ [103], Social Regularization [104]. They often need to repeat-
edly self-interact on a single graph or iteratively interact among multiple graphs to discover
both direct and indirect relationships between vertices.
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Table 5.1: Real-world Datasets
Graph Type #Vertices #Edges AvgDeg MaxIn MaxOut
Yahoo [106] simple graph 1.4B 6.6B 4.7 7.6M 2.5K
Twitter [107] simple graph 41.7M 1.5B 35.25 770.1K 3.0M
Facebook [108] simple graph 5.2M 47.2M 18.04 1.1K 1.1K
DBLPS [109] simple graph 1.3M 32.0M 40.67 1.7K 1.7K
DBLPM [109] multigraph 0.96M 10.1M 21.12 1.0K 1.0K
Last.fm [110] multigraph 2.5M 42.8M 34.23 33.2K 33.2K
To our best knowledge, GraphTwist is the first one to support multi-level programmable
parallel graph abstractions (slice, strip, dice) and to provide resource adaptive selection of
the right level of graph parallel granularity for partitioning, storing and accessing large
graphs.
5.3 Access-tier Optimization
Large-scale graphs often have skewed vertex degree distribution. Table 5.1 shows the ver-
tex degree distributions of several real graph datasets used in our experimental evaluation.
For example, the Yahoo dataset has average vertex degree of 4.7 but maximum indegree of
7.6 million and maximum outdegree of 2.5 thousand. Similar observations can be made on
several other datasets. Clearly, by replying on the simple vertex block based graph parti-
tioning (i.e., each vertex and its adjacency list is in one partition), existing graph parallel
models may result in very poor parallel performance due to substantial workload imbalance
at vertex level in parallel computation. In addition, the processing time for vertices with
small degree is very short compared to the in-memory and on-disk access latency, leading
to inefficient CPU utilization in addition to poor workload balance.
Although many graph datsets (Yahoo, Twitter and Facebook) originally have 0/1 edge
weights or do not have explicit edge weights, some real graphs (DBLP) have skewed edge
weight distribution. In addition, in many iterative graph applications, we need to transform
the original graphs into the weighted graphs. A typical example is the transition matrix of
graph, which is widely applied to many real applications, such as PageRank, graph clus-
tering and graph classification. Consider PageRank as an example, we need to iteratively
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calculate the multiplication between the transition matrix and the ranking vector. However,
the transition matrix often has skewed edge weight distribution and small weight values
may contribute little to the overall quality of the PageRank ranking result. Thus, Graph-
Twist is designed to address these issues by introducing two-tier optimizations to speed
up iterative graph computations. The low-tier optimization utilizes a compact and flexible
data structure and enables access locality optimization (Section 5.3). We introduce a graph
utility-aware filtering method as the high-tier optimization, while preserving the desired
quality with provable error bound (see Section 5.4 for detail). Our two-tier optimization
model is designed by enabling careful interaction between access tier and computation tier
for fast iterative graph computation. The storage and access-tier optimizations in Graph-
Twist enable us to exercise the optimizations at computation tier more effectively.
5.3.1 Graph Processing with 3D Cube
3D Cube. GraphTwist represents a given graph G as a 3D cube I with source vertices,
destination vertices and edge weights as the three dimensions. Formally, a directed graph
is defined as G=(V, E,W) where V is a set of n vertices, E is a set of directed edges, and W
is a set of weights of edges in E. Each vertex is associated with one or more states. Two
vertices may be connected by multiple parallel edges. For an edge e=(u, v)∈E, we refer to
e as the in-edge of v and the out-edge of u and we refer to u and v as the source vertex
and the destination vertex of e respectively. In GraphTwist, we model a graph G with a
3-dimensional representation of G, called 3D cube, denoted as I=(S ,D, E,W) where S =V
represents the set of source vertices and D=V specifies the set of destination vertices. Given
a vertex u∈S and a vertex v∈D, if (u, v)∈E then (u, v).weight=w∈W and (u, v, w) represents
a cell with u, v, w as coordinates.
GraphTwist by design provides three alternative graph parallel abstractions to partition
a graph and to enable locality-optimized access to the stored graph using three different
levels of granularity: slice, strip and dice. By utilizing different graph parallel abstractions
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based on memory resource capacity, GraphTwist can process big graphs efficiently on a
single PC with different resource capacity, by using a unified multi-level graph parallel
abstractions based computation framework.
Dice-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
The dice partitioning method partitions a large graph G into dice-based subgraph blocks
and store G in dices to balance the parallel computation tasks and maximize the advantage
of parallel processing. Concretely, given G=(V, E,W) and its 3D cube I=(S ,D, E,W), we
first sort the vertices in S and D by the lexical order of their vertex IDs. Then we partition
the destination vertices D into q disjoint partitions, called destination-vertex partitions
(DVPs). Similarly, we partition the source vertices S (|D|=|V |) into r disjoint partition-
s, called source-vertex partitions (SVPs). A dice of I is a subgraph of G, denoted as
H=(S H,DH, EH,WH), satisfying the following conditions: S H⊆S is one of the SVP, denot-
ing a subset of source vertices, DH⊆D is one of the DVP, denoting a subset of destination
vertices, WH⊆W is a subset of edge weights, and EH={(u, v)|u∈S H, v∈DH, (u, v)∈E, (u, v).
weight∈WH} is a set of directed edges, each with its source vertex from S H and its desti-
nation vertex from DH and its edge weight in WH. Unlike a vertex and its adjacency list
(edges), a dice is a subgraph block comprised of a SVP, a DVP and the set of edges that
connect source vertices in the SVP to the destination vertices in the DVP. Thus, a high
degree vertex u and its edges are typically partitioned into multiple dices. Figure 5.1 (a)
gives an example graph and Figure 5.1 (b) shows a dice-based partitioning of this example
graph. Each of four dice partitions is a dice-based subgraph satisfying the constraint de-
fined by the specific SVP and DVP. Because in-edges and out-edges of a vertex are often
applied to different application scenarios, we maintain two types of dices for each vertex
v in G: one is in-edge dice (IED) containing only in-edges of v and another is out-edge
dice (OED) containing only out-edges of v. Figure 5.2 shows the storage organization of






























Figure 5.1: Dice Partitioning: An Example
out-edges), and a mapping of vertex ID to partition ID.
In GraphTwist, dice is the smallest storage unit and by default the original graph G is
stored on disk in unordered dices. To provide efficient processing for all types of iterative
graph computations, GraphTwist stores an original graph using two types of 3D cubes: in-
edge cube and out-edge cube, each consists of unordered set of dices of the same type on
disk (IEDs or OEDs). This provides efficient access locality for iterative graph computa-
tions that require only out-edges or only in-edges or both.
Slice-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
In contrast to dices, slices are the largest partition units in GraphTwist. To address the
skewed edge weight distribution, we provide the slice-based graph partitioning method,
which partitions a 3D cube of graph into p slices along dimension W. p is chosen such
that edges with similar weights are clustered into the same partition. Formally, given a 3D
cube I=(S ,D, E,W), a slice of I is denoted as J=(S ,D, EJ,WJ) where WJ⊆W is a subset
of edge weights, and EJ={(u, v)|u∈S , v∈D, (u, v).weight∈WJ, (u, v)∈E} is a set of directed
edges from S to D with weights WJ. A big advantage of slice partitioning along dimension
W is that we can choose those slices that meet the utility requirement to carry out the
iterative graph computation according to application-dependent accuracy requirements.
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Figure 5.2: Dice Partition Storage (OEDs)
graph is a graph that allows for parallel edges (multiple edges) between a pair of vertices.
RDF graph is a typical example of multigraph, where a pair of subject and object vertices
may have multiple edges with each annotated by one predicate. Similarly, the DBLP coau-
thor graph can also be generated as a coauthor multigraph in terms of 24 computer research
fields [52]: AI, AIGO, ARC, BIO, CV, DB, DIST, DM, EDU, GRP, HCI, IR, ML, MUL,
NLP, NW, OS, PL, RT, SC, SE, SEC, SIM, WWW. A pair of coauthors in this multigraph
can have up to 24 parallel edges, each weighted by the number of co-authored papers in
one of the 24 computer science fields [65]. Figure 5.3 shows an illustrative example of s-
lices. Consider the example co-author graph in Figure 5.3 (a) with three types of edges:
AI, DB and DM, representing the number of coauthored publications on AI conferences
(IJCAI, AAAI and ECAI), DB conferences (SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDE), and DM confer-
ences (KDD, ICDM and SDM), respectively. By slice partitioning, we obtain three slices
in Figure 5.3 (b), (c) and (d) respectively, one for each category. If we want to compute
the coauthor based social influence among researchers in DB and DM area, we only need
to perform iterative computation on the coauthor graph using joint publications in DB and
DM conferences and journals.
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Figure 5.3: Slice Partitioning: An Example from DBLP
Another innovative and rewarding usage of slice partitioning is to speed up the iterative
graph algorithms on single graphs by performing parallel computation on p slices in paral-
lel. Consider PageRank as an example, the edge weights in the original simple graph are
normalized as probabilities in the transition matrix M. Thus, the domain of W is defined
on a continuous space over the range [0, 1]. In each iteration, PageRank updates the rank-
ing vector R by iteratively calculating the multiplication between M and R. However, the
transition matrix M often has skewed edge weight distribution. For instance, the transition
matrix for the DBLPS dataset [109] has skewed distribution of transition probabilities (the
percentage of edges in the specific weight range to total edges), as shown in Table 5.2. By
introducing dimension W, GraphTwist can partition the input DBLPS graph for PageRank
into slices along dimension W based on its transition matrix M and execute the iterative
computations at the slice level in parallel. This enables GraphTwist to address skewed
edge weight distribution much more efficiently as demonstrated in our experiments report-
ed in Section 5.5, where we set p = 13, 10, 7, 7, 4 and 4 for Yahoo, uk-union, uk-2007-05,
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Table 5.2: Transition Distribution on DBLPS
e.weight (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5]
edges(%) 59.90 18.79 6.99 6.61 5.14
e.weight (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9] (0.9, 1.0) 1.0
edges(%) 0.14 0.21 0.08 0.02 0.00 2.12
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Figure 5.4: Strip Partitioning of DB Slice
Twitter, Facebook and DBLPS, respectively. We show that the iterative graph computation
using the slice partitioning significantly improves the performance of all graph algorithms
we have tested.
The slice partitioning can be viewed as an edge partitioning through clustering by the
edge weights. However, when a slice-based subgraph (partition block) together with its
intermediate results are too big to fit into the working memory, we further cut the graph into
smaller graph parallel units such as dices (see Section 5.3.1) or strips (see Section 5.3.1).
Strip-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
For graphs that are sparse with skewed degree distribution, high degree vertices can incur
acute imbalance in parallel computation, and lead to serious performance degradation. This
is because the worker thread assigned to a high degree vertex takes much longer time to
compute than the parallel threads computing on low degree vertices. To maximize the
performance of parallel computation, and ensure better resource utilization and better work
balance, in GraphTwist we introduce the strip-based graph partitioning, which cuts a graph
along either its source dimension or its destination dimension to obtain strips. Compared
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to the dice-based partitioning that cuts a graph (or slices of a graph) along both source and
destination dimensions, strips represent larger partition units than dices. A strip can be
viewed as a sequence of dices stored physically together. Similarity, we further cut a slice
into strips when single slice can not fit into the working memory.
An efficient way to construct in-edge strips (out-edge strips) is to cut an in-edge cube
or slice (out-edge cube or slice) along destination (source) dimension D (S ). By cut-
ting an in-edge slice of G, J=(S ,D, EJ,WJ), along D into q in-edge strips, each strip
is denoted as K=(S ,DK , EK ,WJ), where DK⊆D is a subset of destination vertices, and
EK={(u, v)|u∈S , v∈DK , (u, v).weight∈WJ,(u, v)∈
EJ} is a set of directed edges from S to DK with weights in WJ. An in-edge strip contains all
IEDs of a DVP. Similarly, an out-edge strip can be defined and it has all OEDs of a SVP.
Figure 5.4 gives an illustrative example of strip-based partitioning, where two strips are ex-
tracted from the DB slice in Figure 5.3 (c), i.e., all coauthored DB links of Daniel M. Dias,
Michail Vlachos and Philip S. Yu, and all coauthored DB links of Jiawei Han, Sangkyum
Kim and Tim Weninger. Another important feature of our graph partitioning methods is
to choose smaller subgraph blocks such as dice partition or strip partition to balance the
parallel computation efficiency among partition blocks and to use larger subgraph blocks
such as slice partition or strip partition to maximize sequential access and minimize random
access.
Cut-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
A vertex cut is introduced in GraphTwist as a logical partition unit. A dice partition can be
viewed as a subgraph composed of multiple vertex cuts, one per vertex. Formally, given an
IED H=(S H,DH, EH,WH), an out-edge cut of H is denoted as L(u)=(u,DH, EL,WH) where
u∈S H and EL={(u, v)|v∈DH, (u, v)∈EH, (u, v).weight∈WH}. L(u) contains all out-edges of u
in this IED. Since edges in each IED are stored by the lexical order of their source vertices,
we can easily split an IED into multiple out-edge cuts. Similarly, an OED can be viewed
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as a set of in-edge cuts, each containing the in-edges between a set of source vertices and
a destination vertex. One of the utility-aware pruning optimization at the computation tier
is vertex-based pruning based on vertex cuts (see Section 5.4.2 for detail).
Graph Partitioning Algorithms
In the first prototype of GraphTwist, we implement the three parallel graph abstraction
based partitioning, placement and access algorithm using a unified graph processing frame-
work with the top-down partitioning strategy. Given a PC, a graph dataset and a graph ap-
plication, such as PageRank or SSSP, GraphTwist provides the system default partitioning
settings on p (#S lices), q (#S trips) and r (#Dices). We defer the detailed discussion on the
settings of optimal partitioning parameters to Section 5.3.5. Based on the system-supplied
default settings of the partitioning parameters, we first partition a graph into p slices, and
then we partition each slice into q strips, and partition each strip into r dices. The partition-
ing parameters are chosen such that each graph partition block and its intermediate results
will fit into the working memory. In GraphTwist, we first partition the source vertices of a
graph into SVPs, partition destination vertices of the graph into DVPs and then partition the
graph into edge partitions slice by slice, strip by strip or dice by dice. Figure 5.2 gives an
example of vertex partitioning and edge partitioning for the graph in Figure 5.1. Based on
the system-recommended partitioning parameter, we store the graph in the physical storage
using the smallest partition unit given by the system configuration. Dice is the smallest and
most frequently used partition block in GraphTwist.
GraphTwist provides a three-level partition-index structure to access dice partition block-
s on disk slice by slice, strip by strip or dice by dice. When the graph application has
sufficient memory to host the entire index in memory, sequential access to dices stored in
physical storage can be maximized. For example, PageRank algorithm requires computing
the ranking score for every vertex using its incoming edges and its corresponding source
vertices in each iteration. Thus, the PageRank implementation in GraphTwist will start to
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Algorithm 4 GraphPartitioning(G, app, p, q, r, f lag)
1: Sort source vertices by the lexical order of vertex IDs;
2: Sort destination vertices by the lexical order of vertex IDs;
3: Sort edges by source vertex ID, destination vertex ID and edge weight;
4: switch( f lag)
5: case 0: select p, q, r input by user;
6: case 1: detect resource, calculate p, q, r for app online;
7: case 2: select the optimal p, q, r with offline learning;
8: Divide Winto p intervals;
9: Split G into p in-edge slices;
10: Divide D into p DVPs; //partition destination vertices
11: Split p in-edge slices into p×q in-edge strips; //partition edges in each in-edge slice
into q strip-based edge partitions
12: divide S into q SVPs; //partition source vertices
13: Split p×q in-edge strips into p×q×r IEDs; //partition edges in each in-edge strip into
r dice-based edge partitions
14: Compress DVPs, SVPs and IEDs, and write them back to disk; //compress vertex par-
titions and edge partitions
15: Build the indices for p slices, p×q strips and p×q×r IEDs;
access the graph by one in-edge strip at a time. For each strip, we check if there are multiple
slices corresponding to this strip, For each strip and a corresponding slice, we access the
dices corresponding to the strip and the slice. GraphTwist provides a function library to sup-
port various iterative graph applications with a conventional vertex-oriented programming
model. Algorithm 4 provides the pseudo code for an example function GraphPartitioning.
Given a graph G and a graph application, say PageRank, it constructs an in-edge cube rep-
resentation of G and partitions its in-edge cube through slice, strip and dice abstractions.
We do not build the out-edge cube of graph since PageRank does not use outgoing edges.
5.3.2 Access Locality Optimization
We describe two access locality based optimizations implemented in the first prototype of
GraphTwist: (1) graph index structure for indexing slices, strips and dices; and (2) graph
partition-level compression for optimizing disk I/Os.
Partition Index. GraphTwist stores a graph G in the physical storage as either dices
or strips or slices. The iterative graph computation is performed in parallel at the partition
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level, be it a dice or a strip or a slice. Each partition block corresponds to a subgraph of
G. In order to provide fast access to partition blocks of G stored on disk using slice or
strip or dice specific conditions, and to ensure that each partition subgraph is loaded into
the working memory only once or minimum number of times in each iteration, we design
a general graph index structure to enable us to construct the slice index, the strip index or
the dice index. The dice index is a dense index that maps a dice ID and its DVP (or SVP)
to the chunks on disk where the corresponding dice partition is stored physically. The strip
index is a two-level sparse index, which maps a strip ID to the dice index blocks and then
map each dice ID to the dice partition chunks in the physical storage. Similarly, the slice
index is a three-level sparse index with slice index blocks at the top, strip index blocks
at the middle and dice index blocks at the bottom, enabling fast retrieval of dices with a
slice-specific condition. In addition, we also maintain a vertex index that maps each vertex
to the set of subgraph partitions containing this vertex, as shown in Figure 5.2. This index
allows fast lookup of the partitions relevant to a given vertex.
Partition-level Compression. It is known that iterative computations on large graphs
incur non-trivial cost for the I/O processing. For example, the I/O processing of Twitter
dataset on a PC with 4 CPU cores and 16GB memory takes 50.2% of the total running
time for PageRank (5 iterations). In addition to utilize index, we employ partition-level
compression to increase the disk I/O efficiency. Concretely, GraphTwist transforms the raw
graph data into partition blocks and applies in-memory gzip compression to transform each
partition block into a compressed format before storing them on disk. We maintain two
buffers in memory, one for input graph data and another for in-memory compressed output
graph data. As soon as a sequential read into the input stream buffer is completed, we start
the in-memory gzip compression and append the compressed data to the output stream
buffer. After finishing the compression, GraphTwist sequentially writes the compressed
chunks in the output stream buffer to disk. This one-time compression cost at the building
time can provide quick access to stored graph partitions and reduce I/O time in each of
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Figure 5.5: Data Structure for Compressed Graph
the graph computation iteration. A gzip-compressed graph file consists of a 2KB head
section and multiple partition sections, as shown in Figure 5.5. The head section stocks the
descriptive information about the graph: the number of vertices, the number of edges, the
edge type (undirected or directed), the domain of edge weights, the average degree, and
the maximum degree. Each partition section consists of a 1KB metadata tag followed by
the data in the partition. The tag provides the descriptive information about the specific
partition: the data type, the size of partition, the number of edges, the source range, the
destination range, the domain of edge weights.
5.3.3 Programmable GraphTwist Interface
GraphTwist provides a conventional programming interface to enable users to write their
iterative graph algorithms using the vertex centric computation model. By supporting the
vertex centric programming API, the users of GraphTwist only need to provide their iter-
ative algorithms in terms of vertex-level computation using the functions provided in our
API, such as Scatter and Gather. For each iterative graph algorithm defined by users using
our API, GraphTwist will compile it into a sequence of GraphTwist internal function (rou-
tine) calls that understand the internal data structures for accessing the graph by subgraph
partition blocks. These routines can carry out the iterative computation for the input graph
either slice by slice, strip by strip, or dice by dice. For example, PageRank algorithm can
be written by simply proving the computation tasks, as shown in Algorithm 5.
For each vertex in a DVP to be updated, GraphTwist maintains a temporary local buffer
to aggregate received messages. Since each vertex v may contain both in-edges and out-




2: v.rank = 1.0;
3:
4: Scatter(v)
5: msg = v.rank/v.degree;
6: //send msg to destination vertices of v’s out-edges
7:
8: Gather(v)
9: state = 0;
10: for each msg of v
11: //receive msg from source vertices of v’s in-edges
12: state += msg; //summarize partial vertex updates
13: v.rank = 0.15 + 0.85 ∗ state; //produce complete vertex update
scatter and gather routines to perform the concrete aggregations. Given a vertex, the Scatter
function works on a selection of v’s neighbors, say the destination vertices of the out-edges
of v, to scatter its update based on its vertex state from the previous iteration. Similarly,
the Gather function works on a selection of v’s neighbors, e.g., the source vertices of the
in-edges of v, to gather the information in order to update its vertex state, and pass this
updated vertex state to the next iteration if the update commits and otherwise assign a
partial commit to the gather task.
Vertices are accessed either by DVP or SVP depending on the specific graph algorithm.
For each vertex to be updated, GraphTwist maintains a temporary local buffer to aggregate
received messages. We implement the Scatter API function as follows: First, an internal
routine called GraphScan is invoked, which will access the graph dataset on disk by parti-
tion blocks (say dices). Then the PartitionParallel routine will be invoked to assign multiple
threads to process multiple partitions in parallel, one thread per partition subgraph block.
For each partition subgraph, the VertexParallel routine is called to execute multiple sub-
threads in parallel, one per vertex. At each vertex thread, the Scatter routine is performed.
Given that the Scatter function at the system level intends to send the vertex state of v to
all or a selection of its (out-edge) neighbor vertices, by utilizing the vertex-partition map
(see Figure 2), each vertex thread will check if all partition blocks containing v as a source
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vertex have been processed. If so, then v finishes its scatter task with a commit status;
Otherwise, v registers a partial commit.
Similarly, the Gather function in our API will be carried out by executing a sequence of
four tasks with the first three routines identical to the implementation of the scatter function.
The fourth routine is the Gather routine, which executes the gather task in two phases:
(1) intra-partition gather, performing partial update of vertices or edges within a partition
subgraph block, and (2) cross-partition gather, combining partial updates from multiple
partition blocks. We call the vertices that belong to more than one subgraph partitions
(e.g., dices) the border vertices. The cross-partition gather is only necessary for the border
vertices. The Gather routine first records the messages that v has received from the source
vertices of v’s in-edges in the receive buffer, produces the count of the received messages,
combines the update messages in the receive buffer using the local aggregation operation
provided in the user-defined gather function, and then store the partial update as the new
vertex state of v. At the end of the aggregation operation, if the received message count
is the same as the in-degree of v, then we get the final update of v, and store it as the
new state of v for this iteration. Otherwise, if the received message count is less than the
in-degree of v, we mark this vertex as a border vertex, indicating that it belongs to more
than one partition blocks and thus needs to enter the cross-partition gather phase. In the
next subsection, we will discuss how GraphTwist executes the cross-partition gather task to
combine the partial updates from different edge partitions at different levels of granularity
to generate the complete update.
5.3.4 Synchronization and Multi-threading
To maximize parallelism in iterative graph computations, GraphTwist provides parallel pro-
cessing at two levels: (1) parallel processing at the subgraph partition level (slice, strip or
dice), and (2) parallel processing at the vertex level. A number of design choices are
made carefully to support effective synchronization and multi-threading, ensuring vertex
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and edge update consistency.
Parallel partial vertex update. As vertices in different dice or strip based subgraph
partitions belong to different DVPs (or SVPs), and the DVPs (SVPs) from different strip
or dice partitions are disjoint within the given graph or a slice of the graph, the vertex up-
date can be executed safely in parallel on multiple strip or dice based partitions, providing
partition-level graph parallelism. Furthermore, the vertex update can also be executed safe-
ly in parallel on multiple vertices within each strip or dice since each vertex within the same
DVP (or SVP) is unique. Thus, GraphTwist implements the two-level graph computation
parallelism at the partition level and at the vertex level.
However, all the parallel vertex updates at both partition-level and vertex level are par-
tial for two reasons: (1) although the edge sets in different in-edge subgraph partitions are
disjoint, an edge may belong to one in-edge partition and one out-edge partition for strip or
dice based partitions; thus concurrent edge update needs to be synchronized; (2) a vertex
may belong to more than one partitions. Thus, the vertex updates performed within a strip
or dice partition are partial and need to do cross-partition gather among strip or dice par-
titions; and (3) the associated edges of a DVP (or SVP) may lie in multiple slices. Thus,
the vertex updates performed concurrently on strip or dice partitions within each slice are
partial and need to do cross-partition gather among slices.
For cross-partition gather at slice level, for each vertex, there are at most p partial vertex
update states, one per slice. We need to aggregate all the partial vertex update states for each
vertex to obtain its final vertex update state before moving to the next iteration. To ensure
the correctness and consistency of obtaining the final vertex updates via aggregating such
partial vertex update states, during each iteration, GraphTwist uses an individual thread to
sequentially aggregate all partial vertex updates of a single DVP (or SVP) slice by slice.
Similarly, for cross-partition gather at strip or dice level, GraphTwist divides the strip
or dice based partitions that share the same DVP (or SVP) into DVP (or SVP) specific
partition groups, and sets the number of DVPs (or SVPs) to be processed in parallel by
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the number of concurrent threads used (#threads) such that an individual memory block,
i.e., partial update list is assigned to each partition group for cross-partition gather. Now
each of the individual threads is dedicated to each edge partition within the DVP (or SVP)
specific partition groups and execute one such partition at a time. In order to avoid conflict,
GraphTwist maintains a counter with an initial value of 0 for each specific partition group.
When a thread finished the Scatter process of an edge partition within the partition group:
put the partial update into the partial update list, this thread checks if counter is equal to
the number of associated edge partitions for the specific partition group. If not, this thread
performs counter++ and the scheduler assigns an unprocessed edge partition within the
same specific partition group to it. Otherwise, we know that GraphTwist have finished the
processing of all edge partitions within the partition group. Thus, this thread continues
to perform the Gather process to aggregate all partial updates of this DVP (or SVP) in its
partial update list to generate its complete update. Finally, the final update of this DVP (or
SVP) in the current iteration are written back to disk. Then, this thread will start to fetch
and process the next unfinished or unprocessed DVP (or SVP) and the set of subgraph
partitions associated to this DVP (or SVP) in the same manner. We complete one round of
iterative computation when vertices in all DVPs (or SVPs) are examined and updated.
Parallel edge update. In GraphTwist each edge must belong to one in-edge dice (IED)
and one out-edge dice (OED). Thus, edge update is relatively straightforward. Gra- phLego
also implements a two-level parallelism at the strip level by strip threads and at the vertex
level by vertex subthreads. An individual strip thread is assigned to a single DVP (or SVP)
to sequentially execute the updates of associated edges of this DVP (or SVP) slice by slice.
When a DVP (or SVP) thread finishes the updates of all associated edges of a DVP (or
SVP), this DVP (or SVP) thread will fetch and process the associated edges of the next
unprocessed DVP (or SVP) in the same manner without synchronization.
Figure 5.6 presents an example of partial update at the partition level. There are k avail-
able threads T1, · · · ,Tk in the system and m associated edge partitions P1, · · · , Pm in the
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partition group of S VP j. One thread processes only one edge partition at a time. We clas-
sify vertices in each partition into three categories: (1) internal vertices belonging to only
one partition; (2) border vertices belonging to multiple partitions but their vertex updates
are confined to only one partition by the given graph algorithm; and (3) critical border
vertices belonging to multiple partitions and their vertex updates depends on multiple par-
titions. In the example of Figure 5.2, given the graph application of PageRank, which only
uses in-edges, the partition group of DVP1 contains only one dice partition P1. v2 and v4
are internal vertices, and v3, v5 and v6 are border vertices. Similarly, the partition group of
DVP2 contains only one dice partition P3, v7, v8, v9, and v10 are internal vertices, and v11 is
border vertex. The partition group of DVP3 contains two dice partitions: P2 and P4. Vertex
v14 is internal vertex, and v13 and v15 are border vertices for P2. Vertex v16 is internal vertex
for P4. Vertex v12 is the only critical border vertex for both P2 and P4, because only v12
receives partial updates from both partitions.
For internal vertices and border vertices, we can commit their vertex updates upon the
completion of the partition-level parallel computation in each iteration. However, for criti-
cal border vertices (e.g. vi in Figure 5.6), its associated edges may distribute into multiple
edge partitions, say P1, · · · , Pm. In order to avoid conflict, GraphTwist maintains a partial
update list with an initial counter of 0 for each critical border vertex in memory. If a thread
Tx (1 ≤ x ≤ k) processes an edge partition Py (1 ≤ y ≤ m) and needs to update the state
of vi, Tx first executes the Scatter process to put the partial update vi,y by Py (a temporary
local copy of vertex vi) into the partial update list, and then check if counter is equal to the
number of vi’s associated edge partitions from the vertex map, as shown in Figure 5.2. If
not, Tx performs counter++ and the scheduler assigns an unprocessed edge partition to Tx.
Otherwise, we know that Py is the last processed edge partitions (e.g. Pm in Figure 5.6).
Thus, Tx continues to perform the Gather process to aggregate all partial updates of vi in its
partial update list to generate a complete update of vi.
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Figure 5.6: Multithreading Update and Asynchronization
5.3.5 Configuration of Partitioning Parameters
Given a total amount of memory available, we need to determine the best settings of the
partitioning parameters for achieving the optimal computational performance. GraphTwist
supports three alternative methods to determine the settings of parameters: user definition,
simple estimation, and regression-learning based configurations.
User Definition. We provide user-defined configuration as an option for expert users
to modify the system default configuration.
Simple Estimation. The general heuristic used in simple estimation is to determine p
(#S lices), q (#S trips) and r (#Dices) based on the estimation of whether each subgraph
block for the given partition unit plus the intermediate results will fit into the available
working memory. In GraphTwist, we provide simple estimation from two dimensions: the
past knowledge from regression-based learning and the simple estimation in the absence
of prior experiences by estimating the size of the subgraph blocks and the intermediate re-
sults depending on the specific graph applications. GraphTwist uses the parameter settings
produced by simple estimation as the system-defined default configuration.
In summary, the decision of whether to use slice, strip or dice as the partition unit to
access the graph data on disk and to process the graph data in memory should be based
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on achieving a good balance between the following two criteria: (1) We need to choose
the partition unit that can best balance the parallel computation workloads with bounded
working memory; and (2) we need to minimize excessive disk I/O cost by maximizing
sequential disk access in each iteration of the graph algorithm.
Regression-based Learning. A number of factors may impact the performance of
GraphTwist, such as concrete applications, graph datasets, the number of CPU cores, the
DRAM capacity. Thus, for a given graph application, a given dataset and a given server,
we want to find the latent relationship between the number of partitions and the runtime.
In order to learn the best settings of these partitioning parameters, we first utilize multi-
ple polynomial regression [111] to model the nonlinear relationship between independent
variables p, q or r and dependent variable T (the runtime) as an nth order polynomial. A
regression model relates T to a function of p, q, r, and the undetermined coefficients α:
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iq jrk + ε where np, nq and nr are the highest orders
of variables p, q or r, and ε represents the error term of the model.
We then select m samples of (pl, ql, rl,Tl) (1 ≤ l ≤ m) from the existing experiment re-



























We adopt the least squares approach [112] to solve the above overdetermined linear
equations and generate the regression coefficients αi jk. Finally, we utilize a successive
convex approximation method (SCA) [113] to solve this polynomial programming problem
with the objective of minimizing the predicted runtime and generate the optimal p, q and r.
The experimental evaluation demonstrates that our regression-based learning method can
select the optimal setting for the partitioning parameters, which gives GraphTwist the best
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performance under the available system resource.
5.4 Computation-tier Optimization
Many large-scale real-world graphs have millions of vertices and billions of edges. Han-
dling such big graphs in memory may require tens or hundreds of gigabytes of DRAM.
Popular iterative graph applications usually consist of a series of matrix-vector computa-
tions [96, 99, 65, 114] or matrix-matrix computations [97, 115, 20, 14, 28, 51]. Besides
processing graphs partition by partition, another way to address this problem is to speed
up the iterative computations by pruning some insignificant vertices or edges based on a
certain statistical measure. For example, PageRank needs to iteratively calculate the mul-
tiplication between the transition matrix M and the ranking vector R. In GraphTwist, we
set rank entries in R as vertex states and elements in M as edge weights. Given that the
core utility of PageRank is to produce an ordered list of vertices by their PageRank scores,
we want to prune some insignificant edges to speed up the PageRank computation while
preserving the ranking order of all vertices. Figure 5.7 presents the transition matrix M of
a given graph with 0/1 edge weights. According to the edge weight distribution in M, we
partition M into two slices: M1 with edge weights of [0.3, 1] and M2 with edge weights
of (0, 0.3). Given an initial ranking vector R(0) and a damping factor d, we utilize the
transition matrix M to calculate the exact ranking vector R(1) and use the selected slice
M1 to compute the approximate ranking vector R1(1) since the pruned edges in M2 have
relatively small weights. Although the corresponding ranking scores in R(1) and R1(1) are
somewhat different, the ranking orders in the two ranking vectors are identical, indicating
that the pruning of slice M2 preserves the utility of PageRank.
This motivates us to propose two utility-aware pruning techniques: slice pruning and
cut pruning, to speed up the iterative graph computations while preserving the computa-
tional utility. Given that matrix multiplication is the fundamental core for many iterative












Slice M1 Slice M2
W  [0.3, 1]
W  [0, 0.3)
W  [0.3, 1] W  [0, 0.3)
R(0) = [¼ ¼ ¼ ¼]T, d = 0.85, 1 = [1 1 1 1]T
R(1) = dMR(0) + (1-d)1/N
        = [0.268 0.374 0.197 0.162]T
R1(1) = dM1R1(0) + (1-d)1/N
         = [0.215 0.321 0.144 0.108]T
R2(1) = dM2R2(0) + (1-d)1/N


















Figure 5.7: PageRank with Slice Pruning
techniques: (1) speed up matrix multiplication by pruning insignificant slices with prov-
able error bound, and (2) accelerate strip multiplication by pruning trivial vertex cuts in the
strips with bounded error.
5.4.1 Slice Pruning (Subgraph-based Pruning)
The main idea is to reduce the computational cost by pruning some insignificant slices
based on a statistical measure while preserving the utility of the graph computation. To
speed up the iterative computations, one intuitive idea is to prune those sparse slices with
small weights. We introduce the concept of slice density as a statistical measure to evaluate
the importance of a slice. For presentation convenience, we use a symbol to represent a
graph partition and its matrix (or vector) representation interchangeably when no confusion
occurs. Cube, slice, strip and dice correspond to matrices, and cut corresponds to vector.
Definition 19 (Slice Density) Let I=(S ,D, E,W) be a 3D cube of a directed graph G=(V, E,
W), and J=(S ,D, EJ,WJ) be a slice of I where S =V, D=V, WJ⊆W, and EJ={(u, v)|u∈S , v∈D,
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(u, v).weight∈WJ, (u, v)∈E}, the density of J is defined as follow.









where J denotes the slice itself as well as its matrix representation, F is the Frobenius
norm, and w(u, v) represents the weight of an edge (u, v). If a slice is dense and has large
edge weights, then it will have a large density.
Next we illustrate how to use the S liceDensity measure for matrix multiplication with s-
lice pruning to prune the sparse slices with small weights. Given two matrices A consisting
of s out-edge slices A1, · · · , As and B comprising t in-edge slices B1, · · · , Bt, we decom-






We propose a Monte-Carlo algorithm to compute a multiplication approximation: choose
“important” x∗y (<< s∗t) of s∗t slice multiplications to calculate the multiplication, while
the expectation of the approximate multiplication is equal to the exact multiplication. Slice
pruning strategy is two-fold: (1) pick slices according to the amount of “information” the
slices contain; (2) rescale the multiplication to compensate for the slices that are not picked.
Concretely, we first compute the selection probability ρkl of each pair of slices (Ak
and Bl) in terms of their precomputed S liceDensity values. Then we independently do
x∗y selection trials and choose x∗y slice pairs from the original s∗t slice pairs in terms of
selection probabilities. The indices of extracted slices of A and B in the hth trial are kept
in Φ(h) and Ψ(h) respectively. GraphTwist implements the slice multiplication at the strip
level by invoking the StripMultiply method in Algorithm 7. We also rescale the edges in
F with rescaling factor 1x∗y∗ρ
Φ(h)Ψ(h)
to compensate for the slices that are not picked, where
ρ
Φ(h)Ψ(h) denotes the selection probability of the Φ(h)
th slice of A and the Ψ(h)th slice of B.






. The edges can be
safely updated in parallel at strip level since F (or E) corresponds to a unique IED and a
unique OED of C̃ such that the IEDs (or OEDs) generated by different strip multiplications
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Algorithm 6 MatrixMultiply(A, B, x, y, q, z)
1: Initialize E[1 · · · bn/qc][1 · · · bn/qc];
2: for k = 1, · · · , s







S liceDensity(Ai)∗S liceDensity(B j)
;
5: for h = 1, · · · , x∗y independently
6: Pick a, b, a ∈ {1, · · · , s}, b ∈ {1, · · · , t} with Prob(a = k, b = l) = ρkl , k = 1, · · · , s, l =
1, · · · , t;
7: Φ = Φ ∪ {a}; Ψ = Ψ ∪ {b};
8: parallel for i = 1, · · · , q
9: parallel for j = 1, · · · , q
10: for h = 1, · · · , x∗y
11: F = StripMultiply(A,Φ(h), i, B,Ψ(h), j, z);
12: parallel for each e ∈ F
13: E[e.source][e.destination].AddWeight(e.weight/(x∗y∗ρ
Φ(h)Ψ(h)));
14: Split E into p partitions in terms of weight distribution;
15: Write IED[ j][i] in p in-edge slices of C̃ to disk;
16: Write OED[i][ j] in p out-edge slices of C̃ to disk;
in the same slice pair are irrelevant to each other.
The following theorems state that our slice pruning strategy can achieve a good approx-
imation with bounded error.












, then the expectation E(C̃(i, j))=C(i, j) for ∀i, j∈{1, · · · , n}.











h∈{1, · · · , x ∗ y}. Xh represents the entry in the ith row and jth column of multiplication be-
tween slice AΦ(h) and slice BΨ(h) with edge rescaling of 1x∗y∗ρ
Φ(h)Ψ(h)
, then all of Xhs are inde-
pendent random variables. Also, C̃(i, j)=
x∗y∑
h=1













































Ak(i,m)∗Bl(m, j))2− 1x∗yC(i, j)
2 for ∀i, j∈{1, · · · , n}.
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Ak(i,m)∗Bl(m, j))2− 1x2∗y2 C(i, j)
























Ak(i,m)∗Bl(m, j))2− 1x∗yC(i, j)
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‖AkBl‖2F such that h
T f ′′(ρkl)h≥0 for ∀st×1-vector h in R
st, i.e., f ′′(ρkl)






ρkl=1} is both convex and concave. The minimization problem of a convex func-
tion on a convex set is a convex programming problem. Thus, there exists a verifiable suffi-
cient and necessary condition for global optimality. Let ρ = [ρ11; · · · ; ρ1t ; ρ21; · · · ; ρ2t ; · · · ;
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ρkl − 1 = 0
(5.4)























However, AkBl represents the multiplication between slices Ak and Bl. Thus, we can not
















F⇒‖AkBl‖F≤‖Ak‖F‖Bl‖F where AkBl(i, :) represents the
ith row of multiplication between two slices, and Ak(i, :) denotes the ith row of Ak. Thus,







in line 4 in Algorithm 6.
Figure 5.8 presents an example of slice pruning for computing the square of the tran-
sition matrix A of a given graph. We partition A into two equal-size slices: A1 with edge






Ak×Al. If we want to use only one slice multiplication to approximate A2,
then it is very probable that A1×A1 is picked to approximate A2 with rescaling factor 1x∗y∗ρ11
since ρ11 is maximal.
5.4.2 Cut Pruning (Vertex-based Pruning)
Alternative to the slice pruning at the partition (subgraph) level, the cut pruning at the
vertex level is to prune some insignificant vertices with their associated edges by using cut
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Figure 5.8: Matrix Power with Slice Pruning
multiplication, a fast Monte-Carlo approach is used to further improve the performance of
strip multiplications with bounded error.
Definition 20 (CutDensity) Let K=(S ,DK , EK ,WJ) be a strip of an in-edge slice J=(S ,D,
EJ,WJ) defined in Eq.(8.4) where DK⊆D and EK={(u, v)|u∈S , v∈DK , (u, v).weight ∈WJ, (u, v)
∈EJ}, and L(u)=(u,DK , EL,WJ) be an out-edge cut of K where u∈S and EL={(u, v)|v∈DK , (u,
v)∈EK , (u, v).weight∈WJ}, the density of L(u) is defined as follow.






where L(u) denotes the out-edge cut itself and its (row) vector representation, |L(u)| is the
magnitude of vector L(u), and w(u, v) denotes the weight of an edge (u, v). If an out-edge cut
has many edges with large weights, then it will have a large density. The density definition
of an in-edge cut, corresponding to a column vector, is similar to Eq.(5.5).
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Algorithm 7 StripMultiply(A, k, x, B, l, y, z)
1: Initialize E[1 · · · bn/qc][1 · · · bn/qc];







4: for h = 1, · · · , z independently
5: Pick a ∈ {1, · · · , n} with Prob(a = m) = ρm ,m = 1, · · · , n;
6: Φ = Φ ∪ {a};
7: M̃ = PartitionLoad(A, k, x, out, strip,Φ);
8: Ñ = PartitionLoad(B, l, y, in, strip,Φ);
9: R = ParallelJoin(M̃, Ñ, M̃.D = Ñ.S )
10: for each record in R
11: E[a.source][b.destination].AddWeight(a.weight ∗ b.weight/(z ∗ ρm)) where m is the
index of a.destination and b.source;
12: return E;
Given an out-edge strip M (i.e., Akx: the xth strip in slice Ak) with n in-edge cuts
M1, · · · ,Mn (i.e., cuts Akx1, · · · , Akxn), and an in-edge strip N (i.e., strip Bly) with n out-edge
cuts N1, · · · ,Nn (i.e., cuts Bly1, · · · , Blyn), we decompose a strip multiplication O=M×N in-
to n cut multiplications, i.e., O=
n∑
m=1
Mm×Nm. Similarly, the strip multiplication with cut
pruning reduces the exact n cut multiplications to the approximate z (<< n) cut multipli-
cations, while maintaining the utility with bounded error. The selection probability ρm of
each pair of cuts (Mm and Nm) is first calculated in terms of their CutDensity. The algorith-
m independently performs z trials to choose z “significant” cut pairs from the original n cut
pairs. Φ maintains the z index entries for chosen cuts of M and N in z trials. We then invoke
the PartitionLoad routine to load and filter the out-edge strip M and the in-edge strip N with
the chosen cuts. The ParallelJoin routine is executed at the cut level to join in-edges (a) and
out-edges (b) of z “significant” vertices. The final edge set E is produced by summarizing
the pairwise-cut multiplications with rescaling factor 1z∗ρm to compensate for the cuts that







Similarly, the following theoretical results demonstrate that our cut pruning strategy
can achieve a good approximation with bounded error.
Theorem 21 Given an actual multiplication O=
n∑
m=1
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     + A33 A33 + A44 A44
z = 2
1 = 0.414, 2 = 0.109, 
3 = 0.348, 4 = 0.129
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, then the expectation E(Õ(i, j))=O(i, j) for ∀i, j∈{1, · · · , n}.






2 for ∀i, j∈{1, · · · , n}.

























The proof of Theorems 21-23 is omitted due to space limit. The proof methods are
similar to that used in Theorems 24-20.
Figure 5.9 shows an example of cut pruning for computing the square of slice A1 in
Figure 5.8. Slice A1 is organized as 4 in-edge cuts and 4 out-edge cuts respectively. Ochre
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Table 5.3: Synthetic Simple Graph Datasets
Graph #Vertices #Edges AvgDeg MaxIn MaxOut DegDist
RMAT 4.3B 17.2B 4 1.8M 737.4K power-law
ErdosRenyi 1.1B 13.0B 12.1 259.7K 434.8K Poisson
Random 330M 2.1B 6.5 100K 85.6K heavy-tailed
Kronecker 88M 1.5B 17.5 365.2K 19.3K multinomial
Table 5.4: Graph Applications
Application Graph Type Core Computation
PageRank [96] single graph matrix-vector
SpMV [116] single graph matrix-vector
Connected Components [115] single graph graph traversal
Matrix Power two graphs matrix-matrix
Diffusion Kernel [97] two graphs matrix-matrix
AEClass [65] multigraph matrix-vector
edges, purple edges, green edges and red edges represent in-edge cuts and out-edge cuts
of vertices v1, v2, v3 and v4, respectively. The exact A12 is equal to the sum of 4 cut
multiplications: AI11×A
O









edge join), and AI14×A
O




1m represent the m
th in-edge
cut and the mth out-edge cut for vertex vm respectively. If we want to use only two cut









are picked with rescaling factors 1z∗ρ1 and
1
z∗ρ3
since ρ1 and ρ3 are maximal. The cut pruning
stops graph propagation through low degree vertices and edges with small weights.
5.5 Experimental Study
We use several typical iterative graph applications to evaluate the performance of graph
processing systems on a set of real-world graphs in Table 5.1 and synthetic graphs in Ta-
ble 5.3. DBLPS is a single coauthor graph. DBLPM is a coauthor multigraph, where
each pair of authors have at most 24 parallel coauthor links, each corresponding to one
of 24 research fields, as mentioned in Section 5.3.1. Similarly, we build a friendship
multigraph of Last.fm, where each friendship edge is classified into a subset of 21 mu-
sic genres in terms of the same artists shared by two users. Based on the Recursive Ma-
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trix (R-MAT) model [117], we utilize the GTgraph suite [118] to generate a scale-free
small-world graph with power-law degree distribution. We also use the GTgraph suit-
e [118] based on the Erdos-Renyi random graph model [119] to produce a large-scale ran-
dom network with Poisson degree distribution. The GenGraph generator [120] is used to
construct a large random simple connected graph with heavy-tailed degree distribution.
In addition, we employ the SNAP Krongen tool [121] to generate a stochastic Kroneck-
er graph through the Kronecker product. All experiments were performed on a 4-core
PC with Intel Core i5-750 CPU at 2.66 GHz, 16 GB memory, and a 1 TB hard drive,
running Linux 64-bit. We compare GraphTwist with three existing graph parallel mod-
els: GraphLab [80], GraphChi [81] and X-Stream [83]. To evaluate the effectiveness
of pruning strategies, we evaluate the following versions of GraphTwist: (1)GraphTwist
with only access tier abstractions; (2) GraphTwist-SP which improves GraphTwist with
slice pruning; (3) GraphTwist-CP which enhances GraphTwist with cut pruning; and (4)
GraphTwist-DP which uses both pruning optimizations.
5.5.1 Evaluation Measures
We evaluate the performance of graph processing systems by measuring the running time
and the Throughput (the number of edges processed per second). We adopt the root-mean-
square-percentage-error (RMSPE) between the actual result and the approximate result to
evaluate the quality of three versions of GraphTwist with pruning strategies.








j=1((xi j − x̂i j)/xi j)2
n2
(5.7)
where xi is a component in the resulted vector X by the exact computation (matrix-vector
computation) and x̂i is an entry in the approximate vector X̂ by the computation with prun-
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Figure 5.10: PageRank on Four Simple Graphs
ing strategies. Similarly, xi j is an element in the actual result matrix X by matrix-matrix
computation and x̂i j is an entry in the approximate result matrix X̂. A lower RMSPE num-
ber indicates a better performance.
5.5.2 Execution Efficiency on Single Graph
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 present the quality and performance comparison of iterative algo-
rithms on four single graphs by different graph processing systems with different scales:
Yahoo, Twitter, Facebook and DBLPS with #iterations=1, 5, 40, 30 respectively. Since
GraphLab, GraphChi, X-Stream and GraphTwist are the exact graph computations without
pruning optimizations, they always have a RMSPE value of zero. Thus, we do not plot
the RMSPE bars for four exact graph computations. Figure 5.10 (a) shows the RMSPE
values by GraphTwist with different pruning strategies. GraphTwist-DP achieves the high-
est RMSPE values since it adopts a dual pruning scheme to achieve the highest efficiency.
GraphT-wist-CP gains a much lower RMSPE than GraphTwist-SP. The RMSPE values by
three approximate systems are smaller than 7.8%, even with #iterations=40. This demon-
strates that applying pruning techniques to iterative graph applications can achieve a good
approximation.
Figure 5.10 (b) exhibits the throughput comparison on four datasets. The through-
put values by the exact GraphTwist are larger than 1.53×107 and consistently higher than
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Figure 5.11: SpMV on Four Simple Graphs
Graph-Lab, GraphChi and X-Stream. All versions of GraphTwist with pruning turned on
significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist, with the throughput by GraphTwist-DP
as the highest (>2.67×107). GraphTwist-SP and GraphTwist-CP achieve slightly lower
throughput than GraphTwist-DP.
Figure 5.10 (c) compares the running time by different graph parallel models, from
loading graph from disk to writing results back to disk. The runtime comparison is consis-
tent with the throughput evaluation in Figure 5.10 (b). We make two interesting observa-
tions. First, the exact GraphTwist outperforms GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream in all
experiments. Second, GraphTwist with different pruning strategies significantly outperfor-
m the exact GraphTwist in terms of throughput and runtime while maintaining very good
quality in terms of RMSPE.
Similar trends are observed for the performance comparison of SpMV in Figure 5.11.
Compared to GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream, the exact GraphTwist consistently per-
forms better in all throughput and efficiency tests. All versions of GraphTwist with pruning
significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist thanks to the pruning optimizations while


























































































































































































Figure 5.13: Diffusion Kernel on Two Simple Graphs
5.5.3 Execution Efficiency on Multiple Graphs
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the performance comparison of iterative applications on multi-
ple graphs with different graph parallel models. Since GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream
can not directly address matrix-matrix multiplications among multiple graphs, we thus
modify the corresponding implementations to run the above graph applications. As the
complexity of matrix-matrix multiplication (O(n3)) is much larger than the complexity
of matrix-vector multiplication (O(n2)), we only compare the performance by differen-
t graph processing systems on two smaller datasets: Facebook and DBLPS. We observe the
very similar trends as those shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. All versions of GraphTwist












































































Figure 5.14: PageRank on Multigraph
GraphTwist-DP with double pruning strategies obtains the highest throughput.
5.5.4 Execution Efficiency on Multigraph
Since existing representative graph processing systems can not address iterative applica-
tions on multigraphs, we only perform the efficiency comparison of PageRank on multi-
graphs by different GraphTwist versions, as shown in Figure 5.14. GraphTwist partitions
the 3D cube of a multigraph into p slices along dimension W. Each slice consists of parallel
edges with a unique semantics, say the DBLP coauthored papers in the area of DB and the
Last.fm user friendships with respect to pop music genre. By hashing the parallel edges
with the same semantics into the same partition, each slice corresponds to one partition,
and represents a subgraph with only those edges that have the corresponding semantics
included in the hash bucket for that partition. The PageRank algorithm is executed on each
slice with a unique semantics in parallel to compute the ranking vector of authors (or users)
in each research field (or music genre). Figure 5.15 presents the performance comparison
of a multigraph algorithm (AEClass) with the GraphTwist implementation. AEClass [65]
transforms the problem of multi-label classification of heterogeneous networks into the task
of multi-label classification of coauthor (or friendship) multigraph based on activity-based
edge classification. We observe very similar trends as those shown in Figures 5.10-5.13.






















































































Figure 5.15: AEClass on Multigraph






















































































Figure 5.16: PageRank on Four Synthetic Simple Graphs
GraphTwist-DP obtains the highest throughput (>2.6×107), while the throughput by the
exact GraphTwist is the lowest (>5.7×106). The throughput values by GraphTwist-SP and
GraphTwist-CP stand in between (>1.1×107).
5.5.5 Execution Efficiency on Synthetic Graphs
Figure 5.16 shows the performance comparison of GraphTwist with other three systems
by PageRank on four synthetic graphs with #iterations=2, 2, 5, 5 respectively. We observe
similar trends to the performance on real-world graphs. GraphTwist consistently outper-
forms GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream in both throughput and efficiency tests. Graph-
Twist with all versions of pruning significantly outperform the exact GraphTwist thanks to
the pruning optimizations while maintaining a good approximation.
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Figure 5.17: PageRank by GraphTwist wrt Varying Threads
5.5.6 Impact of #Threads
Figure 5.17 presents the performance comparison of GraphTwist by running PageRank
on two synthetic simple graphs and two real simple graphs with #iterations=2, 2, 3, 5 re-
spectively. Figure 5.17 (a) shows the average utilization comparison (computation/non-
computation runtime percentage) of each thread by varying #threads from 2, 4, 6, 8, to 12.
Recall Section 5.3.2, two levels of threads are used in GraphTwist: partition-level threads to
process multiple partitions (slices, dices or strips) in parallel. Within each partition thread,
we also execute multiple threads at vertex level. The total number of threads is arranged
by h∗l (h is #threads at partition level and l is #threads at vertex level). For example, for
the setup of 8 threads, we use 2 threads at partition level and 4 threads at vertex level. We
compare the total runtime to execute a task of iterative graph computation, including thread
running time and thread idle runtime. The thread idle runtime is measured when perform-
ing non-computation operations, including thread waiting, disk I/O, context switching and
CPU scheduling. Figure 5.17 (a) shows that the utilization rate on all four graphs with 4, 6
or 8 threads are better compared to 2 or 12 threads. When #threads=2, the threads are busy
at <57% of time and when #threads=12, the threads are idle at >46% of time. In both cas-
es, the threads do not efficiently utilize CPU resource. Figure 5.17 (c) (or Figure 5.17 (b))
measure the performance impact of parallel threads by PageRank on four simple graph-
s. We have observed that the runtime is very long when the number of parallel threads is
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Figure 5.18: Impact of #Strips
relatively small (#threads=2) or very large (#threads=12) and it is almost a stable horizon-
tal line when #threads=4, 6, 8). Also GraphTwist usually achieves the best performance
by spawning between #cores and 2∗#cores threads because less #threads (<#cores) often
lead to underutilization of available CPU resource in graph parallel system. On the other
hand, more threads (>2∗#cores) may introduce additional non-computation overhead, such
as context switching and CPU scheduling, and thus hurt system performance.
5.5.7 Decision of #Partitions
Figure 5.18 measures the performance impact of different numbers of strips on GraphTwist
with PageRank over Twitter, Diffusion Kernel on Facebook, and Matrix Power on DBLPS.
The x-axis shows different settings of the number of strips. We vary #S trips from 1 to
10,000 and fix #S lices and #Dices as 5 in each figure. It is observed that the runtime
curve (or the throughput curve) for each application in each figure follows a similar “U”
curve (inverted “U” curve) with respect to the size of strip, i.e., the runtime is very long
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when the unit size is relatively small or very large and it is almost a stable horizontal
line when the unit size stands in between two borderlines. This is because bigger strips
often lead to substantial work imbalance in graph applications. On the other hand, smaller
strips may result in frequent external storage access and lots of page replacements between
units lying in different pages. Figure 5.18 (c) measures the CPU utilization by GraphTwist
for three real applications. The CPU utilization rate of each application increases quickly
when #S trips is increasing. This is because for the same graph, the larger number of
strips gives the smaller size per strip and the smaller strips in big graphs often lead to
better workload balancing for parallel computations. Figure 5.18 (d) shows the memory
utilization comparison. The memory curves are totally contrary to the corresponding CPU
curves: the smaller the number of strips, the larger size each strip will have, thus the larger
the memory usage. The performance impact of #S lices or #Dices on GraphTwist have
similar trends to Figure 5.18.
5.6 Conclusion
We present a scalable, efficient, provably correct two-tier graph parallel processing system,
GraphTwist. At storage and access tier, GraphTwist employs three customizable parallel
abstractions: slice partitioning, strip partitioning and dice partitioning, to maximize parallel
computation efficiency. At computation tier, GraphTwist presents slice pruning and cut
pruning strategies. Our pruning methods are utility-aware and can significantly speed up




SERVICERANK: RANKING SERVICES BY SERVICE NETWORK STRUCTURE
AND SERVICE ATTRIBUTES
Services related to one another in terms of providers, consumers and context often form
a service network with vertices representing services and edges representing connectivity
relationships between services. Service network analysis is an essential aspect of web ser-
vice discovery, search, mining and recommendation. Many popular web service networks
are content-rich in terms of heterogeneous types of entities, attributes and links. A main
challenge for ranking services is how to incorporate multiple complex and heterogeneous
factors, such as service attributes, relationships between services, relationships between
services and service providers or service consumers, into the design of service ranking
functions. In this chapter, we model services, attributes, and the associated entities, such
as providers, consumers, by a heterogeneous service network. We present a unified neigh-
borhood random walk distance measure, which integrates various types of links and vertex
attributes by a local optimal weight assignment. Based on this unified distance measure,
a reinforcement algorithm, ServiceRank, is provided to tightly integrate ranking and clus-
tering by mutually and simultaneously enhancing each other such that the performance of
both can be improved. For example, ServiceRank ensures that highly ranked services in a
cluster should be provided by many highly ranked providers in the same cluster. Highly
ranked providers in a cluster should provide many highly ranked services in the same clus-
ter. To further improve the quality of the clustering and ranking, an additional clustering
matching strategy is proposed to efficiently align clusters from different types of objects.
Our extensive evaluation on both synthetic and real service networks demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of ServiceRank in terms of the quality of both clustering and ranking among
multiple types of entity, link and attribute similarities in a service network.
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Figure 6.1: A Heterogeneous Service Network from IBM Knowledge Base
6.1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of web services, web service management is becoming an
interesting and challenging research problem which has received much attention recent-
ly [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129]. Service network analysis has emerged as a
critical aspect of web service management in both industry and academic research. Many
popular web service networks are content-rich in terms of heterogeneous types of entities
and links, associated with incomplete attributes. Such web service networks expose two
heterogeneity challenges: (1) Multiple types of entities co-exist in the same service net-
work with various attributes, and (2) Links between entities have different types and carry
different semantics. Figure 8.1 presents a real service network from IBM knowledge base.
There are two kinds of object vertices: blue service vertices and grey provider nodes. Each
service vertex may contain three types of properties: red, purple and green attribute vertices
specify service’s “Type”, “Category” and “Capability”, respectively. Each provider vertex
may have two kinds of attributes: red “Type” attribute and purple “Category” property.
On the other hand, there are three kinds of links: an ochre edge represents the “Provides”
relationship between services and providers; a black line specifies the structure relation-
ship between objects with the same type; a dashed edge denotes the attribute edge between
object and its attribute.
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Typical applications of web service management include service retrieval and selection,
service ranking and recommendation, service clustering and discovery, service adaptation
and composition etc. Among these applications, service clustering and ranking are two
significant ones. Ranking entails assigning a score to each service, quantifying its char-
acteristics based on some ranking criteria. With such criteria, “interesting” services to
response a specific user request appear high in the returned list. Prominent web ranking
algorithms such as HITS [130] and PageRank [96] as well as service ranking methods such
as [124] and [125] rank webpages or services on the whole homogeneous network so that
the most relevant webpages or services are presented on the top of the returned list. On
the other hand, clustering partitions a service network into groups so that services within a
cluster are densely connected based on a certain similarity measure. Most existing graph
clustering techniques have focused on the topological structures of homogeneous graph
based on various criteria.
Although clustering and ranking are two well-known analytical tools for web service
management, existing service clustering and ranking approaches are usually regarded as
two independent processes. As a result, two main drawbacks characterize such approach-
es. First, clustering the entire service network without considering service’s ranking may
result in incorrect clustering result. Suppose we remove providers “Amazon”, “Paychex”
and their associated links from Figure 8.1, then service “Business Strategy” has only t-
wo providers “IBM” and “ADP”. If we want to partition vertices into two clusters, then
“IBM” and “ADP” will be in cluster “IT” and cluster “Business”, respectively. But there
is no statistically convincing evidence on which cluster “Business Strategy” should fall
into. Second, ranking services on the whole service network without considering which
groups they belong to often leads to biased ranking result. If we adopt the global ranking
algorithm to rank all services in Figure 8.1, then service “Business Strategy” has a high-
er score than service “Datacenter” since “Business Strategy” has more peer services and
is provided by more providers. This ranking result does not make sense for a customer
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seeking a “IT” service. However, integrating clustering and ranking together can lead to
more comprehensible results. By combining clustering and ranking, “Business Strategy”
and “ADP” will belong to cluster “Business” since both rank high in cluster “Business” and
rank low in cluster “IT”. In contrast, “IBM” ranks high in cluster “IT” and relatively low
in “Business”. Thus, “Business Strategy” and “ADP” are more similar. Similarly, service
“Datacenter” will have a higher score than service “Business Strategy” in cluster “IT” if
we rank all services in each cluster.
In this chapter, we identify four requirements for ranking and clustering a heteroge-
neous network of services. First, we need to integrate various types of links and attributes
into a unified distance model to estimate the pairwise vertex closeness. Second, we need
to design a robust probabilistic clustering method for heterogeneous service network to
make our approach applicable to a wide range of applications. Third, we need to design a
more useful service ranking approach with combining ranking information from peer ser-
vices, providers and associated attributes. Finally, we need to develop a framework that can
smoothly integrate ranking and clustering techniques.
The main contributions of this chapter are outlined below. First, we propose a unified
neighborhood random walk distance measure integrating various types of link and attribute
information with the local optimal weight assignment on a heterogeneous service network.
Second, we propose a greedy strategy to efficiently execute clustering matching process
to align clusters for each type of objects on the heterogeneous service network. Third,
we present a general algorithm that smoothly integrates ranking and clustering techniques,
while mutually enhances the individual performance of each of those techniques. Finally,
we perform extensive evaluation of our proposed ranking approach on both synthetic and
real service datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.
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6.2 Related Work
Web service discovery and management has been a heated topic in recent years [122, 126,
127, 129]. Skoutas et al. [124] proposed a methodology for ranking and clustering the
relevant web services based on the notion of dominance, which apply multiple matching
criteria without aggregating the match scores of individual service parameters. Xiao et
al. [123] proposed a context modeling approach which can dynamically handle various
context types and values. Based on the relations among context values, the algorithm can
capture the potential services that the user might need. Almulla et al. [125] presented a
web services selection model based on fuzzy logic and proposed a fuzzy ranking algorithm
based on the dependencies between proposed quality attributes. Liu et al. [128] proposed
a heuristic social context-Aware trust network discovery algorithm, H-SCAN, by adopting
the K-Best-First Search (KBFS) method and some optimization strategies.
Graph ranking is one of the core tasks in social networks. Most of existing graph rank-
ing techniques [130, 96, 131, 132, 133] compute ranking scores by only resorting to graph
structure information. Jeh and Widom [134] designed a measure called SimRank, which
defines the similarity between two vertices in a graph by their neighborhood similarity.
DivRank [135], based on a reinforced random walk in an information network, can auto-
matically balances the prestige and the diversity of the top ranked vertices in a principled
way. Tong et al. [136] defined a goodness measure to capture both the relevance and the
diversity for a given ranking list.
Graph clustering has attracted active research in the last decade. Most of existing graph
clustering techniques have focused on the topological structures based on various criteri-
a, including normalized cuts [11], modularity [12], structural density [13]. Some recent
works, SA-Cluster [20] and BAGC [21], perform clustering based on both structural and
attribute similarities to partition the collaboration graph with single link type and single
attribute type into k clusters. Sun et al. [23] proposed GenClus to cluster general heteroge-
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neous information networks with different link types and different attribute types.
6.3 Problem Statement
In this section, we first introduce the problem formulation of service clustering and ranking
considering both service network structure and service attribute information.
A heterogeneous service network is denoted as G = (V, A, E), where V represents the
set of object vertices, A denotes the set of property vertices, E contains multiple types of
edges between object or property vertices. V contains two types of object vertices: the ser-
vice set S and the provider set P, i.e., V = S ∪P. A = {a11, . . . , a1n1 , . . . , am1, . . . , amnm} rep-
resents m associated attributes and their values for describing object properties. Dom(ai) =
{ai1, . . . , aini} represents the domain of attribute ai with a size of |Dom(ai)| = ni. An attribute
vertex vi j ∈ A represents that attribute ai takes the jth value. An attribute edge (vi, v jk) ∈ E
iff vertex vi takes the value of a jk on attribute a j. Thus, there are five types of edges be-
tween different kinds of vertices: E = ES S ∪ EPP ∪ ES P ∪ ES A ∪ EPA where subscripts S , P
and A represent the service set, the provider set and the attribute set, respectively. For ease
of presentation, we call an edge between object vertices, i.e., e ∈ ES S ∪ EPP ∪ ES P, as a
structure edge and an edge between object and attribute, i.e., e ∈ ES A ∪ EPA, as an attribute
edge.
In such a heterogeneous service network with various types of objects, links and at-
tributes, a good measure of “similarity” between objects is crucial to efficient social net-
work analysis on real applications. A unified neighborhood random walk distance mea-
sure is to measure the closeness between vertices based on connectivity, vicinity and tran-
sition probabilities at different types of vertices.
Given k initial disjoint clusters of G = (V, A, E) for each type of objects, S = ∪ki=1S i (S i∩
S j = ∅,∀i , j) and P = ∪ki=1Pi (Pi ∩ P j = ∅,∀i , j) as the initial service influence, ser-
vice influence based probabilistic clustering is to execute service influence propagation
to partition each service s ∈ S into each of k clusters based on the dynamic social activities
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with the initial disjoint service clusters and provider clusters. In the final clustering result,∑k
i=1 psi = 1,∀s ∈ S where psi represents the normalized probability of service s will be
partitioned into the ith cluster. A desired clustering of a heterogeneous service network
should achieve a good balance between the following two properties: (1) services within
one cluster are close to each other in terms of structure links, while services between clus-
ters are distant from each other; and (2) services within one cluster have similar properties,
while services between clusters could have quite different attribute values.
Given a service influence based probabilistic clustering, service influence based rank-
ing is to rank each service s ∈ S and each provider p ∈ P in each of k clusters based on
some heuristics rules so that good service ranking generates good provider ranking, good
provider ranking promotes good service ranking.
6.4 A Unified Weighted Distance Measure
In a heterogeneous service network, each service is associated with a service set and a
provider set through structure links and an attribute set through attribute links, we propose
to use a unified distance measure based on the neighborhood random walk model to in-
tegrate various types of structural and attribute similarities. In the heterogeneous service
network, there exists a random walk path between two services s1, s2 ∈ S if (1) s1 and s2
have the same peer service s3 ∈ S ; (2) both s1 and s2 are provided by the same provider
p ∈ P; or (3) s1 and s2 have the same attribute value a ∈ A. If there are multiple paths
connecting s1 and s2, then they are close. On the other hand, if there are very few or no
paths between s1 and s2, then they are far apart.
Definition 21 (Transition Probability Matrix) Let S be the service set, P be the provider
set, and A be the set of associated attribute vertices, the transition probability matrix T of
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a heterogeneous service network G is defined as follow.
T =





where TS S is a |S |× |S | matrix representing the transition probabilities between service ver-
tices; a |P| × |P| matrix TPP specifies the transition probabilities between provider vertices;
TS P or TPS represents the transition probabilities between services and providers; TS A or
TAS denotes the transition probabilities between services and attributes; TPA or TAP rep-
resents the transition probabilities between providers and attributes; and TAA is a |A| × |A|
matrix with all 0s since there is no edge between attribute vertices. Here, |S |, |P| and |A|
represent the cardinalities of the service set S , the provider set P and the attribute set A,
respectively.
Since each type of structure and attribute edges may have different degrees of contribu-
tion in random walk distance, we assign each type of edges an individual weight. TS S , TS P,
TPS and TPP correspond to four kinds of structure edges, and the corresponding structure
weights are defined as αS S , αS P, αPS and αPP, respectively. Notice that αS P is equal to αPS
since edges have no orientation in an undirected service network. On the other hand, there
are m associated attributes with object vertices in the service network. The attribute edges
connected to attribute vertices vi1, . . . , vini corresponding to attribute ai are assigned to an
attribute weight βi. We proposed a dynamic weight tuning method [137] to produce a local
optimal weight assignment for various types of links. Based on this weight assignment,
each submatrix in T is defined as follow.
TS S (i, j) =

αS S ei j, i f (vi, v j) ∈ ES S
0, otherwise
(6.2)
where ei j denotes the number of providers that service i and service j co-shared. When
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service i and service j have different types or are from different categories, ei j is usually
equal to 0 since they often do not have the same providers.
TPP(i, j) =

αPPei j, i f (vi, v j) ∈ EPP
0, otherwise
(6.3)
where ei j is the number of services that provider i and provider j co-provided.
TPS (i, j) =

αPS ei j, i f (vi, v j) ∈ EPS
0, otherwise
(6.4)
where ei j is the number of service j that provider i provided. ei j has a value of 0 or 1 since
provider i may or may not provide service j in the original dataset. As the relationship
between services and providers is symmetric, TPS (i, j) is equal to TS P( j, i) due to αS P = αPS .
TS A(i, J) =

β jei jk, i f (vi, v jk) ∈ ES A
0, otherwise
, J = k + Σ j−1l=1 nl (6.5)
where ei jk denotes whether service i takes the kth value on attribute a j. It also has a value
of 0 or 1.
TAS (I, j) =

ei jk, i f (v j, vik) ∈ ES A
0, otherwise
, I = k + Σi−1l=1nl (6.6)
where ei jk specifies whether the kth value on attribute ai is taken by service j. The weight
factor is ignored since each row in TAS corresponds to the same attribute vertex vik.
Since both services and providers are the subclass of objects, TPA and TS A have the
similar definitions and so have TAP and TAS .
TPA(i, J) =

β jei jk, i f (vi, v jk) ∈ EPA
0, otherwise
, J = k + Σ j−1l=1 nl (6.7)
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where ei jk denotes whether provider i takes the kth value on attribute a j.
TAP(I, j) =

ei jk, i f (v j, vik) ∈ EPA
0, otherwise
, I = k + Σi−1l=1nl (6.8)
where ei jk specifies whether the kth value on attribute ai is taken by provider j.
Since each row of the transition probability matrix should sum to 1, we then perform the
row-wise normalization for T . Entries TS S (i, j), TS P(i, j) and TS A(i, j) are normalized by di-




l=1TS A(i, l). Similar-
ly, elements TPS (i, j), TPP(i, j) and TPA(i, j) are normalized by Σ
|S |





l=1TPA(i, l). Entries TAS (i, j) and TAP(i, j) are normalized by Σ
|S |
l=1TAS (i, l) + Σ
|P|
l=1TAP(i, l)
since TAA is a zero matrix.
A random walk on a heterogeneous service network G is performed in the following
way. Suppose a particle starts at a certain vertex v0 and walks to a vertex vs in the sth
step and it is about to move to one of the neighbors of vs, denoted as vt ∈ N(vs), with the
transition probability T (s, t), where N(vs) contains all neighbors of vertex vs. The vertex
sequence of the random walk is a Markov chain. The probability of going from vi to v j
through a random walk of length l can be obtained by multiplying the transition probability
matrix l times.
Definition 22 (Unified Neighborhood Random Walk Distance) Let T be the transition
probability of a heterogeneous service network G, l be the length that a random walk can
go, and c ∈ (0, 1) be the restart probability, the unified neighborhood random walk distance





p(τ)c(1 − c)length(τ) (6.9)
where τ is a path from u to v whose length is length(τ) with transition probability p(τ).
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d(u, v) reflects the vertex closeness based on multiple types of links among services, provider-
s and attributes.




c(1 − c)γT γ (6.10)








6.5 Service Influence Based Clustering
In this section, we propose an innovative service influence based probabilistic clustering
framework considering social interactions among service and provider disjoint clusters.
6.5.1 Clustering Matching Process
Most existing clustering methods such as k-Means [138] and k-Medoids [25] only offer
disjoint clusters. We can not directly apply them to our heterogeneous service network,
otherwise they will lead to two issues: (1) service clusters and provider clusters are inde-
pendent of each other; and (2) each object is partitioned into a single cluster. To address the
first issue, the clustering matching process is designed to produce a one-to-one matching
between service clusters and provider clusters based on some similarity measures.










L), L ∈ {S , P} (6.12)
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where cxL represents the centroid of cluster Lx and L specifies the service set (or the provider
set). d(ciL, c
j




L. S = ∪
k
i=1S i (S i ∩ S j = ∅,∀i , j) (or
P = ∪ki=1Pi (Pi ∩ P j = ∅,∀i , j)) is a disjoint clustering of services (or providers). A
clustering of services (or providers) with a small inter-cluster similarity is considered as a
good clustering based on this criterion.
The inter-cluster similarity across different types is designed to quantitatively measure






d(x, y) (X,Y ∈ {S , P}, X , Y) (6.13)
where X is a disjoint clustering of services (or providers) and Y is a disjoint clustering of
providers (or services).
The disjoint clustering matching algorithm is presented in Algorithm 8. It first chooses
the clustering with the minimal inter-cluster similarity as the basic clustering X and the
clustering with the maximal inter-cluster similarity as the clustering Y to be matched. The
algorithm then calculates the inter-cluster similarity between X’s clusters and Y’s clusters
and matches each cluster of Y to the cluster of X with the maximal inter-cluster similarity.
It places the potential conflict cluster labels of Y and the corresponding cluster label of X
into Q. During each “Dequeue” iteration, the algorithm rematches the one of two conflict
clusters Ym and Yn, which has smaller inter-cluster similarity with cluster Xi, and puts new
possible conflict tripes into Q until the queue is empty. Finally, it updates the cluster labels
of Y with the matched cluster labels respectively.
6.5.2 Service Influence Propagation
The process of service influencing one another in a service network is very similar to the
heat diffusion process [3, 1]. Heat diffusion is a physical phenomenon that heat always
flows from an object with high temperature to an object with low temperature. In the
context of a heterogeneous service network, an early service often influences other late ser-
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Algorithm 8 Disjoint Clustering Matching
Input: a heterogeneous service network G = (V, A, E), a disjoint clustering
S 1, . . . , S k, P1, . . . , Pk, a unified random walk distance matrix R, and a queue Q contain-
ing triples of conflict cluster labels.
Output: a 1 × k vector CL containing new cluster label for the matched clusters of S or P.
1: X = argminL∈{S ,P}d(cL); Y = argmaxL∈{S ,P}d(cL);
2: CL = (0, 0, · · · , 0); Q = φ;
3: Calculate d(Xi,Y j) for ∀i, j = 1, · · · , k;
4: for j = 1, · · · , k
5: CL( j) = argmaxi∈{1,··· ,k}d(Xi,Y j);
6: EnQueue(Q, (i,m, n)) for ∀CL(m) = CL(n) = i,m < n;
7: while QueueEmpty(Q) == False
8: DeQueue(Q, (i,m, n));
9: if CL(m) == CL(n)
10: j = argminl∈{m,n}d(Xi,Yl);
11: CL( j) = argmaxl∈{1,··· ,k}−{i}d(Xl,Y j);
12: EnQueue(Q, (i′,m′, j)) for ∀CL(m′) = CL( j) = i′
13: m′ < j;
14: EnQueue(Q, (i′, j, n′)) for ∀CL( j) = CL(n′) = i′
15: j < n′;
16: Update each Y j’s cluster label as CL( j).
vices through links. For example, some “IT” company currently provides an early service
of “Datacenter” but doesn’t support a late service of “Cloud Computing”. If there exists a
direct connection between “Datacenter” and “Cloud Computing”, then it is very possible
that “Cloud Computing” will be provided by this company in the future. On the other hand,
a provider may also transfer its influence to services provided by it. For instance, “IBM”
provides both “Datacenter” and “Business Strategy” so that these two services have an in-
direct connection through the common provider “IBM”. The spread of service influence
resembles the heat diffusion phenomenon. Early choice of a provider (or a service) with
many peers and services (or providers) in a cluster may act as heat sources, transfer its
heat to its peers and services (or providers) and diffuse their influences to other majority.
Finally, at a certain time, heat is diffused to the margin of the service network.
We use our unified random walk distance as the heat diffusion kernel since it captures
the service (or provider) influence through both direct and indirect links. The heat diffusion
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kernel H is a submatrix of R in Eq.(6.11).
H =
RS S RS PRPS RPP
 (6.14)
We utilize the matched clusters of services and providers from the disjoint clustering
process as the heat (influence) source. A (|S |+ |P|)×k initial heat matrix sc(0) represents the
heat source from which the heat kernel starts its diffusion process. The initial heat column
vector sc(0)(:, j)( j = 1, · · · , k) of the service network at time 0 is defined below.
sc(0)(:, j) = (p1 j, · · · , p|S | j, p(|S |+1) j, · · · , p(|S |+|P|) j)T (6.15)
where pi j is the probability of the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ |S |) service vertex in cluster S j or the
(i− |S |)th (|S |+1 ≤ i ≤ |S |+ |P|) provider vertex in cluster P j. Due to the disjoint clustering,
each initial pi j is equal to 0 or 1 and
∑k
j=1 pi j = 1,∀i. Thus, sc(0) is given as follow.
sc(0) = [sc(0)(:, 1), sc(0)(:, 2), · · · , sc(0)(:, k)] (6.16)
where sc(0) essentially denotes the clustering distribution of services and providers after
the clustering matching process.
We treat each pi j > 0 as an initial influence source to execute the service influence
propagation in each cluster until convergence, i.e., influence equilibrium. We argue that
a service’s partitioning not only depends on the cluster label of peer services but also lies
on the cluster label of its providers. During the following influence propagation, a service
continuously obtains the influences from its providers and peer services about the cluster
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selection until it arrives at the margin of the service network.
sc(1) = H × sc(0)
· · ·
sc(t) = H × sc(t − 1)
(6.17)
Therefore, the service network’s thermal capacity at time t, denoted by sc(t), is defined
as follow.
sc(t) = Ht × sc(0) (6.18)
where sc(t) corresponds to a probabilistic clustering result, i.e., each entry sc(t)(i, j) repre-
sents the probability of the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ |S |) service or the (i − |S |)th (|S | + 1 ≤ i ≤ |S | + |P|)





6.6 Service Influence Based Ranking
When ranking services over the global service network without considering which clusters
they belong to, it is not clear to the user, from where to start looking at the results, since
users usually prefer seeing a ranked result list in some area what they are interested in rather
than a global ranked list. We require ranking functionality to present services to the user
in a meaningful way i.e. by ranking them in each cluster based on a good clustering result.
However, it is still not enough for a local ranking method to help the user efficiently dis-
tinguish the returned service list. We argue that the influence propagation among services
and providers can provide more informative views of ranking result. The ranking of an
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early service usually influences other late peer services through the direct connection. On
the other hand, a provider may transfer its influence to the ranking of services provided by
it. Their influences are finally diffused to the entire service network through the influence
propagation.
The following heuristics rules give us initial ideas.
• Highly ranked services in each cluster have connections with many highly ranked services
within the same cluster.
• Highly ranked services in each cluster are provided by many highly ranked providers
within the same cluster.
• Highly ranked providers in each cluster own many highly ranked peer providers within
the same cluster.
• Highly ranked providers in each cluster provide many highly ranked services within the
same cluster.
We still utilize H in Eq.(6.14) as the propagating heat-diffusion kernel in the ranking
process since it captures the direct connections between different types of objects based on
the above four ranking rules. We use a (|S |+ |P|)× k influence matrix sr(0) to represent the
initial ranking of services and providers in each cluster. The initial ranking score of the ith





l=1,l,i,sc(t)(l, j)>0H(i, l), i f sc(t)(i, j) > 0
0, otherwise
(6.20)
where sr(0)(i, j) is the sum of the unified random walk distance from the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ |S |)
service or the (i − |S |)th (|S | + 1 ≤ i ≤ |S | + |P|) provider to other objects partitioned into
cluster sc(t)(:, j). If a service (or a provider) in a cluster is connected to many peers and
many providers (or services) in the same cluster, then it will achieve a higher initial ranking
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Thus, we use the influence propagation to iteratively refine ranking scores based on the
above heuristics rules.
sr(t)(:, j) = H ×








where sr(t)(:, j) specifies the ranking score of each service (or provider) in cluster sc(t)(:, j)
at time t. During the influence propagation, a service’s ranking is continuously refined by
the ranking of its direct peers and providers as well as the ranking of these neighbors’
neighbors. When the influence propagation reaches equilibrium, the final ranking score of
a service in a cluster is jointly decided by the ranking scores of the services and providers
in the same cluster which have at least one feasible path to this service.
The clustering and ranking based similarity is defined as follow.
ei j = 1−
∑k
l=1 |sc(t)(i, l)sr(t)(i, l) − sc(t)( j, l)sr(t)( j, l)|∑k
l=1 sc(t)(i, l)sr(t)(i, l) + sc(t)( j, l)sr(t)( j, l)
,
∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |S | + |P|}
(6.23)
We then substitute this new ei j for the old one in T and recalculate the matrices T and
R to further improve the performance of both clustering and ranking.
By assembling different parts, our ranking algorithm, ServiceRank, is presented in Al-
gorithm 9. Steps 1 and 2 figure out a local optimal weight assignment for various types of
links. Steps 3 calculates the transition probability matrix T and the unified random walk
distance matrix R. Step 4 performs the clustering method, k-Medoids, to produce disjoint
clusters of services and providers. The clustering matching process is then executed be-
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Algorithm 9 ServiceRank
Input: a heterogeneous service network G, a length limit l of random walk paths, a restart
probability c, a cluster number k.
Output: service ranking sr(t)(:, j) in each cluster.
1: αS S = αS P = αPS = αPP = β1 = . . . = βm = 1.0;
2: Generate the local optimal weights through the algorithm in [137];
3: Calculate T in Eq.(8.1) and R in Eq.(6.11);
4: Execute k-Medoids to produce clusters S 1, . . . , S k,
5: P1, . . . , Pk;
6: Match S 1, . . . , S k to P1, . . . , Pk through Algorithm 8;
7: Repeat until convergence:
8: Get probabilistic clusters sc(t)(i, j) in Eq.(6.19);
9: Get local ranking sr(t)(i, j) in Eq.(6.22);
10: Update all ei js in Eq.(6.23);
11: Recalculate T and R.
tween service clusters and provider clusters in step 5. Steps 7-10 repeatedly run the service
influence based clustering and ranking and iteratively update the clustering and ranking
based similarity so that T and R are continuously refined to generate better ranking result
until convergence.
6.7 Experimental Evaluation
We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of ServiceRank on
both synthetic and real service datasets.
6.7.1 Experimental Datasets
BSBM Dataset: we modify the BSBM data generator [139] and create a dataset with
246, 161 triples where “Provides” is used to model the relationship between “Service” and
“Provider”s providing them, while an instance of “Service” has multiple instances of prop-
erties “Capability”, “Function” and “Type”, and an instance of “Provider” contains multiple
instances of properties “Feature” and “Type”. There are totally 10, 000 “Service” instances
and 3, 628 “Provider” instances with 10 “Type” instances and 5 instances of “Capability”,
“Function” and “Feature”, respectively.
IBM Service Dataset: the dataset contains a total of 41, 292 triples with 2, 450 “Ser-
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vice” instances and 928 “Provider” instances. Each “Service” instance may have three
types of properties: “Type”, “Category” and “Capability”, respectively. On the other hand,
each “Provider” instance may contain two kinds of properties: “Type” and “Category”.
We build a service network where object vertices represent services or providers, attribute
vertices denote their properties, object edges represent the relationship between object ver-
tices, attribute edges specify the relationship between object vertices and their associated
attributes.
6.7.2 Comparison Methods and Evaluation
We compare ServiceRank with three representative ranking algorithms, HITS [130], PageR-
ank [96] and SimRank [134]. Since the last three ranking algorithms can not directly han-
dle a heterogeneous network, we treat services, providers and attributes as homogeneous
vertices with the same type and rank homogeneous vertices in each cluster. We choose
three disjoint clustering methods of k-Means [138], k-Means++ [140] and k-Medoids [25]
for these three ranking algorithms, respectively. ServiceRank integrates various types of
entity, link and attribute information into a unified distance measure with the local opti-
mal weights on a heterogeneous service network. Service influence based clustering and
ranking are iteratively performed to mutually enhance the performance of both of them.
Evaluation Measures We use three measures of density, entropy and Davies-Bouldin
Index (DBI) to evaluate the quality of clusters {S i}ki=1 and {Pi}
k
i=1 generated by different
methods. The metrics are defined as follows.




vp,vq∈S i∪Pi,(vp,vq)∈E min(πpi, πqi)
|E|
(6.24)
where πpi, πqi represent the probabilities of vertex vp and vertex vq in the ith cluster respec-
tively. min(πpi, πqi) is equal to 1 for disjoint clustering methods but may be less than 1 for
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Figure 6.2: Cluster Quality Comparison on BSBM 13,628 Verticesour probabilistic clustering.









entropy(ai, S j) +
|P j|
|P|
entropy(ai, P j) (6.25)
where entropy(ai, S j) = −
∑|S |
l=1 pi jllog2 pi jl and pi jl is the percentage of services in cluster
S j which have value ail on attribute ai. entropy({S i∪Pi}ki=1) measures the weighted entropy
from all attributes over k clusters.
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S (1 ≤ x ≤ k) is the average similarity of all elements in








P corresponding to providers P
have the similar meanings. A cluster with high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster
similarity will have a low DBI value.
6.7.3 Cluster Quality Evaluation
Figure 6.2 (a) shows the density comparison on BSBM 13, 628 Vertices by varying the
number of clusters k = 10, 20, 30, 40. The density values by ServiceRank obviously higher
than that other three methods except k = 10. They remain in the range of 0.63 or above
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even when k is increasing. This demonstrates that ServiceRank can find densely connect-
ed components. Different from the disjoint clustering methods, the density value by our
service influence based probabilistic clustering keeps increasing when k is increasing since
each vertex is partitioned into more clusters with a larger k.
Figure 6.2 (b) presents the entropy comparison between four methods on BSBM 13, 628
Vertices. ServiceRank achieves the lowest entropy than other three methods. Entropy by
ServiceRank is as low as less than 1.32 while entropy by other three approaches is still
above 1.83 since they partitions the service network without considering different degrees
of importance for multiple types of links. As shown in Figures 6.2 (a) and (b), the per-
formance of ServiceRank is the best in terms of both density and entropy. This is because
its distance function integrates the local optimal weight assignment for multiple types of
structural and attribute links, thus it achieves a good performance on both criteria. On the
other hand, other three methods do not differentiate the links between different kinds of
objects. It is equivalent to combine multiple types of structural and attribute similarities
with the equal weighting factor of 1, which usually does not produce a good clustering.
Figures 6.2 (c) shows the DBI comparison on BSBM 13, 628 Vertices with different
k values by four methods. ServiceRank has the lowest DBI of around 0.15 − 1.80, while
PageRank, HITS and SimRank have a much higher DBI than ServiceRank. This demon-
strates that ServiceRank can achieve both high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster
similarity.
6.7.4 Ranking Quality Evaluation
Figures 6.3 (a) and (b) plot the average ranking scores of top-k vertices in each cluster on
two datasets, respectively. The score curve of ServiceRank with respect to k value is most
stable among four ranking algorithms. Especially, the curve is almost a stable horizontal
line when the k value stands in between 20 and 50. This is because ServiceRank achieves
both the highest intra-cluster similarity and the lowest inter-cluster similarity. In addition,
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Figure 6.3: Ranking Quality Comparison
the iteratively updated ranking-based similarity between services makes the generated clus-
ters get more cohesive intra-cluster structure and more homogeneous vertex properties. As
a result, services within clusters are connected to similar services, providers and attributes
so that they achieve similar ranking scores in terms of our heuristics ranking rules. The
quality by PageRank and HITS is the worst since the resulted clusters without consider-
ing the weight assignment and the alternative iterations of clustering and ranking have a
rather random distribution of services in terms of both structure and attribute similarities.
Although SimRank also doesn’t consider the weight assignment and the ranking iterations,
the quality of SimRank stands in between since it iteratively updates the pairwise similari-
ties.
Figures 6.4 (a) and (b) present the average ranking scores of services within clusters and
services outside clusters by ServiceRank, respectively. We rank all services in each cluster
and treat a service with a positive probability in cluster as the service within cluster. The
score curve of services within clusters is much higher than that of services outside clusters
since services within clusters are connected to many services, providers and attributes in
clusters but there are few links between cluster and services outside cluster. During each
iteration of clustering and ranking, the clustering iteratively refines the weights of multiple
types of links in terms of their contribution. The updated ranking-based similarity with the
refined weights makes services with the similar cluster distribution and the similar ranking
scores become more similar so that they will have a higher probability to be partitioned
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Figure 6.4: Ranking Accuracy Comparison

























(a) BSBM 13,628 Vertices


























(b) IBM 3,652 Vertices
Figure 6.5: Efficiency Evaluation
into the same clusters in the next iteration.
6.7.5 Efficiency Evaluation
The running time by each algorithm for BSBM 13, 628 Vertices and IBM 3, 378 Vertices is
summarized in Figures 6.5 (a) and (b), respectively. As we can observe, HITS and PageR-
ank are the most efficient as they execute both clustering and ranking algorithms only once
on the homogeneous service network (i.e., without running the clustering matching and the
alternative iterations of clustering and ranking). SimRank is usually 1.5 − 4 times slower
than HITS and PageRank since it needs to iteratively update the pairwise similarities on
the entire service network. Although ServiceRank does not need to update the pairwise
similarities, it is about 1.05 − 1.16 times slower than SimRank. As ServiceRank needs
to iteratively adjust the weights of multiple types of structure and attribute links, it itera-
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tively computes the random walk distance matrix from scratch on the service network. In
addition, service influence based clustering and ranking are iteratively performed so that
the total cost of ServiceRank has been greatly increased. Although ServiceRank is more
expensive, the iterative refinement improves the ranking quality a lot, as demonstrated in
Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a unified neighborhood random walk distance measure
integrating various types of link and attribute information with the local optimal weight as-
signment on a heterogeneous service network. We present a reinforcement algorithm that
is developed to tightly integrate ranking and clustering by mutually and simultaneously
enhancing each other such that the performance of both can be improved. We propose an
additional greedy strategy to efficiently execute clustering matching process to align clus-
ters for each type of objects in the heterogeneous service network. Our extensive evaluation
on both synthetic and real service networks demonstrates the power of our method in terms
of the quality of both clustering and ranking.
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CHAPTER 7
GRAPHLENS: MINING ENTERPRISE STORAGE WORKLOADS USING
GRAPH ANALYTICS
Conventional methods used to analyze storage workloads have been centered on relational
database technology combined with attributes-based classification algorithms. This chapter
presents a novel analytic architecture, GraphLens, for mining and analyzing real world
storage traces. The design of our GraphLens system embodies three unique features. First,
we model storage traces as heterogeneous trace graphs in order to capture diverse spatial
correlations and storage access patterns using a unified analytic framework. Second, we
employ and develop an innovative graph clustering method to discover interesting spatial
access patterns. This enables us to better characterize important hotspots of storage access
and understand hotspot movement patterns. Third, we design a unified weighted similarity
measure through an iterative learning and dynamic weight refinement algorithm. With an
optimal weight assignment scheme, we can efficiently combine the correlation information
for each type of storage access patterns, such as random v.s. sequential, read v.s. write, to
identify interesting spatial correlations hidden in the traces. Extensive evaluation on real
storage traces shows GraphLens can provide scalable and reliable data analytics for better
storage strategy planning and efficient data placement guidance.
7.1 Introduction
Performance optimization in enterprise storage systems has primarily relied on the ability
to isolate and control workloads that were relatively well understood [141, 142, 143, 144].
With virtualized environments and cloud implementations, enterprise storage systems have
to support a mixture of a large number of disparate workloads from a variety of applica-
tions [145, 146, 147]. Thus, storage systems not only need to deal with changes within a
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single workload, but also have to respond to changes to the workload mix, enabling more
efficient sharing of the underlying infrastructure. Although Flash, DRAM and newer high
performance storage hardware hold the promise to alleviate the performance problem, to
fully capitalize on the potential of these new storage devices, intelligence and automation
are required to identify the right data to be placed on the right storage devices or storage
tiers at the right time.
Trace analysis is recognized as a viable model to assist with characterizing workloads
and gaining deeper insights into workload behavior. Conventional storage trace analysis
is primarily carried out by the per-column based statistical analysis (single attribute based
access pattern) or the row-based statistical analysis using vector similarity. Characterizing
workloads in depth and from different levels of granularity of spatial dimension is challeng-
ing. The challenge can be more demanding when a single volume represents a varying mix
of workloads and such workload mix may change over time. We argue that understanding
similarity and causality of access patterns can offer many opportunities for optimization of
performance such as intelligent data placement.
This chapter presents a storage trace analysis architecture, GraphLens, for mining and
analyzing real world storage traces. By innovative exploration of graph analytics, GraphLen-
s offers three original contributions. First, storage traces are modeled as heterogeneous
trace graphs in order to use a unified analytic model to study the complex spatial corre-
lations among storage addresses at different levels of granularity in terms of their access
patterns. Second, an innovative graph clustering method is developed to discover interest-
ing spatial correlations by clustering storage addresses with a dynamic weighting scheme
that continuously refines the weights on different access patterns of the storage address-
es towards clustering convergence. This allows us to identify deeper spatial correlations
among storage addresses beyond direct neighboring addresses. Third, our weight assign-
ment scheme can efficiently combine the correlation information for each type of storage
access patterns, such as random v.s. sequential, read v.s, write, to identify hotspots and their
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movements along diverse spatial dimensions of the trace. Extensive evaluation on three re-
al storage traces demonstrates that GraphLens can perform deep trace analysis to derive
new insights and new values for better storage planning and more efficient data placement
strategies.
7.2 Motivation and Background
Related Work. Storage traces of production servers are valuable and critical in gaining
insights on design, implementation and optimization of both modern storage servers and
I/O intensive applications. However, mining and analyzing storage access patterns from
real world workload traces has been scarce and superficial for a number of reasons, includ-
ing difficulty in obtaining traces of production servers in diverse domains and absence of
effective trace analysis models and algorithms that can infer deeper insight from limited
traces of production systems. More seriously, many past trace-based studies have predated
technology trends [148]. In the last decade, there are only a few studies [149, 141, 148,
150, 151] have dedicated to developing methodologies for characterization of real world
workload traces. [149] analyzed four storage workload traces of production Windows
servers with respect to block level requests, file access frequencies and read/write ratios.
It performs trace analysis by measuring the spatial and temporal self-similarity based on
variance and mean of storage log data. The approach in [144] assumes that workloads
are well defined and can be cleanly isolated in order to train a classifier to identify work-
load phases using supervised learning. In addition, [148] studied the same large scale
network file system workloads as reported in [150] using a multi-dimensional trace anal-
ysis methodology instead of single dimension based method. However, none of existing
work has analyzed workload traces of production storage servers based on graph analyt-
ics. A unique advantage of modeling storage traces using graphs is the ability to conduct
deep-analytics on both self-similarity and neighborhood similarity from both spatial and
temporal perspectives. More importantly, GraphLens derives insights from traces with no
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assumption of a priori knowledge about workloads. Graph as an expressive data structure
is popularly used to model structural relationship between objects in many application do-
mains, ranging from web, social networks, biological networks to sensor networks [105,
96, 130, 11, 99, 51, 152, 13, 20, 28]. However, to the best of our knowledge, GraphLens
is the first one that applies and extends graph mining to storage trace analysis. A unique
feature of GraphLens is its ability to effectively identify fine-grained behavioral similarity
across spatial and temporal dimensions using storage block traces.
Workload Traces. We analyze block-level traces collected from three large enterprise s-
torage installations: a live banking environment, a retail backend system environment and
an email server environment. Each of the traces consists of storage workloads collected
over every 15 minute period (referred to as “cycle”) for storage addresses, called “extents”,
each extent representing 1 GB logical address unit. The traces provide summary infor-
mation on the number of random read, random write, sequential read and sequential write
IO accesses over one week period (7 days). The only knowledge we know about each of
these environments is that multiple workloads (such as applications and backup) may have
been executing simultaneously. But we have no details regarding the exact nature of the
workloads.
Figures 7.1 (a), (b) and (c) exhibit the distribution four access patterns observed on
the three real world storage traces. For ease of presentation, we group the total of 2010
cycles into 20 cycle groups and summarize the access account for each extent in each cycle
group. Figure 7.1 (a) presents the access activities on Bank Trace and “sequential read”
is obviously the dominating access pattern. However, the access activities on Email Trace
(Figure 7.1(b)) are often dominated by “sequential read” access pattern, with “random
write” and “sequential read” as secondary behavior. In contrast, the workloads on Store
Trace is mainly dominated by “random read” access pattern. We argue that by analyzing
spatial, temporal and hot spot correlations from block-level traces we can provide broader
and deeper insights for better tradeoffs in storage system design and implementation.
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Figure 7.1: IO Workloads by Four Access Patterns
7.3 Overview
GraphLens by design aims at exploiting graph data analytic techniques on multi-dimensional
storage traces to derive deep insights hidden in the storage logs, such as spatial access corre-
lation and hot-spot dynamics. For example, how are different addresses accessed similarly
within a cycle or amongst cycles? how does the access pattern of a storage address change
between cycles? do spatial patterns interact with one another? what types of spatial access
patterns are common in real world traces? and how hot spots move across extents (spatial)?
One approach for discovering and mining interesting correlations is to associate differ-
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Table 7.1: A Sample Trace for a Cycle
Lun Extent RR RW SR SW
0x0021 0 354 435 11 2
0x0023 2 324 117 1 0
0x002f 0 0 0 0 961






























(b) Structure Relationship Deriving
Figure 7.2: An Illustrating Example of Heterogeneous Trace Graph
ent storage addresses by utilizing their common attributes (access patterns), such as random
v.s. sequential access and read v.s. write access. This motivates us to introduce two levels of
abstractions for analyzing storage traces. First, we model storage traces as heterogeneous
graphs. Second, we employ innovative graph analytic methods to measure and discover
correlations among storage addresses. This two-level abstraction enables us to study the
access correlations among different addresses by examining two types of vertices: struc-
ture vertices representing storage addresses (Lun (Volume), Extent) and attribute vertices
(access patterns such as random, sequential, read or write) and their explicit and implicit
relationships. Compared to naive vector-based correlation (record by record comparison),
modeling storage access logs as a graph allows us to observe and understand not only those
shallow correlations reflected from direct relationship between an address and its access
pattern (attribute) but also enables us to derive deeper correlations that can only be inferred
through reasoning over both direct and indirect correlations in a probabilistic manner.
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7.3.1 Modeling Traces as Graphs
An enterprise storage trace recorded with multiple cycles is logged with a set of attributes
(access patterns), such as random read (RR), random write (RW), random transfer (RT),
sequential read (SR), sequential write (SW), sequential transfer (ST), etc. We model each
cycle ti of the storage log as heterogeneous trace graph, denoted as Gi = (V, A, Ei, Fi),
where n = |V | specifies the size of the structure vertex set, m = |A| defines the size of
attribute vertex set in the trace, Ei denotes a set of structure edges between structure vertices
and Fi represents the set of m types of attribute edges between V and A or between A and
V . v ∈ V is a structure vertex, representing a storage address and a ∈ A denotes an attribute
vertex associated to a structure vertex v, specifying an associated attribute of the address
v. A structure edge e ∈ Ei connects two structure vertices and an attribute edge f ∈ Fi
represents the relationship between a structure vertex and its associated attribute, weighted
by the frequency of the corresponding access pattern within the given cycle. The initial
heterogeneous graph Gi for each cycle ti is a bipartite graph with only attribute edges.
By employing GraphLens, we learn the correlations between structure vertices via their
associated attributes. For instance, the more the access patterns shared by two addresses
are, the greater the similarity between two addresses is.
Table 7.1 presents an example of a real storage trace. Each combination of Lun and
Extent represents a unique storage address. RR, RW, SR, and SW correspond to four
kinds of access patterns: random read, random write, sequential read, and sequential write,
respectively. Figure 7.2 (a) is the heterogeneous graph representation of the sample trace
in Table 7.1. This trace graph has heterogeneous vertices: structure vertices (black square)
represent the storage addresses, attribute vertices (red circle) specify 4 types of attributes:
RR, RW, SR and SR. In addition, this trace graph has explicit attribute edges (solid lines),
each representing a relationship between an structure vertex and one of its four types of
attributes, and derived relationships (dashed lines) that represent the spatial correlation



















































Figure 7.4: Attribute Weight Match
vertices have no direct correlations, we can learn the spatial correlations among different
structure vertices because they can be reached by traversing the graph via attribute vertices.
Case 1: summarization of all paths between any pair of extents. In Figure 7.3 (a),
there exists four 2-hop paths between extents “0x0021, 0” and “0x0021, 1” through four
attribute vertices respectively. In comparison to Figure 7.3 (b), there is only one 2-hop path
between two extents through RR. We make the following observation: extents “0x0021, 0”
and “0x0021, 1” are more similar than extents “0x0021, 0” and “0x0021, 2” since there are
more reachable paths between the first two extents.
Case 2: attribute differentiation by attribute weight match. For both Figure 7.4 (a)
and Figure 7.4 (b), two extents are reachable by two 2-hop paths through RR and RW
respectively. However, the two addresses in Figure 7.4 (b) on each of RR and RW have


























Figure 7.5: Attribute Weight Significance
than extent “0x0021, 5” and extent “0x0021, 6” because the first pair of extents not only
have the same access patterns (RR and RW) but also have the same access counts (100 for
RR and 200 for RW).
Case 3: attribute differentiation by attribute weight significance. In both Figure 7.5
(a) and Figure 7.5 (b), two extents are reachable by two 2-hop paths through RR and RW
respectively and the corresponding attribute edge weights are the same respectively. How-
ever, the corresponding attribute edge weights (100 for RR and 200 for RW) in Figure 7.5
(a) are larger than that (10 for RR and 20 for RW) in Figure 7.5 (b). Thus, two extents in
Figure 7.5 (a) are more similar than two extents in Figure 7.5 (b).
Case 4: summarization of all possible k-hop paths between pairwise extents. In the
above cases, we only consider 2-hop paths between extents, i.e., direct relationships be-
tween extents. However, we should consider all possible k-hop paths, i.e., both direct and
indirect relationships, to achieve a comprehensive and fair comparison result when we cal-
culate the similarity scores between two extents. The only difference between Figures 7.6
(a) and (b) is the attribute edge weights between extent “0x0022, 0” and access pattern
RR. Note that there is a 4-hop path between extent “0x0021, 3” (or “0x0021, 9”) and ex-
tent “0x0021, 4” (or “0x0021, 10”): “0x0021, 3” (or “0x0021, 9”)→ “Random Read”→
“0x0022, 0” → “Random Read” → “0x0021, 4” (or “0x0021, 10”). We argue that ex-
tents “0x0021, 3” and “0x0021, 4” in Figure 7.6 (a) have larger attribute edge weights and





























(b) Insignificant 4-hop Path
Figure 7.6: k-hop Path
similarity between two extents depends on not only their direct relationships (their own
access patterns and access counts) but also their indirect relationships (predecessors’ and
successors’ access patterns and access counts).
7.3.2 Trace Analysis with GraphLens
GraphLens performs trace analysis to derive deep insights on spatial/temporal access cor-
relations and hotspot characterization in two phases: (1) extent similarity computation and
(2) spatial based graph clustering.
In Phase I, we measure pairwise extent similarity within a cycle in terms of two factors:
how similar their access patterns (attribute) are (direct correlation) and how similar their
k-hop neighbor extents are in terms of their access patterns. In order to capture the spatial
access similarity between storage addresses in terms of both direct and indirect correlations,
we introduce a unified weighted extent neighborhood random walk similarity measure.
It is used to measure the closeness between extents based on all four types of attribute
edges, each with an initial weight. This unified similarity measure captures the connectivity
and the vicinity between extents (structure vertices).
In Phase II, we utilize this unified similarity measure to cluster all extents in trace graph
Gi into ki clusters with initial centroids and initial weights. We employ a dynamic weight
tuning method combined with an iterative refinement mechanism of centroid update and
vertex assignment to quantitatively estimate the importance of various types of attributes
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and attribute links in terms of their contribution to the clustering process. Formally, given a
heterogeneous trace graph Gi for cycle ti, the problem of spatial extent clustering is to par-
tition the objective extents V into ki disjoint clusters C1,C2, . . . ,Cki , where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N},
N is the number of cycles, V =
⋃ki
p=1 Cp and Cp
⋂
Cq = φ for ∀p, q, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ki, p , q, to
ensure: (1) the extents within each cluster have larger similarity scores, while the extents
in different clusters have smaller similarity scores; and (2) the extents within clusters have
low diversity on access patterns, while the extents in different clusters have highly diverse
access patterns. The spatial based clustering can indicate where the hotspots are and how
such hotspots move across extents (along spatial dimension).
7.4 Methodology
This section describes the two-phase correlation analysis in GraphLens: extent-similarity
based spatial clustering.
7.4.1 A Unified Spatial Similarity Measure
In GraphLens, we propose to use a unified similarity measure based on the neighborhood
random walk model to infer the spatial access correlations between extents and the tempo-
ral access correlation between cycles. In the heterogeneous graph, some vertices are close
to each other while some other vertices are far apart based on connectivity. Random walk
distance can accurately capture such pairwise vertex closeness. Recall the example in Fig-
ure 7.2, there exists a random walk path between two extents v1, v2 ∈ V if (1) v1 and v2
have the same neighbor extent v3 ∈ V; or if (2) v1 and v2 have the same attribute a ∈ A. If
there are multiple random walk paths connecting v1 and v2, then they should be very close
in terms of similar access patterns. On the other hand, if there are very few or no paths
between v1 and v2, then they should be far apart in terms of diverse access patterns.
Definition 23 (Transition Probability) Let V be the set of n extents, A be the set of m
associated attributes, the transition probability matrix P(i) of a heterogeneous graph Gi
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for cycle ti is defined as follow.
P(i) =
PS S PS APAS PAA
 (7.1)
where PS S is an n×n matrix representing the transition probabilities between structure ver-
tices; an n × m matrix PS A specifies the transition probabilities from structure vertices to
attribute vertices; PAS denotes the transition probabilities from attribute vertices to struc-
ture vertices; and PAA is an m ×m matrix representing the transition probabilities between
attribute vertices.
In the context of heterogeneous trace graph, submatrices PS S and PAA have all zero
entries since there is no connection between structure vertices or between attribute vertices.
However, the corresponding submatrices in the power of P(i), such as P(i)2, P(i)3, . . ., may
contain non-zero elements since there may exist possible paths through other vertices.
To capture the fact that each type of attribute edges may have different degrees of contri-
bution in random walk similarity, we assign an individual weight for each type of attribute
edges. Initially, all weights are set to equal value, say 1.0. We design a dynamic weight
tuning method to produce an optimal weight assignment for all types of links in the next
section. Based on this weight assignment, each submatrix in P(i) is defined as follow.




, i f (vp, aq) ∈ Fi
0, otherwise
(7.2)
where epq represents the count of access pattern aq that storage extent vp has in the given
cycle. For instance, a storage extent of “0x0021, 0” has the count of 354 on “random read”
in the example cycle of Figure 7.2(a). αq denotes the weight of attribute edges from any of
the structure vertices to attribute vertex aq. Since each row of transition probability matrix
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should sum to 1, we employ the row-wise normalization for PS A.







, i f (ap, vq) ∈ Fi
0, otherwise
(7.3)
where epq specifies the count of an access pattern ap achieved by a storage extent vq. αp
denotes the weight of attribute edges from attribute vertex ap to structure vertices. Different
from the normalization in PS A, the count on pattern ap by extent vq is normalized by the
counts on pattern ap by all extents.
A random walk on a heterogeneous trace graph Gi is performed in the following way.
Suppose a particle starts at a certain vertex v0 and walks to a vertex vs in the sth step and
it is about to move to one of the neighbors of vs, denoted as vt ∈ N(vs), with the transition
probability P(i)(s, t), where N(vs) contains all neighbors of vertex vs. The vertex sequence
of the random walk is a Markov chain. The probability of going from vi to v j through a
random walk of length l can be obtained by multiplying the transition probability matrix l
times.
Definition 24 (Unified Random Walk Similarity) Let P(i) be the transition probability
of a heterogeneous trace graph Gi, l be the length that a random walk can go, and c ∈ (0, 1)
be the restart probability, the unified random walk similarity s(u, v) from vertex u ∈ V
⋃
A
to vertex v ∈ V
⋃





p(τ)c(1 − c)length(τ) (7.4)
where τ is a path from u to v whose length is length(τ) with transition probability p(τ) which
is equal to the multiplication of the transition probability of each step in path τ. si(u, v)
reflects the extent closeness within cycle ti based on multiple types of attribute information.
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c(1 − c)γP(i)γ (7.5)
where an (n + m) × (n + m) matrix R(i) sums over the dependency of all possible paths
between two extents. Each entry si(u, v) in R(i) measures the similarity between extent
vertex u and extent vertex v within cycle ti.
7.4.2 Spatial Extent Clustering
Our extent clustering framework, E-Cluster, partitions extents in a heterogeneous trace
graph Gi into ki densely connected clusters. Due to space limit, we will briefly illustrate
the extent clustering framework by focusing on different points. E-Cluster follows the
traditional K-Medoids clustering method [25] by using the unified random walk similarity
R(i) with ki extents of high degree as the initial centroids and the initial weights α011, . . . , α
0
im
as an input. At each iteration, based on unified extent random walk similarity scores, we
select the most centrally located extent in each of the ki clusters to obtain ki new centroids,
and assign the rest of extents to their closest centroids. The objective of clustering is to
maximize intra-cluster similarity and minimize inter-cluster similarity. The weight update
method computes the weighted contributions of each kind of attribute links to both clus-
tering convergence and clustering objective, and updates m weights accordingly after each
iteration. This process is repeated until convergence.
Thus the graph clustering problem can be reduced to three subproblems: (1) cluster as-
signment, (2) centroid update and (3) weight adjustment, each with the goal of maximizing
the objective function. The first two problems are common to all partitioning clustering al-
gorithms. Hence we only focus on the third subproblem, weight adjustment in this chapter.
We employ a dynamic weight adjustment method to iteratively improve the spatial extent
clustering objective. Let αtip(p = 1, . . . ,m) be the weights of attribute edges between struc-
ture vertices and attribute vertex ap in the transition probability P(i) of Gi in the tth iteration.
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All α0ips are first initialized as 1.0. We then iteratively adjust α
t+1
ip with an increment 4α
t
ip,
which denotes the weight update of attribute edges between structure vertices and attribute
vertex ap in P(i). The attribute weight αt+1ip in the (t + 1)







To determine the extent of weight increment 4αip, we design a majority vote mech-
anism: if a large portion of structure vertices within each cluster share the same attribute
vertices with similar access counts, which means it has a good clustering tendency, then the
structure weight αip should be increased; on the other hand, if structure vertices within clus-
ters have a very random distribution on attribute or have quite diverse access counts, then
the weight αip should be decreased. We define a vote measure which determines whether









where aip(u) specifies the count achieved by u on attribute ap in Gi. A positive number ε














v∈C j voteiq(c j, v)
(7.8)
An important property of the weight self-adjustment mechanism is that the updated
weights should increase the clustering objective. The detailed proof is omitted due to space
limit. We will briefly illustrate this property qualitatively: if a large number of structure
vertices within clusters have the similar access counts on ap, then the weight is increased,
i.e., αt+1ip > α
t
ip; on the other hand, if structure vertices within clusters have quite different
access counts on ap, the weight is then decreased, i.e., αt+1ip < α
t
ip. There must be some
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Table 7.2: Trace Dataset Summary
DataSet Name Total Size (in GB) Duration (in cycles)
Bank Trace 8,097 2,013
Store Trace 7,902 2,008
Email Trace 1,599 2,011
weights with increasing updates and some other weights with decreasing updates, since∑m
p=1 αip = m is a constant. Due to some increased weights, the random walk similarities
between pairwise endpoints of attribute edges with the increased weight will be further in-
creased. As a result, these vertices tend to be clustered into the same cluster, thus increasing
the clustering objective. Due to space constraint, we omit the pseudo code of our E-Cluster
algorithm in this section.
7.5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we discuss insights obtained by employing GraphLens on three different re-
al world traces from three perspectives: spatial extent correlation analysis, temporal cycle
correlation analysis and hotspot characterization. For ease of presentation, we divide sim-
ilarity scores between 0 and 1 into three groups: “More Similar” (red, [0.9, 1]), “Similar”
(green, (0.5, 0.9)) and “Less Similar” (blue, [0, 0.5]). In addition, the white area represents
the extents without any activities in the given cycle.
We use the three storage trace datasets described in Section 7.2. The trace characteris-
tics are summarized in Table 7.2. We build a heterogeneous trace graph for the workloads
in each cycle where structure vertices represent the combinations of Lun and Extent, at-
tribute vertices specify four access patterns of RR, RW, SR and SW. Attribute edges denote
the relationships between structure vertices and attribute vertices, weighted by the corre-
sponding access count to each data unit within the cycle. We construct 2,013, 2,008 and
2,011 trace graphs for three storage traces respectively.
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(a) Random Read (b) Random Write
(c) Sequential Read (d) Sequential Write
Figure 7.7: Extent Similarity on Email Trace
7.5.1 Spatial Correlation Analysis
Figures 7.7 (a), (b), (c) and (d) represent the spatial similarity matrix based on each access
pattern for the email trace. Figure 7.7 (a) shows that most of spatial similarity between
extents based on random reads shows several regions of strong similarity. Next observe
that 7.7 (b) and (c) which represents the random write and sequential read patterns are
dominated by weak similarity. It is highly likely that most people usually access their
emails at least once each day and mainly read the emails without any reply. Thus, most of
extents are very similar based on random reads due to frequent as well as random accesses.
Figure 7.7 (d) is dominated by average similarity. Sequential writes typically represent
backup and replication activity in these environments and extents would be expected to be
similar in behavior for this access pattern. However, since such activities are infrequent,
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(a) Bank Trace (b) Email Trace



















Figure 7.8: Unified Extent Similarity on Different Traces
the number of accesses are very low, leading to a decision of “Less Similar”. This leads us
to the first set of observations:
• Observation 1: similar behavior is exhibited both within and across volumes.
• Observation 2: spatial similarity varies by the dimension under consideration.
• Observation 3: data expresses stronger similarity under the random read access
pattern.
Figures 7.8 (a), (b) and (c) exhibit the unified random walk similarity matrix on different
trace datsets. We use our dynamic vote-based weight tuning method in Section 7.4.2 to
learn an optimal weight assignment for four types of attribute links: RR, RW, SR and SW,
to achieve high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity, i.e., extents within
clusters have similar access patterns, while the extents in different clusters have diverse
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access patterns. The similarity matrix in Figure 7.8 (a) is similar to the similarity matrix
we have observed in the extent similarity case. This demonstrates that the unified random
walk similarity on Bank Trace is dominated by the access pattern of random read. Due to
space constraint, we omit the extent similarity on Bank trace and on Store trace.
Comparing with Figures 7.7 (b) and (d), the similarity matrix in Figure 7.8 (b) mainly
depends on the access patterns of random write and sequential write. Since most of extents
do not have these two kinds (random write and sequential write ) of access activities extents
that exhibit these activities are more alike each other and more different from extents that do
not exhibit the activity. Figure 7.8 (c) shows the unified random walk similarity matrix on
Store Trace, which is a relatively random distribution for each of three kinds of similarities
due to the lack of clear distinctions between extent access patterns. This leads us to the
following observations.
• Observation 4: when all data exhibits all types of access pattern, the strongest access
pattern (which is most often random read) dominates the similarity metric. This
implies that data placement taking only random read patterns into consideration is
likely to provide good results.
• Observation 5: when access type distributions are not uniform across all extents,
extents that exhibit more rare access patterns have stronger similarity under a uni-
fied metric. This implies that under such circumstances, data placement must first
consider the unified metric to identify broader distinctions between extents and then
consider random reads as a secondary metric.
• Observation 6: when unified extent similarity weighted on all access patterns exhibit
a relatively random distribution as shown in Figure 7.8 (c), this indicates that there is
no need to further explore attribute-specific spatial access patterns.
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7.5.2 Hotspot Characterization
Hotspots can be defined as regions that have relatively higher activity (hence “temperature”
or “heat”) in comparison to its surroundings. Understanding hotspot characteristics is es-
sential to data placement strategies, such as caching at host or storage server by utilizing
the “recency” [153, 142], and tiering by exploring the “frequency” aspect [154, 143]. By
using GraphLens, extents are classified into “Hot”, “Warm” and “Cold” clusters for each
cycle. An extent that appears in the hot cluster at time t is referred to as a hotspot at time
t. A single extent can exhibit hotspot behavior in multiple cycles and multiple extents can
exhibit hotspot behavior in the same cycle. Our dynamic weight assignment and update at
each clustering iteration reduce the possible bias introduced by a single attribute dominat-
ing the clustering outcome. We use the following measures to classify hotspots from the
temporal and spatial clustering analysis results:
• Population Size: a summary measure which describes the number of unique extents
that exhibit hotspot behavior within a window (24 hours in this study) of observation
i.e. size of the hotspot.
• Intra-window stability or Burstiness: frequency distribution of number of hotspot
occurrences for a each unique extent within a window of observation. This measure
is indicative of the burstiness and durability of hotspot behavior within each time
window.
Due to space constraint, we omit the hotspot characterization of Email Trace.
Banking Transactions Workload
Figure 7.9(a) shows the variation in hotspot population size over 7 days for four dif-
ferent access patterns. The x-axis and the y-axis represent the day and the percentage of
total dataset population that exhibited hotspot behavior at any time during the day for a
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(b) Bank Trace: Burstiness
Figure 7.9: Bank Trace
day to day for all workloads. Random Read (3%) and Random write (10%) are most sta-
ble. Sequential Read (30%) and Sequential Write (17%) activities span relatively larger
population sizes but remain small compared to the total dataset size.
Figure 7.9(b) shows the frequency distribution during a 24 hour period for which an ex-
tent exhibited hotspot behavior. Random write workload exhibits the least burstiness with
nearly 63% of the hotspots lasting longer than 75 minutes. Random read and sequential
read hotspots are relatively more bursty with only 10% of the sequential read and random
read hotspots lasting longer than 75 minutes. On the other hand, sequential write is the most
bursty with 90% of hotspots lasting less than 15 minutes in a day and nearly all hotspots
lasting less than 30 minutes. We conjecture that random write workloads for this appli-
cation are probably best serviced by a tiering strategy. On the other hand, random reads
and sequential reads contain a mix of bursty and stable hotspot behavior, a combination
of caching (to catch bursty hotspots) and tiering (to catch more long term behavior) could
be used. Sequential writes exhibit highly bursty behavior, which could be addressed with
prefetch caching.
Store Backend Workload
In the Store trace (Figure 7.10 (a)), almost all data exhibits hotspot behavior at some
point during the day. Sequential write and random write hotspots are limited to a smaller
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(b) Store Trace: Burstiness
Figure 7.10: Store Trace
write hotspots show large variations in population size over the week.
Figure 7.10 (b) shows the frequency distribution during a 24 hour period for which
an extent exhibited hotspot behavior. Sequential reads and random read patterns show
very identical behavior with 80% of the extents exhibit hot spot behavior for nearly 4 to 5
hours a day. In comparison, Sequential writes and random writes are relatively bursty with
nearly 60% and 70% respectively of the hotspots exhibiting hotspot behavior for less than
30 minutes in a day. Given the large population size and the low burstiness, these access
patterns may be effectively addressed by provisioning a high performance tier (assuming
that 8TB of cache may not be viable option at every host and population such a large cache
may itself take several hours).
7.6 Conclusions
We have presented a novel graph analytics framework, GraphLens, for mining and analyz-
ing real storage traces. We model storage traces as heterogeneous trace graphs to incor-
porate multiple complex and heterogeneous factors into a unified analytic framework. An
innovative graph clustering method is proposed to identify and discover spatial correlation-
s and hotspot characterization. We design an dynamic weight tuning method to combine
multiple correlations into a unified similarity measure with optimal weights.
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CHAPTER 8
SERVICECLUSTER: CLUSTERING SERVICE NETWORKS WITH ENTITY,
ATTRIBUTE AND LINK HETEROGENEITY
Many popular web service networks are content-rich in terms of heterogeneous types of
entities and links, associated with incomplete attributes. Clustering such heterogeneous
service networks demands new clustering techniques that can handle two heterogeneity
challenges: (1) multiple types of entities co-exist in the same service network with multiple
attributes, and (2) links between entities have diverse types and carry different semantics.
Existing heterogeneous graph clustering techniques tend to pick initial centroids uniform-
ly at random, specify the number k of clusters in advance, and fix k during the clustering
process. In this chapter, we present ServiceCluster, a novel heterogeneous Service net-
work Clustering algorithm with four unique features. First, we incorporate various types
of entity, attribute and link information into a unified distance measure. Second, we de-
sign a Discrete Steepest Descent method to naturally produce initial k and initial centroids
simultaneously. Third, we propose a dynamic learning method to automatically adjust the
link weights towards clustering convergence. Fourth, we develop an effective optimization
strategy to identify new suitable k and k well-chosen centroids at each clustering itera-
tion. Extensive evaluation on real datasets demonstrates that ServiceCluster outperforms
existing representative methods in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
8.1 Introduction
Efficient web service analysis is widely recognized as an interesting and challenging re-
search problem, which has received heated attention recently [122, 126, 127, 129, 105, 155,
124, 123, 125, 128, 156, 157, 158]. As more and more people are engaged in service net-
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Figure 8.1: A Heterogeneous Service Network from IBM Knowledge Base
are of different types and are interconnected through heterogeneous types of links, repre-
senting different kinds of semantic relations. Figure 8.1 presents a real service network
from IBM knowledge base. There are two kinds of object vertices: black “Provider” nodes
and cyan “Service” vertices. Each “Provider” vertex may have two kinds of attributes: blue
“Type” attribute and ochre “Category” property. Each “Service” vertex may contain three
types of properties: blue, ochre and green attribute vertices specify service’s “Type”, “Cat-
egory” and “Capability”, respectively. On the other hand, there are three kinds of links:
a green edge represents the “Provides” relationship between “Provider” and “Service”; a
blue line specifies the structure relationship between objects with the same type; a black
edge denotes the attribute edge between object and its attribute.
Analyzing and mining such heterogeneous service networks can provide new insight-
s about how entities influence and interact with each other and how ideas and opinions
propagate on service networks. For example, clustering online service network may help
understanding consumer segmentation for service marketing. Clustering heterogeneous so-
cial network becomes an interesting and challenging research problem which has received
much attention recently [19, 20, 28, 21, 23, 63, 51]. However, clustering heterogeneous
networks with multiple types of entities, attributes and links poses a number of new chal-
lenges.
• Different types of entities co-exist in the same information network, and each type of en-
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tities may have diverse types of links and different sets of attributes. It is very challenging
to decide the importance of various types of entities, attributes and links to improve the
clustering quality. In Figure 8.1, if we want to partition “Provider”s into clusters based
on the structure links between “Provider”s and their attribute information, then two asso-
ciated attributes of “Type” and “Category” may have different degrees of importance. A
weight learning method for different types of links in terms of their contribution in the
clustering is a possible solution.
• Most of existing heterogeneous graph clustering methods [19, 20, 28, 21, 23, 63, 51]
require the number of clusters to be specified in advance. It is hard to decide for inexpe-
rienced users. The usual method is to compare the results of multiple runs with different
k values and choose the best one in terms of a given criterion. However, the repeated
clustering run could be expensive for large datasets.
• The choice of initial cluster centroids have a great effect on the clustering result. Existing
studies usually choose centroids uniformly at random from data points, which makes it
difficult to find high quality clustering results.
• None of existing literatures [20, 28, 21, 23, 51] on weight learning methods has studied the
impact of dynamic weight assignment on the dataset. For example, the original similarity
(or distance) scores may need to be updated due to iterative update of link weights. In
addition, it is necessary to recalculate the better k and the better centroids with the update
on similarity (or distance) scores, which actually change the shape and scale of dataset.
With these new challenges in mind, in this chapter we develop an innovative dynamic
clustering approach of heterogeneous service networks, called ServiceCluster. Our ap-
proach makes a number of original contributions.
• We propose a unified random walk distance measure integrating various types of entities,
attributes and links to measure vertex closeness on a heterogeneous network.
• We design a Discrete Steepest Descent method to naturally determine the number of clus-
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ters and generate the corresponding centroids in a heterogeneous network.
• We propose a dynamic learning method to automatically adjust the link weights towards
the direction of clustering convergence.
• We argue that the correct choice of k often depends on the shape and scale of dataset. Thus
we develop an effective optimization strategy to identify new suitable k and k well-chosen
centroids upon the update on similarity scores and weight tuning to continuously improve
the clustering quality at each clustering iteration.
8.2 Related Work
Web service discovery and management has been a heated topic in recent years [122, 126,
127, 129, 105, 155]. Skoutas et al. [124] proposed a methodology for ranking and clustering
the relevant web services based on the notion of dominance, which apply multiple matching
criteria without aggregating the match scores of individual service parameters. Xiao et
al. [123] proposed a context modeling approach which can dynamically handle various
context types and values. Almulla et al. [125] presented a web services selection model
based on fuzzy logic and proposed a fuzzy ranking algorithm based on the dependencies
between proposed quality attributes. Liu et al. [128] proposed a heuristic social context-
Aware trust network discovery algorithm, H-SCAN, by adopting the K-Best-First Search
(KBFS) method and some optimization strategies. Kumara et al. [157] proposed a hybrid
web-service clustering approach with considering both ontology learning and IR-based
term similarity.
Graph clustering and graph classification has attracted active research in the last decade
[19, 13, 14, 20, 28, 9, 21, 23, 63, 51, 65]. Shiga et al. [19] presented a clustering method
which integrates numerical vectors with modularity into a spectral relaxation problem. S-
CAN [13] is a structural clustering algorithm to detect clusters, hubs and outliers in net-
works. SA-Cluster [20], Inc-Cluster [28] and BAGC [21] perform clustering based on both
structural and attribute information by incorporating attributes into an attributed graph.
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RankClass [9] groups objects into pre-specified classes, while generating the ranking in-
formation for each type of object. GenClus [23] proposed a model-based clustering method
for heterogeneous graphs with different link types and attribute types.
Some recent studies have shown the clustering quality can be enhanced by selecting
a good k or by choosing good initial centroids. K-Means++ [140] can find a clustering
that is O(logk)-competitive to the optimal K-Means solution by specifying a procedure to
initialize the cluster centers before proceeding with the K-Means iterations. G-Means [159]
runs K-Means with increasing k in a hierarchical fashion until the data assigned to each K-
Means center are Gaussian.
To our knowledge, this work is the first one to address the problem of clustering hetero-
geneous service networks by simultaneously refining the link weights, the k value and the
cluster centroids to progressively enhance the clustering quality in each clustering iteration.
8.3 Problem Statement
A heterogeneous service network is denoted as G = (V, A, E), where V =
⋃N
i=1 Vi rep-
resents the set of N types of entity vertices, such as services, providers and customers,
A =
⋃M
i=1 Ai denotes the set of M kinds of associated attribute vertices, E =
⋃L
i=1 Ei spec-
ifies the set of L types of edges among entity vertices and attribute vertices. An attribute
vertex v ∈ Ai denotes some concrete value for the ith kind of attributes. For example, an at-
tribute of provider “Category” has a value of “IT”. An edge may exist between entities with
the same type (e.g., “Cloud Computing” and “Datacenter” are similar), or between entities
with different types (e.g., “Amazon” provides a service of “Datacenter”), or between enti-
ties and attributes (e.g., “IBM”’s “Category” is “IT”). We denote the number of each type
of entity vertices, attribute vertices or links as ni = |Vi| (1 ≤ i ≤ N), m j = |A j| (1 ≤ j ≤ M),
lk = |Ek| (1 ≤ k ≤ L) respectively. The total number of entities, attributes or links is equal
to n =
∑N
i=1 ni, m =
∑M
j=1 m j, l =
∑L
k=1 lk, respectively.
Given a heterogeneous service network G, the problem of Heterogeneous Service Net-
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work Clustering (ServiceCluster) is to partition the objective entities Vi with the ith





Cq = φ for ∀p, q, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ki, p , q, to ensure: (1) the clustering of the objective
entities has an optimal number of clusters in terms of the shape and scale of dataset; (2) the
entities within each cluster are densely connected, while the entities in different clusters
are distant from each other; (3) the entities within each cluster have similar interactions
with other types of entities, while the entities in different clusters have diverse interplays
with other types of entities; and (4) the entities within clusters may have similar properties,
while the entities in different clusters have diverse attribute values.
8.4 A Unified Weighted Distance Measure
In a heterogeneous network with various types of entities, attributes and links, each entity is
associated with a set of multiple types of entities through the links between entity vertices,
and a set of different kinds of attributes through the connections between entity vertices and
attribute vertices, we propose to use a unified distance measure based on the neighborhood
random walk model to integrate various types of link information. In the heterogeneous
network, there exists a random walk path between two entities v1, v2 ∈ Vi if (1) v1 and
v2 have the same peer entity v3 ∈ Vi; (2) both v1 and v2 are connected to the same entity
v4 ∈ V j with different type; or (3) v1 and v2 have the same attribute value v5 ∈ Ak. If there
are multiple paths connecting v1 and v2, then they are close. On the other hand, if there are
very few or no paths between v1 and v2, then they are far apart.
Definition 25 (Transition Probability) Let V =
⋃N
i=1 Vi be the set of N types of entities,
A =
⋃M
i=1 Ai be the set of M kinds of associated attributes, the weighted transition matrix T
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of a heterogeneous network G is defined below.
P =

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
T = ω · P
(8.1)
where each P jk in P represents the transition probability for some kind of links. Each ω jk
in weight matrix ω = [ω11, . . . , ω1(N+M); . . . ;ω(N+M)1, . . . , ω(N+M)(N+M)] sp-ecifies the weight
of P jk. According to the types of sources and destinations, P is divided into four parts:
(1) P jk (1 ≤ j, k ≤ N) is a n j × nk block matrix representing the transition probability
between entity vertices. Each entry in P jk is the original edge value between entities, e.g.,
the similar degree between two entity vertices with the same type of “Service”, or denoting
whether v ∈ Vk is provided by u ∈ V j when u is a “Provider” and v is a “Service”; (2)
a n j × mk−N block matrix P jk (1 ≤ j ≤ N,N + 1 ≤ k ≤ N + M) specifies the transition
probability from entities to attributes. Each element in P jk has a binary value of 0 or 1
specifying whether the entity holds the attribute value, e.g., “IBM” has a “Category” of
“IT”; (3) P jk (N + 1 ≤ j ≤ N + M, 1 ≤ k ≤ N) is a m j−N × nk block matrix denoting the
transition probability from attributes to entities. Each entry specifies whether the attribute
value is owned by the entity, e.g., a “Category” of “IT” is possessed by “IBM”; and (4)
P jk (N + 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N + M) is a m j−N × mk−N block matrix with all 0s since there is no
connection between attributes.
We argue that each type of links may have different degrees of contribution in the clus-
tering process. Thus we assign an individual weight ωi j for each kind of transition prob-
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abilities to generate the weighted version T of P. Notice that ωi j may not be equal to ω ji
since the information flow between two different types of vertices may be bidirectional. In
our current experiment setup, all weights are initialized as 1.0. Since each row of transition
matrix should sum to 1, we further perform the row-wise normalization for T .
Based on the definition of transition probability, we actually split the original transition
operation into two steps: (1) inspect the weight of source’s neighbors and choose some kind
of vertices with the largest weight; and (2) check the original edge value between source
and vertices with the largest weight and choose some vertex with the largest edge value as
destination.
Definition 26 (Unified Neighborhood Random Walk Distance) Let T be the weighted
transition probability of a heterogeneous network G, l be the length that a random walk
can go, and c ∈ (0, 1) be the restart probability, the unified random walk distance d(u, v)





p(τ)c(1 − c)length(τ) (8.2)
where τ is a path from u to v whose length is length(τ) with transition probability p(τ).
d(u, v) reflects the vertex closeness based on multiple types of link information.




c(1 − c)γT γ (8.3)
8.5 Heterogeneous Service Network Clustering
With the unified random walk distance as an input, ServiceCluster first identifies initial ki
and initial centroids by using a Discrete Steepest Descent method. At each inner iteration, it
follows the K-Medoids clustering method [25]: assign vertices to their closest centroids and
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select the most centrally located point in a cluster as new centroid. At each outer iteration,
the optimal weights are generated by maximizing the clustering objective. It further splits
or merges current clusters to identify new ki and new centroids. This process is repeated
until convergence.
8.5.1 Selection of ki and Initial Centroids
We will address two main issues in the initialization step: (1) initial ki setup and (2) cluster
centroid initialization.
We argue that choosing ki randomly without prior knowledge by existing heterogeneous
clustering methods often leads to incorrect clustering results. In addition, good initial cen-
troids are essential for the success of partitioning-based clustering algorithms. We propose
a Discrete Steepest Descent method (DSD) to provide a natural way to determine the num-
ber of clusters and the initial centroids simultaneously. Intuitively, if we choose a local
densest vertex, which is similar to the most peer vertices, in its neighborhood as centroids,
then this will maximize the within-cluster similarity on the group, which consists of the
centroid and its neighbors. To find such local densest vertices, we first define the density
DVi(v) of an entity v ∈ Vi on Vi in terms of the unified distance measure below.
DVi(v) =
∑
u∈Vi,u∈ε−neighborhood o f v,ε∈Z+
d(u, v) (8.4)
where d(u, v) is the unified random walk distance from u to v in G. DVi(v) summarizes
the similarities between v and its ε-neighborhood in Vi. According to the definition of
clustering objective in Eq.(8.9), DVi(v) is equivalent to the objective of cluster which takes
v as centroid and consists of v and its ε-neighborhood in Vi.
The Steepest Descent method (SD) is an effective first-order optimization algorithm
to find a local maximum (or minimum) of a function. The local maximization version of
SD starts with an initial point x0, and iteratively executes the following steps to update
the current iterate xt−1 by a step γt from x0 in the gradient direction which increases the
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objective f (x) until moving to a critical point, i.e., xt = xt−1, which is hopefully the desired
local maximum.
γt = argmaxγ≥0 f (xt−1 + γ f ′(xt−1))
xt = xt−1 + γt f ′(xt−1)
(8.5)
where γt is the steepest step to increase f (x) at the fastest rate and therefore make the
biggest change.
So far most existing first order optimization methods such as Steepest Descent or second
order optimization models such as Newton-Raphson have assumed a continuous differen-
tiable search space. However, the search space in a graph is not continuous but discrete,
i.e., made up of individual vertices. Thus, we propose the DSD method to find the local
maxima of DVi(v) in the heterogeneous network G.





where the gradient D
′
Vi(vt−1) is approximated by DVi(vt) − DVi(vt−1) and the steepest step is
directed to the densest vertex in the ε-neighborhood of vt−1. The process terminates when
DVi(vt) ≤ DVi(vt−1). This approach is typically much faster than an exhaustive search when
Vi is large.
Based on the DSD method, the initialization of ki and centroids for the objective entities
Vi is presented in Algorithm 10. Each iteration in the DSD process forms a path of steepest
descent from a starting vertex v0 to a local maximum vt−1 of density. When the DSD
procedure carries out a multi-dimensional search from an unvisited vertex vt−1 to a visited
vertex vt and DVi(vt) > DVi(vt−1), we incorporate the current path from v0 to vt−1 and the
previous path including vt into a tree of steepest descent since v0, . . . , vt have the same local
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Algorithm 10 Initialization of ki and Centroids
Input: a service network G=(V, A, E), the objective entities Vi, the random walk distance
R, a set of unvisited entities S , a set of visited entities T .
Output: ki, centroids c1, ..., cki .
1: S =Vi, T=φ and ki=0;
2: while S,φ
3: Choose one starting vertex v0 randomly from S ;
4: while DVi(vt−1)<DVi(vt) by DSD
5: if vt∈T and vt∈Ck(k∈{1, . . . , ki})
6: S =S−{v0, . . . , vt−1} and T=T+{v0, . . . , vt−1};
7: Ck=Ck+{v0, . . . , vt−1} and goto Step 2;
8: S =S−{v0, . . . , vt−1} and T=T+{v0, . . . , vt−1};
9: ki=ki+1, cki=vt−1 and Cki={v0, . . . , vt−1};
10: Return ki, c1, ..., cki and C1, ...,Cki .
maximum. The DSD process is repeated until each vertex is assigned to one and only DSD
path or tree. Thus, we present a quite natural way to generate ki centroids (local maxima)
and ki clusters (paths or trees).
When the heterogeneous network is dense enough, or we run enough random walk
propagations on the heterogeneous network, the DSD method exhibits superior perfor-
mance on the selection of ki. Assuming that each entity is at least in the ε-neighborhood of
one entity vertex with local maximum of density, we can generate the following theoretical
property.
Theorem 24 The lower bound of the optimal number of clusters is ki by DSD.
Proof. Let C1 and C2 be two arbitrary clusters by DSD, c1 and c2 be the correspond-
ing centroids respectively. We try to prove the clustering objective will be reduced if we
combine C1 and C2 into one cluster, i.e, decrease ki. There are two possible cases to be
discussed separately: (1) if the centroid in the new combined cluster is arbitrary one of
c1 and c2, say c1, in terms of the definition of clustering objective in Eq.(8.9), then the
cluster objective on ∀v ∈ C2 will be reduced due to
∑
v∈C2 d(v, c1) ≤
∑
v∈C2 d(v, c2); and
(2) if the centroid c in the combined cluster is neither c1 nor c2, then the cluster objective
on both ∀u ∈ C1 and ∀v ∈ C2 will be reduced due to
∑
u∈C1 d(u, c) ≤
∑
u∈C1 d(u, c1) and∑




8.5.2 Vertex Assignment and Centroid Update
Although the DSD method can produce a good clustering when facing a dense heteroge-
neous network, we may need to further refine clusters when many entity vertices locate
outside the ε-neighborhood of any local maximum since each DSD step adopts a local
optimization strategy in the range of ε-neighborhood of current iterate vt−1. For example,
there is a DSD path v0 → v1 → v2 where v0 is the starting point and v2 is the local maxi-
mum. Although v1 may be very similar to both v0 and v2, the similarity between v0 and v2
may be quite small.
For the objective entities Vi, with ki centroids in the tth iteration, we assign each vertex
u ∈ Vi to its closest centroid c∗ = argmaxctj∈{ct1,...,ctki }d(u, c
t
j). When all vertices are assigned
to some cluster, the centroid will be updated with the most centrally located vertex in each
cluster. To find such a vertex, we first compute the “average point” u of a cluster C j in






d(w, v),∀v ∈ V (8.7)
Thus d(u, :) is the average unified distance vector for cluster C j. Then we find the new
centroid ct+1j in C j as
ct+1j = argminv∈C j‖d(v, :) − d(u, :)‖ (8.8)
Therefore we find the new centroid ct+1j in the (t + 1)
th iteration whose unified random
walk distance vector is the closest to the cluster average.
8.5.3 Objective Function
The objective of clustering is to maximize within-cluster similarity between centroids and
member vertices.
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Definition 27 [Graph Clustering Objective Function] Let G = (V, A, E) be a heteroge-
neous network with N types of entity vertices and M kinds of associated attribute vertices,
ω jk(1 ≤ j, k ≤ N + M) be the weight of each kind of links, and ki be the number of clusters
for the objective entities Vi. The goal of the heterogeneous network clustering is to find ki
partitions {Cp}
ki
p=1 such that Vi =
⋃ki
p=1 Cp and Cp
⋂
Cq = φ for ∀p, q, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ki, p , q,
and the following objective function O({Cp}
ki









ω = [ω11; . . . ;ω1(N+M); . . . ;ω(N+M)1; . . . ;ω(N+M)(N+M)]
(8.9)




k=1 ω jk = (N + M)
2.
The original objective is a polynomial function of ω with non-negative coefficients. We










am ≥ 0, pm jk ≥ 0, pm jk ∈ Z,
N+M∑
j=1,k=1
pm jk ≤ l
(8.10)




k=1 ω jk ≤ (N + M)
2.
where the objective consists of n within-cluster polynomial terms, am is the coefficient of the
mth term, pm jk is the exponent of ω jk in the mth term, and l is the length that a random walk
can go. Notice that we replace the constraints in Eq.(8.9) with those in Eq.(8.10) since
O({Cp}
ki
p=1, ω) is monotonically increasing with non-negative ω such that it can achieve the
same maximum on both constraint spaces.













j , am ≥ 0, pm j ≥ 0,
pm j ∈ Z,
(N+M)2∑
j=1
pm j ≤ l, µ = [µ1; . . . ; µ(N+M)2]
(8.11)
s.t. µ j ≥ 0,
∑(N+M)2
j=1 µ j ≤ (N + M)
2.
where pm j is the exponent of µ j in the mth term.
8.5.4 Weight Optimization
The original optimization problem is a high-dimensional polynomial programming prob-
lem. On the other hand, the polynomial objective contains massive variables such that we
can not directly solve the KKT system of polynomial equations. It is very hard to perform
function trend identification and estimation to determine the convexity of the optimization
problem. Thus, there may exist no verifiable sufficient conditions for global optimality.
We convert the optimization problem in Eq.(8.11) to the following equivalent problem by







T pm , ν = [ν1; . . . ; ν(N+M)2], am ≥ 0,
pm j ≥ 0, pm j ∈ Z,
(N+M)2∑
j=1





ν j ≤ (N + M)2.
Notice that O({Cp}
ki
p=1, ν) is convex since it is a conic combination of convex functions
eν
T pm . Θ = {ν|
∑(N+M)2
j=1 e
ν j ≤ (N + M)2} is convex since it has a less-than constraint and∑(N+M)2
j=1 e
ν j is convex. We utilize the successive convex approximation method (SCA) [113]
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Algorithm 11 Splitting and Merging of Clusters
Input: a service network G=(V, A, E), the objective entities Vi, the random walk distance
R, ki clusters C1, ...,Cki .
Output: ki, centroids c1, ..., cki .
1: Calculate DC j(v) for each vertex v, ∀v∈C j, in each cluster C j;
2: find all local maxima c j1, ..., c jk j in each cluster C j by Algorithm 10;
3: Split each cluster C j into subclusters C j1, ...,C jk j;
4: for each local maximum c
5: Compute DVi(c) and DVi(v),∀v∈ε-neighborhood of c;
6: if DVi(v)>DVi(c), v=argmaxu∈ε−neighborhood o f cDVi(u)
7: Merge Cps and Cqt where v∈Cps, c∈Cqt, Cps,Cqt;
8: Update ki;
9: Return ki, c1, ..., cki and C1, ...,Cki .
to maximize the convex objective on the convex set.
8.5.5 Splitting and Merging of Clusters
Due to the weight adjustment after each clustering iteration, we need to recalculate the uni-
fied random walk distance. This update operation essentially changes the shape and scale
of dataset. We argue that a fixed ki is no longer applicable to the dataset with changed
shape. Thus we propose a dynamic adjustment method of ki to identify a new suitable ki
to keep improving the clustering quality. Different from hierarchy-based clustering, our
method may make ki increase, decrease, or keep unchanged by splitting and merging cur-
rent clusters after each iteration.
The cluster adjustment algorithm is presented in Algorithm 11. Instead of rediscovering
local maxima of density based on the entire graph, we update local maxima with the prior
knowledge of existing clustering result to continuously enhancing the clustering quality.
It first calculates the density of each vertex on own cluster and find new potential local
maxima in each cluster. The algorithm then splits each cluster into subclusters based on
new DSD trees or paths. It figures out the density of local maxima and their ε-neighborhood
on the entire graph. The density of vertices in the ε-neighborhood of a local maximum may
be larger than the density of the local maximum due to the distance update. If the densest
vertex in the ε-neighborhood has a larger density than the local maximum, then we merge
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Algorithm 12 Heterogeneous Service Network Clustering
Input: a service network G=(V, A, E), the objective entities Vi, a length limit l of random
walk paths, a restart probability c.
Output: ki clusters C1, ...,Cki .
1: ω=µ=1;
2: Calculate T and R;
3: ki and initial centroids c1, ..., cki by Algorithm 10;
4: Repeat until the weight vector µ converges:
5: Repeat until the objective O({Cp}
ki
p=1, µ) converges:
6: Assign each vertex v to c∗=argmaxc jd(v, c j);
7: Update c j=argminv∈C j‖d(v, :)−d(u, :)‖;
8: Run the SCA method to solve (O({Cp}
ki
p=1, µ)) to produce ω;
9: Re-calculate T and R with the optimal ω;
10: Update ki and c1, ..., cki by Algorithm 11;
11: Return ki clusters C1, ...,Cki .
two subclusters, where the densest vertex and the local maximum stay in, into a new cluster
until all subclusters are scanned.
8.5.6 Clustering Algorithm
By assembling different parts, our heterogeneous network partitioning algorithm is present-
ed in Algorithm 12. ServiceCluster consists of five main tasks: (1) initialization of ki, (2)
vertex assignment, (3) centroid update, (4) weight optimization, and (5) cluster adjustment
and update of ki, each with the goal of maximizing the clustering objective. Tasks (2)-(3)
are common to partitioning clustering algorithms. The other three tasks are the novelty of
this work.
8.6 Experimental Evaluation
We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of ServiceCluster
on real graph datasets.
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8.6.1 Experimental Datasets
We modify the BSBM data generator [139] and create a dataset with 246, 161 triples where
“Provides” is used to model the relationship between “Service” and “Provider”s provid-
ing them, while an instance of “Service” has multiple instances of properties “Capabili-
ty”, “Function” and “Type”, and an instance of “Provider” contains multiple instances of
properties “Feature” and “Type”. There are totally 10, 000 “Service” instances and 3, 628
“Provider” instances with 10 “Type” instances and 5 instances of “Capability”, “Function”
and “Feature”, respectively.
We extract the Artist-Work subset of the DBpedia data with 40, 604 artists with five
kinds of identities 1, 136, 048 works from twelve kinds of areas 2, sixteen types of links
345, and four kinds of attributes 6. We build a heterogeneous network where entity vertices
represent artists or works, attribute vertices denote entity’s attributes, entity edges represent
the relationship between entities, attribute edges specify the interaction between entities
and attributes.
We use a subset of the DBLP bibliography data with 200, 000 highly prolific authors
and associated conferences. We build a heterogeneous network where vertices represent
authors and conferences, links represent the number of coauthor works or the number of
author’s works on conference, and two relevant attributes: prolific and primary topic.
8.6.2 Comparison Methods and Evaluation
We compare ServiceCluster with two recently developed representative graph clustering
algorithms, BAGC [21] and Inc-Cluster [28], and one baseline clustering algorithm, W-
1The artist type: Actor, Comedian, ComicsCreator, MusicalArtist, Writer.
2The work type: Album, Book, ComicsCharacter, FictionalCharacter, Film, Magazine, Musical, Newspa-
per, Single, Song, TelevisionEpisode and TelevisionShow.
3The link type between artists: associatedMusicalArtist, influenced, influencedBy.
4The link type between works: album, basedOn.
5The link type between artists and works: artist, author, creator, director, editor, lyrics, musicalArtist,
musicBy, producer, starring, writer.
6The attribute type: genre, literaryGenre, occupation, type.
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Cluster. ServiceCluster is our proposed algorithm which not only incorporates multiple
types of entities, attributes and links into a unified distance model but also continuously
enhances the clustering quality by simultaneously refining the link weights, the k value and
the cluster centroids. Other three algorithms only integrate structural and attribute infor-
mation to produce a clustering result. BAGC constructs a probabilistic inference model
to capture both structural and attribute aspects. Inc-Cluster combines both structural and
attribute similarities in the clustering decisions by estimating the importance of attributes.
W-Cluster combines structural and attribute similarities with the equal weighting factors.
Evaluation Measures We use three measures to evaluate the quality of clusters {Cl}kil=1





















whereωip is the weight between the objective entities Vi and the attribute Ap, entropy(Ap,C j) =
−
∑mp
m=1 pp jmlog2 pp jm, mp is the number of Ap’s values and pp jm is the percentage of entities
in cluster C j which have mth value on Ap. entropy({Cl}
ki
l=1) measures the weighted entropy
from all attributes over ki clusters.













where cx is the centroid of Cx, d(cp, cq) is the similarity between cp and cq, σx is the average
similarity of entities in Cx to cx.
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Figure 8.2: Cluster Quality on BSBM 10,000 Services





















































Figure 8.3: Cluster Quality on DBpedia 40,604 Artists
8.6.3 Cluster Quality Evaluation
Figures 8.2-8.4 show the quality comparison on three datasets with different k values. To
make a fair comparison among different methods, we use a version of ServiceCluster with
fixed k to compare other methods with the same k. Figure 8.2 (a) shows the density com-
parison on BSBM 10,000 Services by varying the number of clusters k = 10, 20, 30, 40.
The density values by ServiceCluster, BAGC and Inc-Cluster remain 0.74 or higher even
when k is increasing. This demonstrates that these methods can find densely connected
components. However, ServiceCluster achieves a much higher density than other methods
since it not only utilizes the link information between the objective entities but also inte-
grates the interaction among the objective entities, other entities and relevant properties to
improve the clustering quality. The density values by W-Cluster is relatively lower, in the
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Figure 8.4: Cluster Quality on DBLP 200,000 Authors
range of 0.62-0.75 with increasing k, showing that the generated clusters have a very loose
intra-cluster structure.
Figure 8.3 (b) shows the entropy comparison on BSBM 10,000 Services with k =
10, 20, 30, 40. ServiceCluster has the lowest entropy, while other three algorithms have
a much higher entropy, since it not only considers the interaction between the objective en-
tities and their associated attributes but also the interplay between the relevant entities and
their attributes. Different from other iterative local maximization approaches, ServiceClus-
ter generates the near global optimal weight assignment for each kind of links by directly
solving the maximization problem of clustering objective.
Figure 8.3 (c) shows the DBI comparison on BSBM 10,000 Services with differen-
t k values. ServiceCluster has the lowest DBI of 0.003-0.018, while other methods have
a much higher DBI than ServiceCluster. This demonstrates that ServiceCluster can ob-
tain both high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity. This is because Ser-
viceCluster incorporates multiple types of entities, attributes, and links with the near global
optimal weight assignment. It fully utilizes the connection among the objective entities and
other relevant entities, and the interaction between the entities and their attributes such that
the generated clusters have not only similar collaborative patterns but also similar interplay
patterns with relevant entities and associated attributes.
Similar trends are observed for the quality comparison on other two datasets in Figures
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8.3 and 8.4: ServiceCluster achieves the highest density values (>0.66) but the lowest en-
tropy around 1.89-2.64, which is obviously better than the other methods (>2.24). As k
increases, the entropy by ServiceCluster remains stable, while the density of ServiceClus-
ter decreases. In addition, ServiceCluster achieves the lowest DBI (0.001-0.013) among
different methods.
8.6.4 Clustering Efficiency Evaluation
Figures 8.5 (a) and (b) show the clustering time on three real datasets respectively. Ser-
viceCluster outperforms BAGC and Inc-Cluster in all experiments. We make the following
observations on the runtime costs of different methods. First, W-Cluster with a fixed weight
assignment is obviously better than other methods since it computes the random walk dis-
tance and does graph clustering only once. After each clustering iteration, ServiceCluster
and Inc-Cluster need to incrementally update the random walk distance matrix. The cost of
incremental distance update is relatively trivial in comparison with recalculating the matrix
from scratch. Second, ServiceCluster is much faster than BAGC and Inc-Cluster since it
figures out the near global optimal weight assignment by using the successive convex ap-
proximation method. Other two local maximization methods by using iterative probabilis-
tic influence or majority vote strategy often converge to a local maximum, even converge to
a local minimum or cycle between two points such that they need more iterations to termi-
nate the clustering process. Third, BAGC is much slower than and Inc-Cluster when facing
large k values since it is hypersensitive to k. Although BAGC does not need to repeatedly
compute the distance matrix, it needs to iteratively update a clustering membership matrix
with the size of n × k and lots of temporary matrices or interim variables such as ξ̃, γ̃, µ̃, ν̃
and β̃. As a result, its computational cost is proportional to n2k2 such that it may not work
well when facing large k values.
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Figure 8.5: Clustering Efficiency
8.6.5 Clustering Convergence
Figures 8.6 (a)-(f) show the tendency of clustering convergence of ServiceCluster along
with the dynamic update k at each iteration on three datasets respectively. Figure 8.6 (a)
shows the convergence trend of k on different datasets. The k value converges very quickly,
usually in four to five iterations. This demonstrates the efficiency of the algorithm. Fig-
ures 8.6 (b) and (c) show how the clustering quality progresses along with the dynamic
update k. We know that both density and entropy may decrease with increasing k. Their
decreasing trends are highly correlated to some measure of diffuseness such as average
cluster radius (or diameter). There may exist a critical point in the plane with k as x-axis
and average cluster radius as y-axis, i.e., the average cluster radius decreases quickly as
soon as k falls below the critical point but drops slowly as long as k remains at or above the
critical point. When the k value arrives at or above the critical point in enough clustering
iterations, both density and entropy finally converge to stable values. Figure 8.6 (d) shows
the convergence tendency of DBI along with the k values. A low DBI value identifies a
clustering with high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity. ServiceCluster
exhibits superior performance on all datasets in terms of the DBI measure. The convergence
tendency of DBI is consistent with the convergence trend of k on each dataset. Figures 8.6
(e) shows the curve of running time keeps relatively stable when the k value arrives at or
above the critical point. Figure 8.6 (f) shows the trend of weight updates on DBLP 200,000
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Figure 8.6: Clustering Convergence on Different Datasets
Authors along with the dynamic update k where letters “A” and “C” represent two types of
entities: author and conference respectively, and letters “P” and “T” denote two kinds of
associated attributes: prolific and primary topic respectively.
8.7 Conclusion
We have presented ServiceCluster, a novel heterogeneous service network clustering frame-
work. First, we integrate multiple types of entities, attributes and links with different se-
mantics into a unified random walk distance model. Second, we design a DSD method to
naturally produce initial k and initial centroids simultaneously. Third, a dynamic learning
approach is proposed to refine the link weights, the k value and the cluster centroids to
constantly improve the clustering quality.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED WORK
Graph as an expressive data structure is popularly used to model structural relationship
between objects in many application domains, such as social networks, web graphs, RD-
F graphs, sensor networks, protein interaction networks. These graphs typically consist of
billions of vertices and edges. Effective and efficient analytics on such huge graphs is wide-
ly recognized as a challenging big data research problem. To address this challenge, this
dissertation is dedicated to the development of algorithms, architectures and optimization
techniques for effective and scalable big data analytics. In this chapter, we first summarize
the main contributions of this dissertation and then discuss our future research directions.
9.1 Summary
In summary, this dissertation makes three unique contributions.
First, this dissertation proposes a suite of novel graph mining algorithms to analyze
and mine large-scale real heterogeneous information networks. The proposed algorithmic
approaches enable new ways to dive into the topology and content of big graphs to derive
new insights about how heterogeneous entities interact with each other and influence the
effectiveness and efficiency of graph clustering, graph classification and graph ranking. The
proposed graph mining algorithms have been applied to massive real-world graph datasets,
such as Amazon product co-purchasing network, DBLP bibliography data, Last.fm social
network, IMDb movie database and Yelp’s academic dataset, demonstrating the effective-
ness and efficiency of our mining approaches against the state-of-the-art methods.
Second, it introduces a scalable graph processing frmework to speed up the execution
of a wide range of real-world graph applications, including graph traversal algorithms, nu-
merical matrix computations, and advanced data mining and machine learning algorithms.
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The proposed systemic methods enable computer hardware resource-aware graph parti-
tioning such that parallel graph processing workloads can be well balanced in the presence
of highly irregular graph structures and the mismatch of graph access and computation
workloads. The proposed multi-level hierarchical graph parallel abstraction can support
resource-adaptive selection of the right level of graph parallel abstraction for partitioning,
storing and accessing large graphs.
Last but not the least, this dissertation establishes a number of domain specific graph
analytics frameworks to perform deep learning and derive new insights in enterprise stor-
age systems and web service libraries. The multifaceted approach of bringing together
optimization techniques from various research areas provides a new way to further im-
prove enterprise system design and implementation, and domain specific data management
and analytics. In addition, the research results offer new opportunities for product or ser-
vice providers to deploy their products or services more efficiently and for customers to
meet their increasing computational requirements on large-scale data intensive analysis
with guaranteed low latency.
9.2 Open Issues and Future Research
The continued growth of ubiquity and complexity of real-world graphs, and the advent
of novel graph applications bring many interesting challenges to the research of big da-
ta science. I am interested in integrating theoretical techniques with system principles,
from multi-disciplinary research areas, such as data mining, databases, machine learning,
parallel and distributed computing, cloud computing, security and privacy, and software
engineering, to develop effective and scalable big graph computing frameworks for bet-
ter understanding of large graphs and their underlying processes. Two challenging and
promising areas that I am particularly interested to pursue are below.
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9.2.1 Social Recommender System Powered by Graph Mining
Recommender systems deal with information overload by suggesting to users the items that
are potentially of their interests. Collaborative Filtering (CF) based recommendation tech-
niques have been widely adopted by many online vendors, such as Amazon and Netflix, to
promote their marketing efforts. A crucial challenge for building an effective recommender
system is the cold start problem: how to provide accurate recommendations to new users or
users with extremely few rating records? With the advent of social information along with
rating datasets, recent efforts on social recommender system attempt to integrate rating in-
formation with additional social information to handle the cold start issue and improve the
prediction accuracy. However, these research efforts usually treat social and rating aspects
with the same importance or balance them with manual weight setup. In addition, the in-
tegration of multiple information sources also introduces additional noisy data at the same
time. In fact, a recent study [160] reports that the additional social information can not
always result in substantial performance gains of prediction. To handle this challenge, we
aim to utilize the analytics techniques of heterogeneous information networks to improves
the quality of recommendation in the presence of data sparsity by learning the latent re-
lationships between different types of entities interconnected through heterogeneous types
of links. I am confident that combining the techniques from different research fields is
promising in significantly boosting the recommendation quality in the presence of data
sparsity.
9.2.2 Privacy Preserving of Social Networks Enhanced by Graph Mining
As more and more rich social media and popular online social networking sites are avail-
able, privacy preserving publishing of social network data has become a fundamental prob-
lem of the modern information infrastructure. People often unwill to provide their personal
information if they knew that the privacy of their data could be compromised. The popular
privacy preserving research focuses on the question whether tasks can be run over sani-
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tized data. Recently, as increasing volumes of personal and sensitive data are collected and
archived by social networks, privacy preserving in publishing social network data becomes
an important concern. Unfortunately, most of existing privacy preserving techniques can
deal with relational data only, and can not be applied to social network data. Thus, we aim
to explore the opportunities of preserving privacy in social network data.
The state-of-the-art anonymization methods on social networks can be categorized in-
to three main categories: K-anonymity based privacy preservation via edge modification,
probabilistic privacy preservation via edge randomization, and privacy preservation via
generalization. However, the ongoing privacy preserving social network analysis mainly
focuses on unweighted social networks. Recently, more and more weighted social net-
work data has been made publicly available, such as DBLP collaboration network, Twitter
retweet network, and business transaction network, in which the network edges as well as
the corresponding weights are considered to be private. However, there are very few exist-
ing efforts to study the anonymization of graphs where edge weights are considered sensi-
tive. In fact, edge weights in many real-world information networks are sensitive, e.g., the
number of coauthor publications in DBLP or the rating score in IMDb. On the other hand,
edge-weight anonymization is still important even if the vertex identities are anonymized.
For instance, if the adversary has prior access to the graph, then an attack can be devised
for re-identification of vertices in the anonymized graph. In two recent works [161, 162],
the authors studied the anonymization of sensitive edge weights in social networks. How-
ever, they did not employ any addition, deletion or generalization techniques to vertices
or edges, i.e., only adjusted the weights of each links and kept graph structure unchanged
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